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In developing a subject such as The Limita

tions of federal Control On The Chain "tore fvsten, one 

is faced nith the necessity of covering an extremely 

vrtde field nitbin t^e snaoe of a comparatively small 

rar.f ev’ nf “»ages. It is to be noted, tber--fore, that 

tuts treatise is not exhaustive, '"ut ratber selective. 

An attempt bus ''«on made to discuss and develop all the 

existing nhases of the question, providing thereby a 

foundation for the conclusion as to the nossihle future 

develop?'ont of this complicated problem.

Acknowledgment 'mist he made to Colonel Till- 

lam <T. lor.ovati, 'former Assistant Attorney General for 

some Kasic material contained herein, as taken from 

his speech delivered before the National Chain Ctore 

A sen j ’ a lion, sometlrae during the year 1930, as publish

ed by said Association.

April 15, 1931, 
"asbir.cton, I. 0.
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THE LIMITATIONS OF FEDERAL CONTROL ON 
THE CHAIN store system.

PART ONE: INTRODUCTION.

The Flexibility of the Law. Nothing is of greater import

ance than that the stability of the law be maintained, to 

the end that the rights and property of the individual be 

secured and preserved. A necessary corollary, however, is 

that the law should not remain so fixed and immutable that 

a possibility might exist of it becoming antiquated and un

adaptable to changing conditions. While remaining stable, 

law, at the same time, must be sufficiently flexible to a- 

dapt itself to conditions resulting from the advance of civ

ilization. For in the final analysis, soc'iety itself, in 

the first instance, establishes, what eventually becomes for

mulated into rules that we call laws, the rights and obliga

tions of its members, as a result of the relationships due 

to the social activities of one individual with another, or 

of one group with another group. This being true, it is 

essential that the laws of one period or era differ slightly 

or radically, as the case may be, from those of a subsequent 

period or era. If this were not the case, it would have to 

be admitted that there is no such thing as the progress of 

civilization, for it would be absurd to suppose that the 

strict application of rules of law in effect during the per

iod of the colonization of America by the early settlers 
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would render complete justice if applied strictly at the 

present time. It is necessary, therefore, that laws be mod

ified or changed completely, from time to time, such changes 

in the laws themselves, or the theory behind them, being 

based upon the prevalent social and economic factors govern

ing the current existence of society. The growth of our 

Constitutional Law, based upon judicial interpretation, typ

ifies this fact, in that, while the Constitution remains in

violable in its word structure, yet with all of its stability, 

it is as perfect and efficient an instrument of government 

to-day as it was one hundred and forty-two years ago, when 

it was adopted, due to its consideration in the light of 

the new and indispensable economic and social factors that 

determine the fabric of American institutions of the present.

The Law as a Progressive Science. The truth of this

assertion is borne out by Mr. Justice Brown in Holden v.

Hardy, 169 U.S. 366, 385, 386, 18 Sup. Ct. 383, 385, 386,

42 L.Ed. 780, when he says

"that the law is, to a certain extent, a progress
ive science; that in some of the states methods 
of procedure, which at the time the Constitution 
was adopted were deemed essential to the protect
ion and safety of the people, or to the liberty’ 
of the citizens, have been found to be no longer 
necessary; that restrictions which had formerly 
been laid upon the conduct of individuals, or of 
classes of individuals, had proved detrimental 
to their interests; while, upon the other hand, 
certain other classes of persons, particularly 
those engaged in dangerous or unhealthful employ
ments, have been found to be in need of addition
al protection. Even before the adoption of the 
Constitution, much had been done toward mltigat- 
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ing the severity of the common law, particularly 
In the administration of its criminal branch.

The present century has originated legal 
reforms of no less impoi'tance. The whole fabric 
of special pleading, once thought to be necessary 
to the illumination of the real issue between 
parties, has crumbled to pieces. The ancient 
tenures of real estate have been largely swept 
away, and land is now transferred almost as easily 
and cheaply as personal property. Married women 
have been emancipated from the control of their 
husbands, and placed upon a practical equality 
with them with respect to the acquisition, poss
ession and transmission of property. Exemptions 
from execution have been largely added to, and in 
most of the states homesteads are rendered incap
able of seizure and sale upon forced process. 
Witnesses are no longer incompetent by reason of 
interest, even though they be parties to the liti
gation. Indictments have been simplified, and an 
indictment for the most serious of crimes is now 
the simplest of all. In several of the states 
grand juries, formerly the only safeguard against’ 
malicious prosecution, have been largely abolished, 
and in others the rule of unanimity, so far as 
applied to civil cases, has given way to verdicts 
rendered by a three-fourths majority."

The power of the state to make such changes in methods of 

procedure and substantive law is clearly recognized: Hurtado 

v. California, 110 U.S. 516, 4 Sup..Ct. Ill, 292, 28 L.Ed. 232; 

Hayes v. Missouri, 120 U.S. 68, 7 Sup. Ct. 350, 30 L.Ed. 578; 

Missouri Pac. Railway Co. v. Mackey, 127 U.S. 205, 8 Sup. Ct.

1161, 32 L.Ed. 107; Hallinger v. Davis, 146 U.S. 314, 13 Sup.

Ct. 105, 36 L.Ed. 986; Matter of Kemmler, 136 U.S. 436, 10 

Sup. Ct. 930, 34 L.Ed. 519; Duncan v. ]_52 U.S. 377,

14 Sup. Ct. 570, 38 L.Ed. 485.

The Economic Background. It is essential, therefore, 

before proceeding to a consideration of the legal problem pre-
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sented by the Chain Store System, that some investigation be 

made concerning the social and economic factors that have 

brought about and continue to govern the existence and growth 

of a comparatively new and gigantic industry.

The Emergence of the Chain Store System. With the growth 

of the country’s resources, with the influx of population from 

the country to great industrial and commercial centers, with 

the increasing number of labor saving machines, a vast change 

has taken place in the social structure of the nation.

Types of homes, the modes of living in them, the manner of 

dress in all of its varieties, the innumerable methods of re

creation and entertainment, and the general restlessness of 

the age, characterize the peculls^’lties of present day society. 

Tn order that this great change in society could take place, 

and in order that it might continue, as it must, or decay, 

industry and commerce likewise have experienced a tremendous 

evolution, in all of their phases. Not the least of which 

is the method of supplying the populace with the necessities 

of life, in the form of foods, drugs, clothing, shoes, and the 

like. As society grew to its present state of complexity 

and restlessness, it demanded that its desires be satisfied 

quickly, efficiently and with the greatest amount of clean

liness and economy. To meet this demand the Chain Store Sys

tem gradually came into existence, and grew,, until we see it 

to-day, a stupendous institution, satisfying the needs of a 
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modern people, in a modern manner. It might be said that 

the Chain Store to-day is but responding to the new economic 

demand for the elimination of wasteful practices, and the 

speeding up of methods of distribution.

The Position of Chain Store Systems To-day. With the 

growth of the Chain Store System from practically an Insig

nificant industry to its present enormous proportions, within 

the short space of about twenty years, there has grown, with 

increasing velocity, an agitation against its practices, by 

the independent merchants of the country. Various objections 

to.the Chain Store System have been voiced, and the agitation 

has become so strong, that several attempts have been made 

to regulate the activities of this monster merchandising agency. 

There is no doubt that the Chain Store System has become firm

ly established in the social and business circles of the count

ry, as more or less of a desirable or necessary institution, 

nevertheless it is indispensable for the safety and preserva

tion of the Chain Store System, that it does not exploit the 

public and that it does nothing to arouse the suspicion that 

such is its purpose.

Necessary Fundamental Questions. Assuming that there 

might be a need for regulation by the Federal or State govern

ments, of the activities and practices’ of Chain Store Systems, 

two questions present themselves which must be answered! at 

the outset, in order to determine whether or not this is a 
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proper field for governmental intervention. These quest

ions are: first, what are the supervisory powers which our 

government may properly exercise over any industry; and se

cond, what responsibilities to the government must the Chain 

Store Systems accept and discharge voluntarily in the public 

interest, if they expect to operate without governmental in

tervention and regulation. These questions arise from fed

eral regulation of transportation as an essential public ser

vice, and the possibility that distribution may some time be 

called upon, in the public interest, to submit to similar 

federal regulation.

The Status of Business and its Distinctions. Thus we 

are brought to the very essence' of the relation that must 

exist between government and business. Without the demands 

and acceptance of the public, business would cease to exist. 

There Is a very decided public nature to all business, which, 

in that particular aspect at least, renders Itself liable to 

governmental regulation. When we consider the fact that in 

order to exist at all, those who own, operate, or are inter

ested in businesses, must determine their principles of op

eration by what serves and satisfies the public best, we are 

brought to the point of admitting that the welfare of the 

public determines, in a large measure, the ultimate success 

of those who serve it. Particularly in the Chain Store in

dustry, which is so closely concerned with the necessities of 



life, there must be an administration of affairs as will 

convince the public and the courts that it is completely and 

fairly served, without the necessity of federal regulation#

Private and Public Business# In considering the rela

tion of government to business It is necessary to give consid

eration to the difference between the legal control which 

government applies to a business which is public in its nature 

and one which is in its nature private. Those pursuing a 

business which is in its nature public have always been un

der the extra-ordinary duty to serve all who would apply to 

them. On the contrary those who are in private business 

may select their customers and refuse to sell to .whomsoever 

they choose. That distinction has its reason in economic 

rather than in legal theory and whether the distinction is 

broad or narrow at a particular time depends upon the social 

and industrial conditions of the period.

Common Law Regulation# Governmental supervision of 

business is Imposed upon Industry when competition Is found 

to be Inadequate as a regulating factor. From the earliest 

times we find this principle running through the changing 

social and industrial conditions. In England up to-the 

eighteenth century and in early Colonial America, when each 

Isolated community had its single miller, baker, smith and1 

tailor, and 'the difficulties of transportation gave to each 

of them a practical monopoly, these occupations were regulated 
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as public callings, with the obligation of service to all and 

the general frequent fixation of prices and rates. But with 

the Industrial Revolution and development of commerce in the 

early ninteenth century, and the improvement of means of 

transportation and greater opportunity for the individual re

sulting from the uniting of various economic factors, it was 

in the interest of society to allow every man to carry on 

his pursuits in his own way and to place his industry in the 

fullest competition with his fellows. From this developed 

the laissez-faire view of government, a definite and affirm

ative dogma of extreme individualism.

The Problem of Organized Society. But to-day we see 

great enterprises taking the place of smaller ones. We see 

a change in public opinion and a recognition of the need for 

cooperation, coordination and combination. It is felt that 

legitimate combination represents a highly developed form of 

organization to meet the requirements of modern industry and 

to obtain more efficient and more profitable methods of pro

duction 'and distribution. But at the same time with the as

cendancy of these great combinations there is an Impulsion to 

see that the power of that combination is employed in the 

public Interest. The great problem of organized society is 

to insist that great combinations of capital shall be made to 

serve the public rather than to exploit it.

Meat Packer’s Decree of 1920. This danger has become
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apparent from observing the effécts of the packers to secure 

a modification of the so-called Packer's Consent Decree of 

February 27, 1920. This decree vias entered against certain 

meat packers and since that time attacks have been made upon 

it by the defendants to have it set aside. They have failed 

and the Supreme Court has upheld the validity of the decree. 

Now the defendants come in and ask for a modification upon 

certain economic grounds. In their petition they assert that 

since 1920 the whole trend of distribution has been from the 

manufacturer to the consumer. They give examples of that 

trend and assert that the extensive application of the Chain 

idea to retard distribution has had more far reaching conseq

uences than any other single development in the field of mar

keting in the last two decades. They quote from economists 

to support this contention that this new development has 

created new problems for manufacturers, wholesalers and retail 

ers, has compelled every agency engaged in distribution to 

exhaust its every resource to reduce its costs and improve its 

method of marketing, and has compelled a consideration as to 

what effect the growth of this new industrial giant will have 

upon the economic development of the entire country. They 

assert that the marketing of food products in this country 

has been completely revolutionized since the entry of the 

Decree in 1920; that the individual retailer is passing; and 

that tremendous concentrated buying power exists in the Chain 
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Store groups. This petition epitomizes the discussion that 

is going on concerning the economic and social consequences 

of the development of the chain store idea.

Antitrust Laws. Chain Store Systems have been the ob

ject of hostile and discriminatory legislation in several 

states. It is the subject of economic surveys by governmental 

and private agencies. It has been denounced as monopolistic 

and it has been urged that there be an investigation of its 

competitive practices. It is resented because it does dis

lodge existing channels of distribution and because it is re

garded as a danger to the man who heads a small enterprise, 

and who is looked upon as a distinctly American institution.

Basis of Federal Regulation. While the antitrust laws 

were conceived an* ? formulated at a ti’“e when the chain store 

was in its infancy, those laws in their interpretation and 

administration are flexible and elastic enough to bring the 

chain store into conformity with the fundamental economic pol

icy expressed in those laws. Of course in considering the 

Chain Store System as a business in relation to our antitrust 

laws, it must be assumed that these chains are engaged in 

interstate commerce, because it is only in so far as the chain 

stores are engaged in interstate commerce that the federal 

government would have jurisdiction, under the antitrust lax7s.

Sentiment concerning Antitrust Laws. In many instances 

dissatisfaction is expressed with our antitrust laws. These 
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laws are regarded "by some as too restrictive upon industry, 

an unjust limitation upon commerce, and a shackle upon bus

iness development. Is this a fair characterization of our 

federal laws? Or do these laws in the long run lay down a 

policy which stimulates the healthy and untrammeled growth 

of industry and permits the fullest opportunity for the play 

of individual enterprise? It is not possible for business 

men to turn their business plants successfully upon hazard 

and crystal gazing. It is necessary for them not only to 

comprehend the theory of the particular statute which affects 

their business, but as well the economic philosophy which 

underlies the enactment of the statute.

The Sherman Law. There are a number of federal stat

utes dealing with the regulation of business. There is one, 

however, that directly expresses the policy of our govern

ment. That is the Sherman Antitrust Law. It was enacted 

in 1890 and was prompted by the confusion arising from the 

diverse interpretations of the principles of the common law, 

from the impossibility of regulating nation-wide business by 

local or state law, and also by a deep fear in the American 

people that colossal aggregations of capital constituted a 

menace to their economic and social organization. The 

Sherman Law was the direct result of aroused public opinion 

produced by that fear. The main purpose of the Sherman Act 

was the maintenance of the competitive system in industry.
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Its underlying principle was to protect the Individual, to 

stimulate his Initiative and resourcefulness, to maintain 

equal opportunity and to preserve for the general public the 

benefits which are believed can come only from a competitive 

industry. The Act does not undertake to enumerate particu

lar forbidden restraints. Congress left it to the Courts 

to determine what kind of combinations or trade units actually 

caused or tended to cause certain economic evils. Not ex

pressed in so many words in the Act, it is clear, that from 

the debates in Congress, that the evils aimed at were the 

oppression of customers through arbitrary price manipulation 

and the coercion of producers in the choice and conduct of a 

business. A study of the Sherman Act, its history and the 

decisions construing It, forces one to the conclusion that 

fundamental modifications of this law would not only be oppos

ed to the public interest, but would be inadvisable from the 

point of view of industry itself. The Courts have pointed 

out that the mere size of a combination does not violate the 

law, but it is the end to which the power coming from that 

size is put, that frequently raises the question. If, as a 

result of size and the power flowing therefrom, a chain store 

would ask prices or sell at a loss in a community, for the 

purpose of limiting local competition, or if prices were 

raised, or wages lowered, or rebates granted, or price con-, 

cessions made, or stores built next to stores of competitors 
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to harass them or drive them out of business, then power 

so exerted would violate the law. Nor can this be excused 

if these practices are indulged in by local managers without 

the consent of the owners of the business, for the ultimate 

responsibility for such conduct rests upon the organization 

itself, and its executives, however innocent, they may be, 

and however far removed from the scene. The Sherman Act 

prohibits competitors from agreeing to divide territory in 

wMch they do business. This is not a prohibition against 

the use of honest business judgment in the selection of the 

communities in which businesses operate; but It Is, however, 

a prohibition against an agreement to allocate territory, or 

customers, so that businesses may have a monopoly or section 

of the country assigned to them by agreement or understanding. 

The decision of the Supreme Court In the case of the United 

States v. Trenton Potteries, 273 U.S. 392, clearly establishes 

the Illegality of price fixing. No rule of reason can be 

invoked because it is settled that the mere agreement to fix 

a price or to allocate territory, no matter how beneficent 

the intent, is violative of the law.

Conclusion. The underlying theory of dur antitrust 

laws represents a very definite policy. It is a policy which 

defines the limits within which certain of the problems of 

the Chain Store System must be settled. It is conceivable 

that a chain store might be able to monopolize the retail 
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business of a particular section of the United States. Fif 

teen years ago this would not have seemed possible. To-day 

consolidation of a few of the great chains would raise this 

serious question.



PART TWO: THE LEGAL PROBLEM

The Possibilities of Federal Legislation. Admitting the 

possibility of certain circumstances and conditions exist

ing concerning the conduct and operation of Chain Stores 

which would warrant or necessitate the interference by the 

Federal Government by means of regulatory measures for the 

guidance of these industrial enterprises in their commerc

ial pursuits, it is necessary to inquire as to the principles 

by means of which the government might legislate under such 

circumstances, before proceeding directly to a consideration 

of the legal status of the Chain Store System per se.

The Police Power. The general principle under which 

the Federal Government might legislate, under one of its 

constitutional powers, is under its police power. But the 

extent to which such regulation may reasonably go depends 

upon the nature of the business, A business is not affect

ed with a public interest merely because it is large, but 

because the public is warranted in having a feeling of con

cern in respect to its maintenance.

Business Clothed with a Public Interest. The policy 

of the American Law is the preservation of competition as a 

check upon business, but when a business is Inevitably mon

opolistic in tendency, then the government must accept the 
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situation and regulate it as the only means of safeguard

ing the public interest.

The Supreme Court of the United States has held that 

business characterized as clothed with a public interest 

might be divided into three classes:

First: Those operating by authority of a public

grant. These types are certain industries 

known as public utilities and are subjected to 

rigorous supervision. These enterprises are 

subjected to rigorous regulation on the theory 

that since the competitive force necessary to 

protect the public is absent, there must be some 

governmental agency to protect it. They are 

subjected not only to rate regulation, but also 

to regulation of service and many other matters.

Second: Those which have always been classed as

peculiarly of a public nature, such .as innkeep

ers and cabs and grist mills.

Third: Those assuming a public nature as a conseq

uence of dealing with the public. These types 

of business are new enterprises which from time 

to time have been subjected to regulation, on 

the theory that there is such a peculiarly close 

relation between the public and those engaged in 

the business as to create an obligation on the 
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part of the business in its dealings with the 

public. This doctrine has been applied to 

businesses which were not formerly considered 

to be natural monopolies.

Munn v. Illinois. In the latter class fall cases like

Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113, which sustained the validity 

of a state statute fixing a minimum charge that could be 

made for the use of elevators and warehouses. The question 

presented in that case was whether the General Assembly of 

Illinois could, under the limitations upon the legislative 

powers of the states, imposed by the Constitution of the 

United States, fix by law the maximum of charges for the 

storage of grain in warehouses at Chicago, and other places 

in the state, having not less than 100,000 inhabitants, "in 

which grain is stored in bulk, and in which the grain of 

different owners is mixed together, or tn which grain is 

stored in such a manner that the identity of different lots 

or parcels cannot be accurately preserved". It was pointed 

out that the Fourteenth Amendment commands that no State 

shall "deprive any person of life, liberty or property with

out due process of law, nor deny to any person within its 

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws". It is true 

that the Constitution contains no definition of the word 

"deprive" as used in the Fourteenth Amendment, and conseq

uently in order to determine its significance it is necessary
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to ascertain the effect which usuage has given it, when 

employed in the same or a like connection. When one be

comes a member of society, he necessarily parts with some 

riahts or privileges which, as an Individual not affected by 

his relations to others, he might retain. The Preamble to 

the Constitution of Massachusetts defines a body politic as 

a "social compact by which the whole people covenants with 

each citizen, and each citizen with the whole people, that 

all shall be governed by certain laws for the common good". 

This does not confer power upon t^e whole people to control 

rights which are purely .and exclusively private, Thorpe v.< 

R. & V. R.R. Co., 27 Vt. 143; but it does authorize the es

tablishment of laws requiring each citizen to so conduct 

himself, and so use his own property, as not unnecessarily 

to Injure that of another. From this source came the police 

powers, which, as was said by Mr. Chief Justice Taney in the 

License Cases, 5 How. 583, "are nothing more or less than the 

powers of government inherent in every sovereignty, ..... that 

is to say, .......... the power to govern men and things".

The Public Interest. Under the police powers of the 

government, it regulates the conduct of its citizens one to

wards another, and the manner in which each shall use his own 

property, when such regulation becomes necessary for the pub

lic good. More than two hundred years ago, Lord Chief Jus

tice Hale, in his treatise De Partibus Maris, 1 Haig. Law
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Tracts 78, stated that looking to the common law from

whence came the right which the Constitution protects,

we find that when private property is "affected with a 

public interest, it ceases to be juris prlvanti only." 

This doctrine has been accepted without objection as an 

essential element in the law of property ever since. Pro

perty does become clothed with a public Interest when used 

in a manner to make it of public consequence and affect to 

the community at large. When, therefore, one devotes his 

property to a use in which the public has an interest, he, 

in effect, grants to the public an interest in that use, and 

must submit to be controlled by the public for the common 

good, to the extent of the interest he has thus created. He 

may withdraw his grant by discontinuing the use; but so long 

as he maintains the use, he must submit to the control.

In the course of his opinion in Munn v. Illinois, Mr.

Chief Justice Waite said:

"We are not permitted to overlook the fact that, 
for some reason, the people of Illinois, when 
they revised their Constitution in 1870, saw fit 
to make it the duty of the general assembly to 
pass laws ‘for the protection of producers, ship
pers, and receivers of grain and produce’, Article 
13, Section 7; and by Section 4 of the same Art
icle, to require all railroad companies receiving 
and transporting grain in bulk or otherwise to de
liver the same at any elevator by any track that 
was or could be used by such company, and that all 
railroad companies should permit connections to be 
made with their tracks, so that any public ware- ■ 
house, etc., might be reached by the cars on their 
railreads. This indicates very clearly that during 
the twenty years in which this peculiar business 
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had been assuming its present ’immense proport
ions’ something had occurred which led the whole 
body of the people to suppose that remedies such 
as are usually employed to prevent abuses by nat
ural monopolies might not be appropriate here. 
Neither is it a matter of any moment that no pre
cedent can be found for a statute precisely like 
this. It is conceded that the business is one 
of recent origin, that its growth has been rapid, 
and that it is already of great importance. And 
it must be conceded that it is a business in which 
the whole public has a direct and positive interest. 
It presents, therefore, a case for the application 
of a long known and well established principle in 
social science, and this statute simply extends the 
law so as to meet this new development of commer
cial progress. There is no attempt to compel these 
owners to grant the public an interest in their 
property, but to declare their obligations, if they 
use it in this particular manner."

The Sphere of State Regulation. In the case of the 

State Tax on Railway Gross Receipts, 15 Wall. 293, it was said 

that "it is not everything that affects commerce that amounts 

to a regulation of it, within the meaning of the Constitution". 

Refering again to the case of Munn v. Illinois, it was said 

that the warehouses of the plaintiffs in error were situated 

and their business carried on exclusively within the limits 

of the State of Illinois. They were used as instruments by 

those engaged in State as well as those engaged in interstate 

commerce. Mr. Chief Justice Waite in considering the status 

of the warehouses in question said:

"they are no more necessarily a part of commerce 
itself than the dray or the cart by which, but 
for them, grain would not be transferred from 
one railroad to another. Incidentally they may 
become connected with Interstate commerce, but 
not necessarily so. Their regulation is a mat
ter of domestic concern, and certainly, until
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Congress acts In reference to their Interstate 
relations, the State may exercise all the powers 
of government over them, even though in so do
ing it may indirectly operate upon commerce out
side its immediate jurisdiction. ’7e do not say 
that a case may not arise in which it will be 
found that a State, under the form of regulating 
its own affairs, has encroached upon the exclu
sive domain of Congress, in respect to interstate 
commerce, but we do say that, upon the facts as 
they are represented to us in this record, that 
has not been done".

Price Fixing Legislation. In further consideration of 

the powers of the government to regulate business affected 

with a public interest, the case of the German Alliance Ins

urance Company v. Kansas, 233 U.S. 389, compels some atten

tion. This case marks the extreme limit to which the Sup

reme Court has gone in sustaining price fixing legislation. 

There the Court said that a business might be affected with 

a public interest so as to permit legislative regulation, 

although no public trust was impressed upon the property, 

and although the public might not have a legal right to demand 

and receive such services, and it was held that fire insurance 

was such a business. The facts concerning which question 

arose, in connection with the statute, are interesting, and 

throw considerable light upon the decision of the Court.

In 1909 the Legislature of Kansas enacted an Act, Session Laws, 

1909, c. 152, requiring fire insurance companies to file sched

ules of rates, prohibiting discriminatory rates, and authoriz

ing the Superintendant of Insurance of Kansas to direct the 

companies to publish higher or lower reasonable rates. The 
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Insurance Companies organized under the Laws of Kansas and 

insuring only farm property. The complainant, a corporation 

organized under the Laws of New York and licensed to do bus

iness in Kansas before the enactment of the Act, sought to 

restrain its enforcement, and averred that fire insurance is 

a private business, that the respondent did not possess the 

technical knowledge necessary for fixing rates, that the res

pondent had compelled a reduction of twelve per centum in the 

published rates of the companies and threatened other reduct

ions, that rates then published were much less than the cost 

of carrying the risks, and that the complainant was threatened 

with the revocation of its license and the other penalties 

prescribed by the Act. The basic contention of the complain

ants was that the business of fire insurance was a natural 

right, receiving no privilege from the State, was voluntarily 

entered into, could not be compelled nor could any of its ex

ercises be compelled; and that it concerned merely personal 

contracts of indemnity against certain contingencies. They 

contended further that whether such contracts should be m^de 

at all was a matter of private negotiation and agreement, and 

necessarily demanded freedom in the fixing of the terms of 

such contracts. They contended also that ’’where the right to 

demand and receive service does not exist in the public, the 

correlative right of regulation as to rates and charges does 
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not exist". The fundamental question in the case was whether 

a contract of fire insurance was private and as such had con- 

situtional immunity from regulation; or stated in another 

manner, whether the business of fire insurance was so far 

affected with a public interest as to justify legislative reg

ulation of its rates.

The Power of Regulation Based upon Public Interest. In 

rendering the opinion in the case, Mr. Justice McKenna said in 

part:

"In some degree the public interest is concerned in 
every transaction between men, the sum of the trans
actions constituting the activities of life. But 
there is something more special than this, something 
of more definite consequence, which makes the pub
lic interest that justifies regulatory legislation. 
We can best explain by examples. The transporta
tion of property .......... business of common carriers
.......... is obviously of public concern and its regu
lation is an accepted governmental power. The 
transmission of intelligence is an accepted govern
mental power of cognate character. There are 
other utilities which are denominated public, such 
as the furnishing of water and light, including In 
the latter gas and electricity. We do not hesitate 
at their regulation nor at the fixing of the prices 
which may be charged for their service. The basis 
of the ready concession of the power of regulation 
is the public interest. This is not denied, but 
its application to Insurance is so far denied as 
not to extend to the fixing of rates. It is said, 
the State has no power to fix the rates charged to 
the public by either corporation or individuals en
gaged ’in private business, and the ’test of whether 
the use is public or not is whether a public trust 
is Imposed upon the property and whether the public 
has a legal right to the use which cannot be denied’, 
or, as we have said, quoting counsel, ’Where the 
right to demand and receive service does not exist 
in the public, the correlative right of regulation 
as to rates and charges does not exist’. Cases 
are cited, which, it must be admitted support the 
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contention. The distinction is artificial. It 
is, indeed, but the assertion, that the cited ex
amples embrace all cases of public interest. The 
complainant explicitly so contends, urging that 
the test that it applies excludes the idea that 
there can be a public interest which gives the pow
er of regulation as distinct from a public use, 
which, necessarily, it is contended, can only apply 
to property, not to personal contracts. The dis
tinction, we think, has no basis in principle, 
(Noble State Bank v. Haskell, 219 U.S. 1041), nor 
has the other contention that the service which can
not be demanded cannot be regulated, (Munn v. Ill
inois, 94 U.S. 113; Budd V. New York, 143 U.S. 517; 
Brass v. Stoesser, 153 U.S. 391)".

The cases just cited need no explanation or fortification.

They demonstrate that a business, by circumstances and its 

nature, may rise from a private nature to be one of public 

concern, and be subject, in consequence, to governmental reg

ulation. They decide further, in the words of Judge Andrews, 

in People v. Budd, 117 N.Y. 1, 27, "that the attempts made to 

place the right of public regulation in the cases in which it 

has been exerted, and of which we have given examples, upon 

the ground of special privilege conferred by the public on 

those affected cannot be supported". The underlying principle 

is that a business of a certain kind may hold such a peculiar 

relation to the public interests that there is superimposed 

upon it the right of public regulation; if such a relation 

cannot be established, then governmental regulation is impossible

The Public Interest in Fire Insurance. Is the business 

of insurance within the principle? Justice McKenna, in his 

opinion in the case of the G-erman Alliance Insurance Go. v.
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Kansas, supra, states:

"that it would be a bold thing to say that the 
principle is fixed and inelastic, in the precedents 
of the past and cannot be applied though modem 
economic conditions make necessary or beneficial 
its application. In other words to say that the 
government possessed at one time a greater power 
to recognize the public Interest in a business and 
its regulation to promote the general welfare than 
government possesses to-day".

It was pointed out in the Kansas case just cited, that a 

contract of fire insurance is one for indemnity against loss 

and is personal. The admission, however, it was held, does 

not prevent a solution of the question presented, for the per

sonal character cannot of itself preclude regulation, for 

there are many examples of governmental regulation of personal 

contracts, and in the Statutes of every State in the United 

States superintendance and control over the business of insur

ance is exercised, varying only in detail and extent.

The relation of the Public Interest in Fire Insurance

Contracts. In concluding his opinion in the Kansas case

we have been considering, Justice McKenna asserted that:

"accidental fires are inevitable and the extent of 
loss very great. The effect of insurance is to 
distribute the loss over as wide an area as poss
ible. In other words, the loss is spread over 
the country, the disaster of. the individual la 
shared by other communities; great catastrophies 
are thereby lessened, and it may be repaired. In 
assimilation of Insurance to a tax, the companies 
have been said to be the mere machinery by which 
the Inevitable losses by fire are d5 stributed so 
as to fall as lightly as possible on the public 
at large, the body of the Insured, not the compan
ies, paying the tax. Their efficiency therefore, 
and solvency are of great concern. A large part 
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of the country’s wealth, subject to uncertainty of 
loss through fire, is protected by insurance. Thia 
demonstrates the interest of the public in it and 
we need not dispute with the economists that there 
is the result of the substitution of certain for 
uncertain loss or the diffusion of positive loss 
over a large group of persons. We can see, there
fore, how it has come to be considered a matter of 
public concern to regulate it, and, governmental 
insurance has its advocates and even examples. 
Contracts of Insurance between individuals to do 
or not to do a particular thing whose effect stops 
with the individuals, therefore, have a much smaller 
public consequence than contracts of insurance be
tween individuals and large corporations".

The Food Industry. The case of Wolff v. Court of Indust

rial Relations, 262 U.S. 522, is of especial significance.

The case involved the validity of the Court of Industrial Rel

ations Act of Kansas. The Act declared the following to be 

affected with a public interest: First, the manufacture and

preparation of food for human consumption; Second, the manu

facture of clothing for human wear; Third, the production of 

any substance in common use for fuel; Fourth, the transporta

tion of the foregoing; Fifth, public utilities and common 

carriers. The Act vested the Industrial Court of three judges 

with power upon its own initiative or on complaint, to sum

mon parties and hear any disputes over wages or other terms of 

employment in any such industry and if it found the peace and 

health of the public imperiled by such controversy, it was re

quired to make findings and fix the wages and other terms for 

future conduct of the industry. The Charles Wolff Packing 

Company was a corporation of Kansas engaged in slaughtering 
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hogs and cattle and preparing meat for sale and shipment. In

January 1921 the Wolff Company appeared before the Industrial

Court as a result of a complaint respecting the wages It paid 

to its employees. The Court made findings resulting in an 

order to increase the wages, and a commissioner was appointed 

to Investigate, who found insufficient evidence to support the 

finding of the Industrial Court. The report of the commiss

ioner, however, was overruled by the Supreme Court, which held 

that the evidence showed a sufficient emergency to warrant the 

finding of the lower Court.

Regulation must not be Arbitrary or Unreasonable; Class

ification of Businesses Clothed with a Public Interest. The 

packing company brought the case to the Supreme Court on the 

ground of questioning the validity of the Industrial Court Act 

under the provision of the Fourteenth Amendment, which states 

that no state shall deprive any person of liberty or property 

without due proces-s of law. In rendering the opinion in the 

case Mr. Chief Justice Taft said:

’’Under the construction adopted by the State Supreme 
Court the Act gives the Industrial Court authority 
to permit the owner or employer to go out of busi
ness, if he shows that he can continue only on the 
terms fixed at such heavy loss that collapse will 
follow; but this privilege under the circumstances 
is illusory, Block v. Hirsh, 256 U.S. 135, 157. 
These qualifications do not change the essence of 
the Act. It curtails the right of the employer 
on the one hand, and of the employee on the other, 
to contract about his affairs. This is part of the 
liberty of the individual protected by the guaranty 
of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amend
ment, Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390. While there 
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is no such thing as absolute freedom of contract 
and it is subject to a variety of restraints, they 
must not be arbitrary or unreasonable. Freedom 
is the general rule, and restraint the exception. 
The legislative authority to abridge can be justified 
only by exceptional circumstances, Adkins v. Child
ren’s Hospital, 261 U.S. 525. Businesses clothed 
with a public Interest justifying some public regu
lation may be divided into three classes:

First, those which are carried on under the auth
ority of a public grant of privileges which 
either expressly or impliedly imposes the 
affirmative duty of rendering a public service. 
Such are the railroads, other common carriers 
and public utilities.

Second, certain occupations, regarded as excep
tional, the public interest attaching to which, 
recognized from earliest times has survived 
the period of arbitrary laws by Parliament or 
Colonial legislatures for regulating all trades 
and callings. Such are those of Innkeepers, 
cabs and grist mills.

Third, businesses which though not public at 
their inception may be fairly said to have arts 
en to be such and have become subject in con
sequence to some sovernmental regulation. 
They have come to hold such a peculiar relation 
to the public that this is superimposed upon 
them. In the language of the cases, the owner 
by devoting his business to the public use, in 
effect, grants the public an interest in that 
use and subjects himself to public regulation 
to the extent of that interest although the 
property continues to belong to its private 
owner and to be entitled to protection accord
ingly".

Distinction Between Private and Quasl-Publlc Occupations.

The opinion further points out that the mere declaration by a 

legislature that a business is affected by a public interest 

is not conclusive of the question whether its attempted regu

lation on that ground is justified. It was stated that an 

ordinary producer, manufacturer or shopkeeper may sell or not 

sell as he likes, United States v. Missouri Freight Association, 
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166 U.S. 290, 320; Terminal Cab Company v. District of 

Columbia, 241 U.S. 252, 256; and while this does not nec

essarily exclude businesses from the class clothed with a 

public interest, German Alliance Insurance Company v. Lewis, 

233 U.S. 389, it usually distinguishes private from quasi

public occupations.

No Monopoly in the Preparation of Foods. In the same 

opinion Mr. Chief Justice Taft, in referring to his classi

fication of businesses, continued: "In nearly all of the 

businesses included under the third head, the thing which 

gave the public interest was the indispensable nature of the 

service and the exorbitant charges and arbitrary control to 

which the public might be subjected without regulation. In 

the preparation of food, the changed conditions have greatly 

increased the capacity for.treating the raw product and trans

ferred the work from the shop with few employees to the great 

plant with many. Such regulation of it as there has been, 

has been directed toward the health of the workers in congest

ed masses, or has consisted of inspection and supervision with 

a view to the health of the public. But never has regulation 

of food preparation been extended to fixing wages or the

‘prices to the public,'where fear of monopoly prompted, and was 

held to justify, regulation of rates. There is no monopoly 

in the preparation of foods. The prices charged by the plaint

iff in error are, it is contended and conceded, fixed by com
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petition throughout the country at large. Food is now pro

duced in greater volumes and variety than ever before. Giv

en uninterrupted Interstate commerce, the sources of the food 

supply of Kansas are country-wide, a short supply is not likely, 

and the danger from local monopolistic control less than ever".

Public Dependence on Business the Basis of Regulat ion.

The Court found it exceedingly difficult to lay down a work

ing rule by which readily to determine when a business has 

become "clothed with a public Interest", by reason of the fact 

that all businesses are subject to some kinds of public regu

lation; but it is clear that when the public becomes pecul

iarly dependent upon a particular business, then one engaging 

therein subjects himself to a more intimate public regulation, 

which regulation is to be determined by the process of exclu

sión and inclusion and to the gradual establishment of a line 

of distinction.

Variability of the Extent of Regulation. Stating the 

opinion of the Court to the effect that the Industrial Court 

had acted contrary to the Fourteenth Amendment, Mr. Chief 

Justice Taft remarked that

"To say that a business is clothed with a public int
erest, is not to determine what regulation may be 
permissable in view of the private rights of the 
owner. The extent to which an inn or cab system 
may be regulated may differ widely from that allow
able as to a Railroad, or other common carrier. 
It is not a matter of legislative discretion solely. 
It depends on the nature of the business, on the 
feature which touches the public, and on the abuses 
reasonably to be found. The extent to which regu-
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lation may reasonably go varies with different 
kinds of business. The regulation of rates is
to avoid monopoly. The regulation of wages is
another. A business may be of such a character 
that only the first is permissible, while another 
may Involve such a possible danger of mononoly 
on the one hand, and such disaster from stoppage 
on the other, that both come within the public 
concern and power of regulation. The avowed right 
and object of the Industrial Court Act was con
tinuity of food, clothing, and fuel supply. The 
Industrial Act so far as it permits fixing of 
wages in the plaintiff in error’s packing house 
is in conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment and 
deprives it of its property and liberty without 
due process of law".

Property Devoted to the Public Use is Question of Fact.

Whether the use to which property is devoted is a public use 

is primarily a question of fact. An owner who has actually 

dedicated his property to a public use may not escape the 

consequences of his act by disavowing an Intention of doing 

what he has in fact done. One who pumps water on his land, 

conducts it in pipes on his land (the strips reserved in the 

streets for conduits being owned by him) and delivers it to 

purchasers at the boundary line between his land and that of 

the purchasers, and thereby devoted his efforts to supplying 

water to a considerable part of a large town, has devoted his 

property to a public use. "The character and extent of the 

use made it public", Van Dyke v. Geary, 244 U.S. 39.

Usual Public Calling May Escape Regulation. On the other 

hand a company engaged in a calling which is usually public 

may so restrict its activities as to operate them in a manner 

so as to deprive them of a public character. A taxicab com
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pany which furnishes automobiles from its central garage, 

chiefly in response to telephone orders, is not, as to that 

sort and part of its business, engaged in a public calling, 

Terminal Taxicab Company v. District of Columbia, 241 U.S. 

252. In that case Mr. Justice Holmes said: "It is true 

that all business and for the matter of that, every life in 

all its details, has a public interest and aspect, some bear

ing on the welfare of the community in which it is passed. 

But however it may have been in earlier days as to the com

mon callings, it is assumed in our time that an invitation 

to the public to buy does not necessarily entail an obliga

tion to sell".

Businesses Affected with a Public Interest. As to what 

businesses besides those mentioned in Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 

113, are affected with a public interest, the following are 

of importance: Boone County v. Patterson, (1878) 98 U.S. 403, 

log driving; Spring Valley Water Works v. Schottler, (1884) 

110 U.S. 347, water works; Express Cases, (1886) 117 U.S. 1, 

express companies; Sands v. Manister River Improvement Com

pany, (1887) 123 U.S. 288, river improvements; Gibbs V Con

solidated Gas Company, (1889) 130 U.S. 396, gas light companies; 

Covington etc. Turnpike Company v. Sandford, (1896) 164 U.S. 

578-, turn pikes; San Diego Land Company v. National City, 

(1899) 174 U.S. 739, irrigation; Western Union Tel. Company 

v. California Publishing Company, (1901) 181 U.S. 92, Telephone 
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183 U.S. 79, stockyards; Chesapeake and Pot. Tel. Company v. 

Manning, (1902) 186 U.S. 238, Telephone companies; Capital 

City Light and Fuel Company v. Tallahassee, (1902) 186 U.S. 

481, electric light companies; Board of Trade v. Christie 

Grain and Stock Company, (1905) 198 U.S. 236, ticker service 

companies; German Alliance Insurance Company v. Lewis, (1914)

233 U.S. 389, fire insurance; The Pipe Line Cases, (1914)

234 U.S. 548, pipe lines; Searles v. Mann Company, (1891)

45 Fed. 330, sleeping car companies; United States v. Ormsbee 

(1896) 74 Fed’. 207, canal companies; Milwaukee Electric 

Railway v. Milwaukee, (1898) 87 Fed. 577, street railways; 

Baillie v. Larson, (1905) 138 Fed. 177, mining tunnels;

Walker v. Shasta Power Company, (1908) 160 Fed. 856, electric 

power transmission lines; Lumbering Company v. Urquhart, 

(1888) 18 Oregon 67, lumber flumes; State v. Edwards, (1893) 

88 Me. 102, saw mills; State v. Jacksonville Terminal Company 

(1999) 41 Fla. 363, railway terminal companies; Inter-ocean 

Pub. Company v. Associated Press, (1910) 184 Ill. 438, news 

collecting agencies; People v. Hartford Life Insurance Com

pany, (1911) 252 Ill. 398, life insurance companies.

A public service company may be required to furnish a 

facility which it is part of its general duty to furnish even 

though this entails a loss, Atlantic Coast Line Railway v. 

North Carolina Corporation Commission, (1907) 206 U.S. 1.
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Hence a railway may be required to construct proper 

track connections and facilities for the exchange of cars 

and traffic, Wisconsin, Minn, and Pacific Railway v. Jacob

son (1900) 179 U.S. 187, and to provide suitable facilities 

for removing from its premises the freight carried for its 

customers, Norfolk and Western Railway v. Public Service 

Commission (1924) 265 U.S. 70.

But to require a public service company to furnish a 

facility which it is not its duty to furnish deprives it of 

property without due process of law, Great Northern Railway 

v. Minnesota, (1915) 238 U.S. 340; Great Northern Railway 

v. Cahill, (1920) 253 U.S. 71.

Most of the legislation adopted for the regulation of 

transportation and other public service comnanies has to do 

with the making of rates. At common law such companies were 

under a duty to render a reasonable service at reasonable 

rates and the legislature may enact measures for such enforce

ment .

Even though a common, carrier has made contracts for 

future transportation, its rate and practices are still sub

ject to regulation by the government and such regulation is 

not obnoxious to the contract clause of the Constitution: 

Union Dry Goods Company v. Georgia Public Service Corporation, 

(1919) 248 U.S. 372; Producers Transportation Company v. R.R. 

Commission of Cal., (1920) 251 U.S. 228.
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In Hudson County Water Company v. McCarter, (1908)

209 U.S. 349, the Court said: "One whose rights .......... are

subject to State restriction cannot remove them from the

matter".

power of the State by making a contract about them. The

contract will cary with it the infirmity of the subject-

The Rate Making Power. The rate making power is to be

used for the protection of the public and for the enforcement

of an existing duty. It is therefore subject to inherent 

limitations. In Arkansas Natural Gas Company v. Arkansas

R.R. Commission, (1923) 261 U.S. 379, Mr. Justice Sutherland

said :

"While a State may exercise its legislative power 
to regulate public utilities and fix rates, not
withstanding the effect may be to modify or abro
gate private contracts .......... there is, quite clearly,
no principle which Imposes an obligation to do so 
merely to relieve a contracting party from the 
burdens of an improvident undertaking. The power
to fix rates, when exerted, is for the public ser
vice and welfare, to which private contracts must 
yield, but it is not an independent legislative 
function to vary or set aside such contracts, 
however unwise and unprofitable they may be. In
deed such contracts, therefore, must stand as made, 
for the exertion of legislative power to that end 
solely is precluded by the contract impairment 
clause of the Constitution. The power does not
exist per se. It is the intervention of the public
interest which justifies and at the same time con
ditions its exercise".

The Force of Public Opinion and the Factor of Competition.

The case of Tyson Brothers v. Banton, (1926) 273 U.S. 418, is 

significant as a consideration of the probability of greater
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governmental regulation and control over business. That 

case presented the question of the validity of a New York 

State statute declaring that the price of tickets to theatres 

and places of entertainment was a matter affected with a 

public interest, and forbidding the resale of any ticket at 

a price in excess of fifty cents in advance of the price print

ed on the face of the ticket. By a majority opinion of five 

to four the Supreme Court held that the statute was unconstitu

tional. In its opinion the Court laid down the rule in the 

Wolff case. The dissenting opinions, however, were of con-
0/

siderable importance. Mr. Justice Homes, in his dissenting 

opinion took the position that subject to compensation when 

compensation is due, the legislature may forbid or restrict 

any business when it has sufficient force of public opinion 

behind it. Mr. Justice Stone in his dissenting opinion de

clared the statute to be valid because it was designed to 

protect a large class of consumers from exorbitant prices made 

possible by the strategic position of a group of intermediaries 

in the distribution of a product from the producer to the con

sumer. He said that an examination "of the decisions of 

this Court in which prcj.e regulations has been upheld will 

disclose that the element common to all is the existence of 

a situation or a combination of circumstances materially 

restricting the regulative force of competition, so that buyers 

or sellers are placed at such a disadvantage in the bargaining
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struggle, that serious economic consequences result to a very 

large number of members of the community".

Regulation of the Services of Men. There is a recent 

case which has received but little attention but which shows 

the development in judicial thought that is taking place. 

This is the case of Tagg Brothers v. Moorhead, (1928) 29 Fed. 

750, which deals with a federal statute which authorizes the 

Secretary of Agriculture to prescribe schedules or rates 

chargeable for the purchase and sale of live stock at stock- 

yards by market agencies. It was argued that such work was 

only through personal service and that the right could not be 

given to the Secretary to measure the rate of return for brain 

power, or to fix the per cent of return on the sweat of the 

brow, or to reconcile the power to regulate and the right of 

the individual to be free from any confiscation of his liberties 

The Special Court which passed upon the case, while recogniz

ing the embarrassment of this argument, asserted that "regu

lation is the daughter of necessity" and held that in all 

regulation there is involved the regulation of the services of 

men.

Conclusion. From the general purview of the cases here 

reviewed, therefore, it is apparent that governmental regula

tion of private business is somewhat extensive, even within 

the prescribed limits outlined in the decisions upholding such 

intervention. As to whether or not similar regulation and 

restraint may be exercised over the Chain Store System, by the 
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government, an application of the principles of governmental 

regulation and supervision of business, in respect to the 

peculiar position existing between the Chain Store System 

and the public interest, is necessary and essential, together 

with a consideration of other possible means of supervision 

and control.



PART THREE: THE ATTEMPTS AT REGULATION.

The Question of Taxation. The question of the Constitution

ality of a law aimed at chain stores came up before Judge 

Doub, of the Circuit Court of Allegany County, Maryland, on 

April 21, 1928. The lav/ in question made it illegal for 

chains to operate more than five units and required them to 

pay a license of $500 for each unit operated. The validity 

of the law was contested by the Keystone Grocery and Tea 

Company, although various other chain store organizations 

gave cooperation. Judge Doub considered the law from the 

point of view of the broad principles involved, although as 

he points out, it contained various technical defects which 

in themselves might have justified the Court in declaring it 

void.

The Constitutionality of the Law. Considering the ob

jection that the law runs foul of Section 10 of Article 1 of 

the Constitution of the United States, which prohibits the 

States from passing laws "impairing the obligations of con

tracts", the Court declared

"The argument of the plaintiff company is that it 
has entered into contracts by which it has leased 
nine store rooms, and that the enforcement of 
the Act would involve the sacrifice of four stores, 
and therefore invalidate the four leases or cause 
it to pay the rentals thereon after the stores are 
abandoned. I find no special argument made on 
behalf of the plaintiff to support the contention
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that this Act conflicts with this Amendment even 
if it results as the complainant seems to expect, 
and the Court does not see how this section can 
be involved. Contracts are not protected from 
any Indirect impairment of their obligation when 
this incidentally results or merely consequential 
Injuries follow from the exercise of legislative 
power, or only the worth of contracts is destroy
ed Incidentally. Therefore this objection to 
the validity of the Act cannot be sustained.”

The Applicability of the Fourteenth Amendment. The 

Court then considers the chain’s claim that the law in quest

ion- is in conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment of the Con

stitution, which prohibits any State from depriving any per

son of life, liberty or property "without due process of law". 

In substance the Court said that the plaintiff was engaged in 

an innocent, ordinary, useful and necessary business, permitt

ed and authorized by the laws of the State of Maryland and of 

every other S^ate. It had made substantial investments in 

merchandise, stock, legal obligations and commitments for 

leases and intangible property in organizing its business and 

building up its good will. These investments, to the extent 

of all nine chain stores would be substantially impaired by 

the provisions of the statute in question. As far as the 

five stores were concerned the effect of the license fee of 

five hundred dollars would be to impair the profits on the 

investment to a very material degree and the owners would 

evidently be deprived of property under the provisions of the 

first and second sections of the Act. One store in the City 

of Cumberland might pay a tax of twenty dollars while the chain 
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store would be reaulred to pay a license tax of five hundred 

dollars plus twenty dollars, although both of them are engaged 

in the same general business, conducting it in substantially 

the same manner, having the same amount of capital invested, 

subject to the same losses and perhaps able to secure, as a 

result of the business, similar profits. The Court held that 

it would be impossible to declare that both of them would re

ceive, if the Act was to be enforced, the equal protection of 

the laws as required by the Fourteenth Amendment of the Con

stitution.

The Confiscatory Nature of the Tax. Using the language

of the Court:

’’There is nothing characteristic of the chain store 
that makes it peculiarly and essentially different 
in organization, in plan or in method of doing bus
iness, from other stores similarly organized5, but 
not classified as chain stores. There is in this 
statute an unreasonable and unjustifiable discrim
ination between the chain stores and other stores 
of the same general class. A non-resident is 
authorized under the law to own and operate a groc
ery store in Allegany County, to buy his goods from 
the manufacturer or producer, to lease his property, 
to refuse to contribute to charitable organizations 
of the city, to withdraw his funds from the store 
at the end of each week and deposit them in the bank 
of his residence, to develop to any extent the sale 
of "leaders" at a price less than cost and to charge 
an unusual price for other goods sold to his custo
mers, to have special brands and to operate his store 
under a trade name for his goods, to sell exclusively 
for cash without any delivery of goods and yet he 
would be required to pay a license tax of twenty or 
twenty-five dollars only, while the owner of a chain 
store would be required to pay a tax of $520.00 or 
•¿525.00. Besides, an examination of the license 
fees usually charged for the operation of a mercantile 
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establishment, not only in Allegany County but 
throughout the State of Maryland and a comparison 
of these rates with the charge of $500.00, with
out any reference to the locality, to the amount 
of goods in stock, to the turnover per month or 
per year, or to the profits, shows that a flat 
charge of $500.00 per store in addition to the 
usual charge is unreasonable, oppressive and con
fiscatory, and bears no relation whatever to the 
purpose for which the defendants contend this Act 
to have been passed. The Fourteenth Amendment was 
adopted in order to preserve certain natural and 
fundamental rights. It is true that it does not 
require the uniform application of legislation to 
objects that are different where the differences 
may be made the rational basis of legislative dis
crimination. But to justify the State in thus 
interposing its authority it must appear, first, 
that the interests of the public generally, as 
distinguished from those of a particular class, 
require such interference, and, second, that the 
means are reasonably necessary for the accomplish
ment of the purpose. The legislature may not, 
under ¿he guise of protecting the public interests, 
arbitrarily interfere with private business or im
pose unusual or unnecessary restrictions upon 
lawful occupations".

The law as stated by Judge Doub is amply supported by 

decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States. Four 

typical examples will serve to support his contention and 

further clarify the accepted interpretation of the Fourteenth 

Amendment in regard to this type of case.

Only Objects that are Different May be Made the Rational 

Basis of Legislative Discrimination. In the case of Fort 

Smith Light Company v. Paving District, 274 U.S. 380, the 

defendant in error, a board of improvement incorporated by 

the State of Kansas, brought suit in the Circuit Court of 

Sebastian County, to. recover the cost of paving a part of 
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certain streets in Fort Smith, Arkansas, occupied by the 

street railway of the plaintiff in error. The plaintiff 

in error originally operated its railway under a franchise 

requiring it to do similar paving and limiting it to a 

maximum far,of five cents per nassenger. Availing itself
* Aof the permission granted by No. 571 of the Acts of Arkansas, ‘ 

1919, amended by No. 124 of the year 1921, the company had 

surrendered in that year its franchise for an indeterminate 

permit to operate its road. The permit did not fix a maxi

mum fare or require the railway to pave parts of the streets 

occupied by its tracks, but subjected it to the regulatory 

powers of a utilities commission.

In 1923 the legislature passed a statute, Acts of Ark

ansas, 1923, No. 680, requiring the plaintiff in error, under 

certain conditions which later occurred, to pave the streets 

between its rails to the end of the ties. In the event of 

the failure to do so, the improvement district was authorized 

to do the paving at the expense of the rai Iway. The Act was 

in the form of a general statute, but by reason of provisions 

making it applicable to street railways operating under indet

erminate permits in cities of the first class, other than in 

Filler County, it in fact applied to the plaintiff in error 

alone.

The plaintiff in error having failed to do the required 

paving, the board completed the improvement and brought suit 
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to recover the expense incurred. The company by answer set 

up that the statutory requirements of paving impaired the 

obligations of its contract with the state, in violation of 

Article 1, paragraph 10 of the Federal Constitution, and de

prived it of property without due process of law, and denied 

the eaual protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth 

Amendment.

The Court held in substance that under the newer reserved 

by the Arkansas Constitution to alter any corporate charter, 

the les- .slature might require a street railway, which had 

surrendered its franchise for an indeterminate permit, to pave 

the streets between its rails; and that such exercise of a 

reserved power to amend corporate charters by a requirement 

which might have in the original charter been so stated, and 

has some reasonable relation to the object of the grant and 

the duty of the State to maintain the highway, is consistent 

with the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. It 

was said i>hat the imposition of burdens, otherwise legitimate, 

upon a public service company, cannot be held as confiscatory 

because it is operating at rates which do not allow an adequate 

return. A state law requiring the street railway in a particu

lar municipality to do paving not required of other street 

railways elsewhere in the State, not shown to be similar to 

it with respect to the location, use and physical character of 

the streets occupied by them, is not a denial of the equal pro
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tection of the laws. The Fourteenth Amendment does not re

quire the uniform apnlication of legislation to objects that 

are different, where those differences may be made the rational 

basis of legislative discrimination.

The Legislature May Not, Under the Guise of Protecting 

the Public Interests, Arbitrarily Interfere w1th Private 

Business, or Impose Unusual and Unnecessary Restrictions upon 

Lawful Occupations. In the case of Lawton v. Steele, 

159 U.S. 133, the action was brought at lav/ in the Supreme 

Court for the County of Jefferson by the plaintiffs in error 

against the defendant in error, together with Edward L. Sar

gent and Richard U. Sherman, for the conversion of fifteen 

hoop and fyke nets of the alleged value of $525.00. The 

defendants Steele and Sargent interposed a general denial. 

The defendant Sherman pleaded that he, with three others, 

constituted the "8ommlssloners of Fisheries” of the State of 

New York, with power to give directions to game and fish pro

tectors, duly appointed by the governor of the State of New 

York, and that the nets sued for were taken possession of by 

the said Steele, as such game and fish protector, upon the 

ground that they were maintained upon the waters of the state 

in violation of existing statutes, for the protection of fish 

and game, and thereby became a public nuisance.

The facts were undisputed. The nets were the property 

of the plaintiffs and were taken away by the defendant Steele 
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and destroyed. At the time of the taking most of the nets 

were in the waters of the Black River Bay, being used for 

fishing purposes, and the residue were upon the shore of that 

bay, having recently been used for the same purpose. The 

plaintiffs were fisherman, and the defendant Steele was a 

state game and fish protector. The taking and destruction 

of the nets wer claimed to have been justified under the 

statutes of the State relating to the protection of game and 

fish. Plaintiffs claimed, however, that there was no justi

fication under the statutes, and if they constituted such 

justification upon their face, they were unconstitutional.

The defendant Sargent was President of the Jefferson County 

Fish and Game Association. The plaintiffs claimed the 

defendants were liable on the ground that they Instigated, 

incited, or directed the taking and destruction of the nets.

The Court held that it was within the power of the State 

to preserve from extinction fisheries in waters within its 

jurisdiction, by prohibiting exhaustive methods of fishing, 

or the use of such destructive Instruments as were likely to 

result in the extermination of the young as well as the mature 

fish. The provision in the statutes of Nev/ York, Chapter 

591, of the Laws of 1880, as amended by Chapter 317 of the 

Laws of 1883, that nets set or maintained upon waters of the 

Stat@, or on the shores of or islands in such waters, in vio

lation of the statutes of the State enacted for the protection 
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of fish, may be summarily destroyed by any person, and it

shall be the duty of certain officers to abate, remove, and 

forthwith destroy them, and that no action for damages can 

be maintained against any person for or on account of such 

seizure or destruction, was a lawful exercise of the police 

power of the State, and did not deprive the citizen of his 

property without due process of law, in violation of the 

provision of the Constitution of the United States.

Mr. Justice Brown in his opinion stated that

"To justify the State in thus interposing its auth
ority in behalf of the public, it must appear, first, 
that the interests of the public generally, as dis
tinguished from those of a particular class, re
quire such interference; and second, that the 
means are reasonably necessary for the accomplish
ment of the purpose, and not unduly oppressive upon 
individuals. The legislature may not, under the 
guise of protecting the public interests, arbitrarily 
Interfere with private business, or impose unusual 
and unnecessary restrictions upon lawful occupations. 
In other words, its determination as to what is a 
proper exercise of its police power is not final or 
conclusive, but is subject to the supervision of 
the courts".

Details of Credit and Delivery Alone not Enough to Afford

a Reasonable Basis for Classification. In the case of the

City of Danville et al. v. The Quaker Maid Company, 211 Ky. 677, 

the city of Danville enacted a license and occupational tax or

dlance in which, among other things, it imposed a license tax 

on the business of retailing groceries, meat, fish and oysters.

The ordinance classified groceries engaged in such business

thus: First, regular service grocery stores not employing 
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more than two employees. On this class the license imposed 

a tax of §12.00 per year, and §5.00 for each additional em

ployee. Second, cash and carry grocery stores, not self-ser

vice, and not employing more than two persons*  On this class, 

the license tax as §50.00 per year and §25.00 for each addit

ional employee. Third, self-service grocery stores, not cash 

and carry, not employing more than two persons. The license 

tax on this class was §40.00 per year and §30.00 for each 

additional employee.

The appellee was a grocery store which made no deliveries 

and sold only for cash and thus came within the second class 

above mentioned. The appellee brought an action against the 

appellant alleging that the city of Danville was threatening 

to collect by coercive measures the §50.00 because the statute 

authorized the collection of such license fee imposed on this 

£lass, and that the same was unjust and discriminatory. The 

lower court enjoined such enforcement and the appellants brought 

an appeal. The record showed that the business of the appell

ee was in all respects the same as that of any ordinary grocery 

store which paid the '*■'12.00  license tax, except that the app

ellee never sold on credit, and made no deliveries except in 

extraordinary cases. The parties did not differ about the 

rule applicable to this case. They agreed that, where a lic

ense tax is imposed upon a class of persons engaged in a part

icular business, trade, or occupation, or business related 
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thereto, then all persons engaged In such trade, occupation 

or business are subject to the tax, and it must be uniform 

upon the class singled out for taxation. It was also agreed 

that persons engaged in the same trade, occupation or business 

may be classified, and a different license tax Imposed on 

each class, provided the classification is made upon a natural 

and reasonable basis« Commonwealth v. Payne Medicine Company, 

138 Ky. 164; City of Louisville v. Sagalowskl and Son, 

136 Ky. 324; Hager v. Falker, 128 Ky. 1; Brown-Foreman Com

pany v. Commonwealth, 125 Ky. 402; City of Carlisle v. Heck- 

inger, 103 Ky. 381; City of Covington v. Dalheim, 126 Ky. 26; 

Head v. Graham, 102 S.E. 860; Gordon v. City of Louisville, 

138 Ky. 442.

In rendering the decision of the Court, Mr. Justice 

Dietzmann said in part:

"The business of the appellee was to sell groceries 
of the same kind, character, quality, quantity, and 
for approximately the same price as those of the 
ordinary grocery store. The only difference be
tween the business of the appellee and that of the 
ordinary grocery store was that the appellee extended 
credit to no one and made no deliveries. It was 
held that this difference in this detail of conduct
ing the business affords no reasonable ground for 
classifying the appellee on a basis of taxation 
purposes different from that of the ordinary grocery 
store.

The case of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
v. City of Paris, 138 Ky. 801, relied on by the 
appellants, is not in conflict with these views. 
Besting on the same principle as above laid down, 
it holds that the business ofs elllng life insurance 
on the ordinary plan is so different from that of 
selling life insurance on the industrial plan that 
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they may be placed In different classes for pur
poses of license taxation. The difference here 
was more than that of detail in conducting the 
same business. Ordinary life insurance is some
thing quite different from Industrial insurance. 
The latter is usually for smaller amounts, with 
’facility of payment clauses’. Its premiums are 
comparatively trivial, and are collected weekly or 
monthly. It appeals to a class different from 
that which is attracted by ordinary insurance. 
But the grocery businesses herq involved have no 
such distinctions. They both sell the same kind 
of groceries for practically the same price and 
in the same quantities to practically the same 
class of people. The details of credit and de
livery are alone not enough to afford a reasonable 
basis for the classification attempted in this case. 
It results, therefore, that the ordinance in quest
ion is discriminatory and not uniform and the lower 
court did not err in enjoining its enforcement."

The Attempted Classification must not be Arbitrary and

must Best upon Some Difference which Bears a Reasonable and

Just Relation to the Act. In the case of State v. Potomac

Coal Company, 116 Md. 380, the Potomac Valley Coal Company, 

and the Hamill Coal and Coke Company were separately indicted 

in the Circuit Court for Garrett County, charged with the 

violation of Chapter 211 of the Acts of 1910, a local law 

of Garrett County. The charge in each case was the same, 

namely, the failure to pay to a certain named employee of 

each company, semi-monthly, the wages respectively earned by 

such employee, as required by said Act. The Circuit Court 

below held the act to be unconstitutional and void. The 

title of the Act in question was as follows: Section 2,

That all corporations, or individual mine owners, now or here

after engaged in mining coal or fire clay in Garrett County, 
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be and the same are hereby required to pay each and all their 

employees their wages earned in said employment semi-monthly; 

that is to say, all wages earned on or before the 15th. day 

of each month shall be paid not later than the 25th. day of 

each month, and all wages earned from the 16th. to the last 

day of the month, both inclusive, shall be paid on or before 

the 10th. day of the succeeding month, unless said 25th. or 

10th. day shall fall on Sunday, or on a legal holiday, in 

which case the time of payment shall be extended to the next 

day; and if payment as above is to be made before the 25th. 

or the 10th. day of any month, it shall be the duty of the 

mine owner, agent, superintendant, or paymaster of each mine, 

to notify their employees at least three days in advance of 

such intended payment, by pasting notices at their respective 

places of employment.

TJhe statute was attacked upon two grounds: first, that 

the Act interfered with the right of personal liberty guaranteed 

by the 23rd. Article of the Bill of Rights of Maryland, and 

by the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the United 

States, in that it abridged the freedom of contract which is 

an essential element of personal liberty, unless some restric

tion is made in the legitimate exercise of the police power; 

and second, that the Act discriminated unreasonably against 

particular classes of employers, and thus denied to those class

es the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Constitu
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tion of the United States.

The Court affirmed the decision of the lower court by 

stating the conclusion reached in the case of Lurnan v. 

Hitchens, 90 Nd. 14, which was that "the attempted classifi

cation was arbitrary, and not made to rest upon some difference 

which bears a reasonable and just relation to the act -- the 

thing -- in respect of which the classification is proposed". 

The Court said further that in order to justify the State in 

adooting laws which forbid an individual or a class the right 

to acquisition or enjoyment of property in such a manner as 

should be permitted to the community at large, it must appear 

that the interests of the public generally, as distinguished 

from those of a particular class, require such interference, 

and that the means are reasonably necessary for the accomplish

ment of the purpose. The police power of the State includes 

everything essential to the public safety, health and morals; 

and beyond this the State may only Interfere whenever the public 

interest demands it; and there is a large discretion vested 

in the legislature to determine not only what the people it

self requires, but what means are necessary to protect such 

interests. The legislature may not, under the guise of 

protecting the public interest, arbitrarily interfere with 

private business or impose unusual or unnecessary restrictions 

on lawful occupations. No consideration of public health, 

safety, morals, or welfare justifies the Act as a legitimate
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exercise of the police power or of the general powers in

favor of the public interests, and so the Court held.

Special Statutes for Particular Classes if Arbitrary

are Unconstitutional. Judge Cooley in his text entitled 

Constitutional Limitations, 5th. Edition, beginning on page

391 states as follows:

"Every one has a right to demand that he be governed 
by general rules, and a special statute which, 
without his consent singles his case out as one 
to be regulated by a different law from that which 
is applied in all similar cases, would not be leg
itimate legislation, but would be an arbitrary man
date, such as is not within the province of free 
government.................... The doubt might also arise
whether a regulation made for any one class of 
citizens, entirely arbitrary in its character, and 
restricting their rights, privileges, or legal 
capacities in a manner before unimown to the law, 
could be sustained, notwithstanding its generality. 
Distinctions in these respects must rest upon some 
reason upon which they can be defended, like the 
want of capacity in infants and insane persons; 
and if the legislature should undertake to provide 
that persons following some specified lawful trade 
or employment should not have the capacity to 
make contracts, or to receive conveyances, or to 
build such houses as others were allowed to build, 
or in any other way to make such use of their prop
erty as was permissible to others, it can scarcely 
be doubted that the act would transcend the due 
bounds of legislative power, even though no express 
constitutional provision could be pointed out with 
which it would come in conflict. To forbid to an 
individual or a class the right to the acquisition 
or enjoyment of property in such manner as should 
be permitted to the community at large would be to 
deprive them of liberty, in matters of primary 
importance to ’their pursuit of happiness’; and 
those who should claim a right to do so ought to 
be able to show a specific authority therefor, in
stead of calling upon others to show how and where 
such authority is negatived".

Regulation under the Police Power. A very broad power
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by means of which the government may regulate private business, 

and one under which the Chain Store System might conceivably 

come, is the police power. The extent to which the Federal 

Government may go in legislating in regard to private business 

that encroaches upon the health, safety, morals or convenience 

of the public is well Illustrated and discussed in the case 

of Powell v. Pennsylvania, 127 U.S. 678. In that case there 

was a writ of error for review of the judgment of the Supreme 

Court of Pennsylvania, sustaining the validity of a statute 

of that Commonwealth, relating to the manufacture and sale 

of what was commonly called oleomargarine butter. .That judg

ment, the plaintiff in error contended, denied to him certain 

rights and privileges specially claimed under the Fourteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

The plaintiff in error was indicted under the statute and 

the charge in the first count was, that he unlawfully sold 

"as an article of food, two cases, containing five pounds each, 

of an article designed to take the place of butter produced 

from pure, unadulterated milk or cream from milk, the said 

articles so sold, as aforesaid, being articles manufactured 

out of certain oleaginous substances and compounds of the 

san® other than that produced from unadulterated milk or cream 

from milk, and said articles so sold, as aforesaid, being an 

imitation of butter”. In the second count the charge was 

that he unlawfully, had in his possession "with intent to sell 
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the same, as an article of food, a quantity, namely, one 

hundred pounds, of imitation butter, designed to take the 

place of butter produced from pure, unadulterated milk, or 

cream from the same, manufactured out of certain oleaginous 

substances, or compounds of the same, other than that pro

duced from milk or cream from the same".

The Court held that the Fourteenth Amendment; to the Con

stitution was not designed to interfere with the exercise of 

the police power of the State for the protection of the health, 

the prevention of fraud, and the preservation of the public 

morals. The prohibition of the manufacture out of oleaginous 

substances, or out of any compound thereof than that produced 

from unadulterated milk or cream from unadulterated milk or 

cream, of an article designed to take the place of butter or 

cheese produced from pure unadulterated milk or cream; or 

the prohibition upon the manufacture of any imitation or 

adulterated butter or cheese, or upon the selling or offering 

for sale, or having In possession with intent to sell, the same, 

as an article of food, is a lawful exercise by the State of 

the power to protect, by police regulations, the public health.

Whether the manufacture of oleomargarine, or imitation 

butter, of the kind described in the Act of the legislature of 

Pennsylvania, of May 21, 1845, (Laws of Pennsylvania of 1885, 

paragraph 22, No. 25) is, or may be, conducted in such a way, 

or with such skill and secrecy, as to baffle ordinary inspection, 
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or whether it involves such danger to the public health as 

to recuire, for the protection of the people, the entire 

suppression of the business, rather than its regulation in 

such manner as to permit the manufacture and sale of articles 

of that class that do not contain noxious ingredients, are 

questions of fact and of public policy, which belong to the 

legislature to determine.

The statute of Pennsylvania of May 21, 1885 "for the 

protection of the public health, and to prevent adulteration 

of dairy products and fraud in the sale thereof” neither 

denied to persons within the jurisdiction of the State the 

eoual protection of the laws; nor deprived persons of their 

property without that compensation reouired by law; an^ was 

not repugnant in these respects to the Fourteenth Amendment 

to the Constitution.

In rendernlng the opinion in the decision, Mr. Justice

Harlan said:

"The objection that the statute is repugnant to 
the clause of the Fourteenth Amendment forbidding 
the denial by the State to any person within its 
jurisdiction of the equal protection of the laws, 
is untenable. The statute places under the same 
restrictions, and subjects to like penalties and 
burdens, all who manufacture, or sell, or offer 
for sale, or keep in possession to sell, the art
icles embraced by its prohibitions; thus recogniz 
ing and preserving the principle of equality among 
those engaged in the same business: Barbier v. 
Connolly, 113 U.S. 27; Soon Hing v. Crowley, 113 
U.S. 703; Missouri Pacific Railway Company v. 
Hames, 115 U.S. 512, 519.

If this statute is a legitimate exercise of the 
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police power of. the State for the protection of 
the health of the people, and for the prevention 
of fraud, it is not inconsistent with that Amend
ment (Fourteenth); for it is the settled doctrine 
of this court that, as government is organized for 
the purpose, among others, of preserving the pub
lic health and the public morals, it cannot divest 
itself of the power to provide for those objects; 
and that the Fourteenth Amendment was not designed 
to interfere with the exercise of that power by 
the States: Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 663; 
Butcher’s Union Company v. Crescent City Company, 
111 U.S. 746, 751; Barbier v. Connolly, 113 U.S. 
27; Mick ”’o v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356".

Regulating Prices by Law. It has been held that the 

business of food preparation is not affected by a public int

erest and that the ordinary business of selling goods by re

tail is of similar character. In Rolf Packing Company v. 

Industrial Relations, 262 U.S. 522, Mr. Justice Taft, speak

ing for the Court said:

"It has never been supposed, since the adoption of 
the Constitution, that- the business of the butcher 
or the baker, the tailor, the wood chopper, the 
mining operator or the miner was clothed with such 
a public interest that the price of the product or 
his wases could be fixed by state regulation. It 
is true that in the days of the early common law 
an omnipotent Parliament did regulate prices and 
wages as it chose and occasionally a colonial leg
islature sought to exercise the same power;' but 
nowadays one does not devote one’s property or bus
iness to the public use or clothe it with a public 
interest merely because one makes commodities for 
and sells to the public in the common callings of 
which those above mentioned are instances. •»••• 
There is no monopoly in the preparation of food. 
The orices charged by plaintiff in e^ror, it is 
conceded, áre fixed by competition throughout the 
country at large. Food is now produced in greater 
volume and variety than ever before. Given un
interrupted interstate commerce, the sources of the 
food supply in Kansas are country-wide; a short 
supply is not likely and the danger from local
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monopolistic control loss than ever®"

Liberty of Pursuit One of the Privileges of a Citizen 

of the United States® In the case of Butcher’s Union Com

pany v. Crescent City Company, 111 U.S. 746, the appellee 

brought suit in the Circuit Court to obtain an injunction 

against the appellant forbidding the latter from exercising 

the business of butchering, or receiving and landing his 

livestock intended for butchering, within certain limits in 

the parishes of Orleans, Jefferson, and St. Bernard, and ob

tained such injunction by a final decree in that Court. The 

around on which this suit was brought and sustained was that 

the plaintiffs had the exclusive right to have all such stock 

landed at their stock-landing place and butchered at their 

slaughter-house, by virtue of an Act of the General Assembly 

of Louisana, approved March 8, 1869, entitled "An Act to Pro

tect the health of the City of New Orleans, to locate the 

stock-landing and slaughter-houses, and to incorporate the 

Crescent City Live Stock-Landing and Slaughter-House Company". 

In the Slaughter House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, the constitutional 

power of the State to enact such a statute was upheld by the 

Supreme Court of the United States. This power was placed by 

the constitution in that case expressly on the ground that it 

was the exercise of the police power which had remained with 

the States in the formation of the original Constitution of 

the United States, and had not been taken away by the amendments 
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adopted since.

In 1879 the State of Louisans adopted a new Constitution, 

and under the authority of articles of the new Constitution, 

the municipal authorities of the City of New Orleans enacted 

ordinances which opened to general competition the right to 

build slaughter-houses, establish stock-landings, and engage 

in the business of butchering in tnat city under regulations 

established by those ordinances,’ but which were in utter dis

regard of the monopoly granted to the Crescent City Company, 

and which in effect repealed the exclusive grant made to that 

company by the Act of 1869.

The appellant, the Butcher’s Union Slaughter-House Com

pany, availing themselves of this repeal, entered upon the 

business, or were about to do so, by establishing their slaugh

ter-house and stock-landing within the limits of the grant 

of the Act of 1869 to the Crescent City Company.

The decision of the Court was to*  the effect that the power 

of a State Legislature to make a contract of such a character 

that, under the provisions of the Constitution, it cannot be 

modified or abrogated, does not extend to subjects affecting 

the public interest, health or morals, so as to limit the 

future exercise of legislative powers ’to the prejudice of the 

general welfare.

Mr. Justice Beadley in delivering the opinion of the Court, 

said in part:
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"I hold that the liberty of pursuit - the right to 
follow any of the ordinary callings of life - is 
one of the privileges of a citizen of the United 
States. It was held by a majority of the Court 
in the former decision of the Slaughter-House 
Cases, 16 ’"all. 36, 57, that the ’privileges and 
immunities of citizens of the United States’ men
tioned and referred to in the Fourteenth Amendment, 
are only those privileges and immunities whi ch were 
created by the Constitution of the United States, 
and grew out of it, or out of laws passed in pur
suance of it. I then held, and still hold, that 
the phrase has a broader meaning; that it includes 
those fundamental privileges and immunities which 
bblong essentially to the citizens of every free 
government, among which Mr. Justice "Washington 
enumerates the right of protection; the right to 
pursue and obtain happiness and safety; the right 
to pass through and reside in any State for pur
poses of trade, agriculture, professional pursuits 
or otherwise; to claim the benefit of the writ of 
habeas corpus; to institute and maintain actions 
of any Find in the Courts of the State; and to 
take, hold and dispose of property, either real or 
personal: Corfield v. Corryell, 4 ’’/ash. C.C., 
371, 391".

Discrimination as to Classes in Regulation Illegal. In 

Connolly v. Union Sewer Pipe Company, 184 U.S. 540, the Union 

Sewer Pipe Company, a corporation of Ohio, doing business in 

Illinois, brought suit against Connolly, a citizen of Illinois, 

upon a promissory note or notes given in Illinois on account 

of the purchase by the defendant from that Company, under con

tracts made in that State, for sewer pipe, known as Akron pipe. 

It also brought suit against one Dee, a citizen of Illinois, 

upon an open account for the value of similar pipe sold to him 

under a written contract, also made in that State. In each 

case the defendant disputed his liability for the value of the 

goods obtained from the Sewer Pipe Company upon the ground that 
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at the time of their respective purchases that company was 

in a combination with certain firms, corporations, and com

panies, which combination of companies were engaged in the 

manufacture of Akron pipe, and which combination, it was alleg

ed, was in illegal restraint of trade, and forbidden by the 

principles of the common law, as recognized and enforced both 

in Ohio and Illinois. The defense was also made that the 

Sewer .Pipe Company was a combination doing business through

out the United States and between Ohio and Illinois, in the 

form of a trust, in restraint of trade and commerce among the 

several states, contrary not only to the Antitrust Act of 

Congress of July 2, 1890, c. 647, but contrary to the Illinois 

Antitrust statute of January 1, 1893, forbidding, under pen

alties, the combination of capital, skill or acts for certain 

specified purposes, 26 Stat. 209, Laws of Ill. 1893, p. 182: 

Hurd's Rev. Stat. Ill. 1899, p. 618, Title, Criminal Code.

The defense based upon the principles of the common law 

was overruled, the Court saying:

’’Assuming, as defendants contend, that the alleged 
combination was illegal if tested by the principles 
of the common law, still it would not follow that 
they could, at common law, refuse to pay for pipe 
bought by them under special contracts with the 
plaintiff. The illegality of such combination 
did not prevent the plaintiff cornoration from 
selling pipe that it obtained from its constituent 
companies, or either of them. It could pass title 
by a sale to anyone desiring to buy, and the buyer 
could not .justify a refusal to pay for what he bought 
and received by proving that the seller had prev
iously, in the prosecution of his business, entered 
into an illegal combination with others in reference, 
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generally, to the sale of Akron nioe".

Again, after referring to several cases establishing

the general principle that a court will not lend assistance 

to carry out the terms of an illegal contract, and that one 

purchasing and receiving goods under a contract, expressed 

or implied, to pay for them, cannot refuse to pay simply be

cause of the Illegal character of his vendor, the court pro

ceeded:

"in the present case other considerations must con
trol. This is not an action to enforce, or which 
involves the enforcement of the alleged arrangement 
or combination between the plaintiff corporation 
and other corporations, firms and companies in re
lation to the sale of Akron pipe. As already sugg
ested, the plaintiff, even if part of a combination 
illegal at common law, was not for that reason for
bidden to sell property it acquired or held for sale. 
The purchases by the defendants had no necessary 
or direct connection with the alleged illegal com
bination; f.or the contracts between the defendants 
and the plaintiff could have been proven without 
any reference to the arrangement whereby the latter 
became an illegal combination. If, according to 
the principles of the common law, the Union Sewer 
Pipe Company could not have sold or passed title to 
any pipe it received and held for sale, because of 
an illegal combination or arrangement previously 
made with other corporations, firms or companies, 
a different question would be presented. But we 
are aware of no decision to the effect that a sale 
similar to that made by the present plaintiff to 
the defendants respectively would, in Itself, be 
illegal or void since, under the principles of the 
common law, such would not be possible. 1. . con
tracts between the plaintiff and the respective def
endants were, in every sense, collateral to the 
alleged agreement between the plaintiff and the 
other corporations, firms and associations, whereby 
an illegal combination was formed for the sale of 
sewer pipe."

Turning to the defense based upon the Antitrust Act of
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Congress, the court said:
*

"Mich of what has just been said in reference to 
the first special defense based on the common law 
is applicable to this part of the case. If the 
contract between the plaintiff corporation and the

- other named corporations, persons and companies, 
or the combination thereby formed, was illegal under 
the Act of Congress, then all those, whether persons, 
corporations or associations, directly connected 
therewith, became subject to the penalties prescribed 
by Congress. But the Act does not declare illegal 
or void any sale made by such combination, or by its 
agents, of property it acquired or which came into 
its possession for the purpose of being sold - such 
property not being at the time in the course of 
transportation from one State to another or to a 
foreign country. The buyer could not refuse to 
comply with his contract of purchase upon the ground 
that the seller was an illegal combination which 
might be restrained or’ suppressed in the mode pres
cribed by the Act of Congress; for Congress did 
not declare that a combination illegally formed 
under the Act of 1890 should not, in the conduct of 
its business, become the owner of property which it 
might sell to whomsoever wished to buy it. So that 
there is no necessary legal connection between the 
sale of pipe to the defendants by the plaintiff 
corporation and the alleged arrangement made by it 
with other corporations, companies and firms. The 
contracts under which the pipe in question was sold 
were, as already state, collateral to the arrangement 
for the combination referred to, and this is not an 
action to enforce the terms of such arrangements. 
That combination may have ^een illegal, and yet the 
sale to the defendants was valid."

Regarding the Sherman Act, the Court continued:

"Nor can the defendants refuse to pay for what they 
bought upon the ground that the seventh section of 
the Sherman Act gives the right to any person ’in
jured in his bus’ ness or property by any other per
son or1 corporation by reason of anything forbidden 
or declared to be unlawful’ by the Act, to sue and 
recover treble the damages sustained by him. We 
shall not now attempt to declare the full scope and 
meaning of that section of the Act of Congress. 
It is sufficient to say that the action which it 
authorizes must be a direct one, and the damages 
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claimed cannot be set off in these actions based 
upon special contract for the sale of pipe that 
have no direct connections with the alleged arrange
ment or combination between the Plaintiff and other 
corporations, firms or associations. Such damages 
cannot be said, as matter of law, to have directly 
grown out of that arrangement or combination, and 
are besides, unliquidated. Besides, it is well 
settled in the United Spates that ’unliquidated 
damages arising out of covenants, contracts or torts 
disconnected with the plaintiff’s claim cannot be 
set off under the statute’.”

The Court concluded its opinion by stating:

"In prescribing regulations for the conduct of trade 
it cannot divide those engaged in trade into classes 
and make commands of one class if they do certain 
forbidden things, while allowing another and favored 
class engaged in the same domestic trade to do the 
same things with impunity. It is one thing to exert 
the power of taxation so as to meet the expenses of 
government and at the same time, indirectly, to 
build up or protect particular interests or industr
ies. It is quite another thing for the State, under 
its general police power, to enter the domain of trade 
or commerce and discriminate against some one by de
claring that particular classes within its jurisdiction 
shall be exempt from the operation of a general stat
ute making it criminal to do certain things connected 
with domestic trade or commerce. Such a statute is 
not a legitimate exercise of the power of classifica
tion, rests upon no reasonable basis, •’ s purely ar
bitrary, and plainly denies the equal protection of 
the laws to those against whom it discriminates."

Where the Regulation of Rates is Permissahle the Test is 

Reasonableness. In Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466, it was held 

that the grant to the legislature by the Constitution of Neb

raska of the power to establish maximum rates for the trans

portation of passengers and freight on railroads in that State 

has reference to "reasonable maximum rates" as the words 

strongly imply that it was not intended to give a power to 
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fix maximum rates without regard to their reasonableness; 

and as it cannot be admitted that the power granted may be 

exerted in derogation of rights secured by the Constitution 

of the United States, and that the judiciary may not, when 

its jurisdiction is properly invoked, protect these rights.

The idea that any legislature, state or federal, can 

conclusively determine for the people and for the Courts 

that what it enacts in the form of law, or what it authorizes 

its agents to do, is consistent with the fundamental law, is 

a principle in opposition to the theory of our institutions; 

as the duty rests upon all courts, federal and state, when 

their jurisdiction is properly invoked, to see to it that no 

right secured by the supreme law of the land is impaired or 

destroyed by legislation.

The reasonableness or unreasonableness of rates prescribed 

by a State for the transportation of persons and property 

wholly within its limits cannot be determined without reference 

to the interstate limitations as to the business done by the 

carrier, or to the profits derived from that business. The 

State cannot justify unreasonable low rates for domestic trans

portation, considered alone, upon the ground that the carrier 

is earning large profits on its interstate business, over which, 

so far as rates are concerned, the State has no control, nor 

can the carrier justify unreasonable high rates on domestic 

business upon the ground that it will be able only in that way 
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to meet losses on its interstate business.

A railroad is a public highway, and none the less so be

cause constructed and maintained through the agency of a 

corporation deriving its existence and powers from the state. 

Such a corporation was created for public purposes. It per

forms a function of the state. Its authority to exercise 

the risht of eminent domain and to charge tolls was given 

primarily for the benefit of the public. It is, therefore, 

under governmental control -- subject, of course, to the 

constitutional guarantees for the protection of its property. 

It may not fix rates with a view solely to its own interests, 

and ignore the rights of the public; but the rights of the 

public would be ignored if rates for the transportât ion-of 

persons and property on a railroad were exacted without ref

erence to the fair value of the property used for the public 

or of the services rendered, and in order simply that the corp

oration may meet operating expenses, pay the interest on its 

obligations, and declare a dividend to stockholders.

If a railroad corporation has bonded its property for an 

amount that exceeds its fair value, or if its capitalization 

is largely fictitious, it may not impose upon the public the 

burden of such increased rates as may be reouired for the 

purpose of realizing profits upon such excessive valuation or 

fictitious capitalization, and the apparent value of the prop

erty and franchises used by the corporation as represented by 
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its stocks, bonds and obligations, is not alone to be consid

ered when d et ermining the rates that nay be reasonably charged

1 corporation maintaining a public highway, although it 

owns tbg property it employs for accor.plis1 ’ ing public objects, 

must be held to lnave accepted its rights, privileges and fran

chises subject to the condition that the government creating 

it, or +h3 ro^ern.ner.t w'thin wuose limits it conducts its 

business, nay by legislation protect the people agair,st the 

exaction of unreasonable charges "or the sendees rendered by 

it; hut it is equally true that t1'© corn or at ion performing 

such services, public in nature, and the people financially in 

terested in its business and affairs, have rights that may not 

be invaded hy legislative enactment in disregard of the funda

mental guarantees for the protection of property.

The basis of all calculations as to the reasonableness 

of rates to be charged by a corporation maintaining a highway 

under legislative sanction must he the fair value of the prop

erty used by it for the convenience of the public; and in 

order to ascertain that value, the original cost of construct

ion, the amount expended in permanent improvements, the amount 

and market value of its bonds and stocks, the present as com-
*

pared with the original cost of construction, the probable 

earning capacity of th*  property, under particular rates pres

cribed by statute, and the gur «equlred to meet operating ex

penses, a-'-’e all matters for consideration, and are to be given
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company is entitled to ask is a fair return upon the value of 

that which it employs for the public convenience; and on the 

other hand, what the public is entitled to demand is that no 

more be exacted from it for the use of a public highway than 

the services rendered by it are reasonably worth.

The effect of the Nebraska statute of 1893 entitled "An 

Act to regulate railroads, to classify freights, to fix rea

sonable maximum rates to be charged for the transportation of 

freights upon each of the railroads in the State of Nebraska, 

and to provide penalties for the violation of this Act” was 

to define each of the companies, and deprive each of them 

involved in these suits of the just compensation secured to 

them by the Constitution of the United States, and therefore 

the decree below restraining its enforcement was correct.

Classification must be Based upon Reason and Cannot be 

Arbitrary. In order to regulate chain stores, as such, it 

must be shown that the interest of the public, as distinguished 

from that of a particular class, requires such regulation. 

The jobber and wholesaler may be Interested in some form of 

regulation ar elimination of competition, but the evidence must 

show that the public has been damaged by chain stores or their 

methods of operation, in order to justify such action.

In Yick "io v. Hopkins, Sheriff, 118 U.S. 356, it was held 

that a municipal ordinance to regulate the carrying on of public 
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laundries within the limits of the municipality violates 

the provisions of the Constitution of the United States, if 

it confers unon the municipal authorities arbitrary powers, 

at their own will, and without regard to discretion in the 

legal sense of the term, to give or withhold consent as to 

persons or places, without remand to the competency of the 

persons applying, or the propriety of the place selected, 

for the carrying on of the business.

An administration of a municipal ordinance for the carry

ing on of a lawful business within the corporate limits vio

lates the provisions of the Constitution of the United States, 

if it makes arbitrary or unjust discriminations, founded on 

differences of race, between persons otherwise in similar cir

cumstances .

The guarantees of protection contained in the Fourteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution extend to all persons within the 

territorial jurisdiction of the United States, without regard 

to differences of race, color, or of nationality. Those 

subjects of the Emperor of China who have the right to tempor

arily or permanently reside within the United States, are en

titled to enjoy the protection guaranteed by the Constitution 

and afforded by the laws.

The ordinance in question did not prescribe a rule and 

conditions for the regulation of the use of property for laund- 

dry purposes, to which all similarly situated might conform. 

It allowed without restriction the use for such purposes of 
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buildings of brick or stone; but, as to wooden buildings, 

constituting nearly all those in previous use, it divided 

the ormers or occupants into two classes, not having respect 

to their personal character or qualifications for the business, 

nor the situation and nature and adaptation of the buildings 

themselves, but merely an arbitrary line, on one side of which 

are those who are permitted to pursue their industry by the 

mere will and consent of the supervisors, and on the other 

those from whom consent is withheld, at their mere will and 

pleasure. ind both classes are alike only in this, that 

they are tenants at will, under the supervisors, of their 

means of living. The ordinance therefore, also differs from 

the not unusual case, where discretion is lodged by law in 

public officers or bodies to grant or withhold licenses to 

keen taverns, or places for the sale of spiritous liquors, 

and the like, when one of the conditions is that the appli

cant shall be a fit person for the exercise of the privilege, 

because in such cases the fact of fitness is submitted to the 

judgment of the officer, and calls for the exercise of a dis

cretion of a judicial nature.

In his opinion Justice Matthews said:

"’Then we consider the nature and the theory of our 
constitutions of government, the principles upon 
which they are supposed to rest, and review the 
history of their development, we are constrained 
to conclude that they do not mean to leave room 
for the play and action of purely personal and 
arbitrary power. Sovereignty itself is, of course, 
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not subject to law, for it is the author and 
source of law; but in our system, while sover
eign powers are delegated to the agencies of 
government, sovereignty itself remains with the 
people, by whom and for whom all government exists 
and acts. And the law is the definition and 
limitation of power. It is, indeed, quite true, 
that there must always be lodged somewhere, and 
in some person or body, the authority of final 
decision; and in many cases of mere administration 
the responsibility is purely political, no appeal 
lying except to the ultimate tribunal of the pub
lic judgment, exercised either in the pressure of 
opinion or by means of the suffrage. But the 
fundamental rights to life, liberty and the pur
suit of happiness, considered as individual poss
essions, are secured by those maxims of constitut
ional law which are the monuments showing the 
victorious progress of the race in securing to 
men the blessings of civilization under the reign 
of just and equal laws, so that, in the famous 
language of the Massachusetts Bill of Rights, the 
government of the commonwealth "may be a govern
ment of laws and not of men'."

In Capen v. Foster, 12 Pick. 485, 489, Chief Justice

Shaw for the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts said:

"that in all cases where the constitution has con
ferred a political right or privilege, and where 
the constitution has'not particularly designated 
the manner in which that rinht is to be exercised, 
it is already within the just and constitutional 
limits of legislative power, to adopt any reason
able and uniform regulation in regard to the time 
and mode of exercising that right, which are de
signed to secure and facilitate the exercise of 
such right, in a prompt, orderly and convenient 
manner"; nevertheless "such, a constitutional 
construction would afford no warrant for such an 
exercise of legislative power, as, under the pre
tense and color of regulating, should subvert or 
injuriously restrain the right itself."

Accordingly, in the case of The State of Ohio ex rel.

v. The Cincinnati Gas-Light and Coke Company, 18 Ohio St. 252, 

300, an ordinance of the city council purporting to fix the 
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price to be charged for gas, under an authority of law

giving discretionary power to do so, was held to be bad if 

passed in bad faith, fixing an unreasonable price, for the 

fraudulent ournose of compelling the gas company to submit 

to an unfair appraisement of their works.

In City of Baltimore v. Rodecke, 49 Md. 217, the Court

said :

"it does not profess to prescribe regulations for 
their construction, location, or use, nore require 
such precautions and safeguards to be provided by 
those who own and use them as are best calculated 
to render them less dangerous to life and property, 
nor does it restrain their use in box factories 
and other similar establishments within certain 
defined limits, nor in any other way attempt to 
promote their safety and security without des
troying their usefulness. But it commits to 
the unrestrained will of a single public officer 
the power to notify every person who now employs 
a steam engine in the prosecution of any business 
in the City of Baltimore, to cease to do so, and, 
by providing compulsory fines for every day’s dis
obedience of such notice and order of removal, 
renders his power over the use of steam in that 
city practically absolute, so that he may prohibit 
its use altogether. But if he should not choose 
to do this, but only to act in particular cases, 
there is nothing in the ordinance to guide or con
trol his action. It lays down no rules by which 
his impartial execution can be secured or partiality 
and oppression prevented. It is clear that giving 
and enforcing these notices may, and quite likely 
will, bring ruin to the business of those against 
whom they are directed, while others, from whom 
they are withheld, may be actually benefited by 
what is thus done to their neighbors; and, when 
we consider and remember that this action in any 
case, or non-action, may proceed from enmity or 
prejudice, from partisan zeal or animosity, from 
favoritism and other improper influences and mo
tives easy of concealment and difficult to be de
tected and exposed, it becomes unnecessary to sug
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gest or to comment upon the injustice capable of 
being brought under cover of such a nower, for 
that becomes apparent to every one who gives to 
the subject a moment’s consideration. In fact, 
an ordinance which clothes a single individual 
with such power hardly falls within the domain 
of law, and we are constrained to pronounce it 
inoperative and void.”

glassification must be Reasonable. In the case of 

Truax v. Corrigan, 271 U.S. 303, the bill showed in substance 

that the defendants, for the purpose of winning a strike call

ed 'by the defendant labor union over terms and conditions of 

employment in the plaintiff’s restaurant, conspired to injure 

or destroy the business by inducing actual and prospective 

customers to withhold their patronage, and to that end caused 

the restaurant to be picketed by men who, throughout business 

hours, were stationed at the entrance proclaiming in a loud 

voice its '’unfairness" to union labor, and who patrolled the 

sidewalk before it and, by word of mouth and through banners 

and hadbills, made and circulated abusive and libelous attacks 

upon the plaintiffs, their business, their employers and cus

tomers, with threats of like consequences to future customers; 

and that much injury to the business resulted. It was held 

that the hill stated a plain case of conspiracy and actionable 

wrong.

In the course of its opinion the Court said in substance, 

that if, as it seemed to have been interpreted by the Supreme 

Court of Arizona, the law of that State, (Rev. Stats. 1913, 

par. 14^4) regulating injunctions in labor controversies, granted 
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inal action for the wrongs above stated, or leaves them merely 

subject to criminal prosecution for libel, it violates the 

Fourteenth Amendment by depriving the ulaintiffs of their prop

erty without due process of law. The legislative power of 

a °tate can only be exerted in subordination to the fundamental 

principle of right' and justice which the guaranty of due pro

cess in the Fourteenth Amendment is intended to preserve, and 

a purely arbitrary or capricious exercise of that power, where

by a wrongful and highly injurious invasion of property rights 

is practically sanctioned and the owner stripped of all rea’ 

remedy, is wholly at variance with those principles; N.Y.Ci R.R. 

v. Yhite, 243 U.S. 183.

The equal protection clause was aimed at undue favor and 

individual or class privilege, on the one hand, and at hostile 

discrimination or the oppression of inequality on the other; 

it secures equality of protection not only for all, hut against 

all, similarly situated; it is a pledge of the protection of 

eaual laws. issu^ing that a state legislature may vary equit

able relief in the state courts at its discretion, and even 

take away their equity jurisdiction altogether, the equality 

clause forbids that it deny such relief to one man while grant

ing it to another under like circumstances and in the same terr

itorial jurisdiction.

1 state law w^ich specially exempts ex-employees, when 
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their former employer, from restraint by injunction, while 

leaving subject to such restraint all other tortious actors and 

tort-feasors engaged in like wrong-doing, is unreasonable and 

without any just relation to the act in respect of which it is 

proposed. Such a classification cannot be upheld as a legal

ized experiment in sociology; the very purpose of the Constitu

tion was to prevent experimentation with the fundamental rights 

of the individual; Second Employer’s Liability Cases, 223 U.S. 1.

Tn view of the construction placed by the State Court upon 

Arizona Rev. Stats. 1913, par. 1464, in this case, and because 

of the equal protection clause applying only to state action, 

it was held that the conclusion that the statute is in part un

constitutional does not mean that Par. 20 of the Clayton Act, 

an Act of Congress similarly worded, but very differently con

strued, is also invalid; American Steel Foundries v. nri-0ity 

Central Trades Council, 257 U.S. 184. Paragraph 1456, Arizona 

Rev. °tats, 1913, making general provision for issuing of in

junctions, is separable from paragraph 1464, having been adopt

ed by the Territory and contained and continued by the State 

Constitution as a state law before paragraph 1464 was enacted 

as an amendment, and the unconstitutionality of the latter does 

not affect the continued operation of the former; Connolly v. 

Union Sewer Pipe Co., 184 U.S. 540.

Ur. Chief Justice Taft delivered the opinion of the Court
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and said in part,:

"In adjusting legislation to the needs of the peonle 
of a state, the legislature has a wide discretion 
and it may be fully conceded that perfect uniformity 
of treatment of all persons is neither practical nor 
desirable, that classification of persons is con
stantly necessary and that questions of proper class
ification are not free from difficulty. But we 
venture to think that not in any of the cases in 
this Court has classification of persons of sound 
mind and full responsibility, havinu no special re
lation to each other, in respect of remedial proced
ure for an admitted tort been sustained. Classif
ication must be reasonable. As was said in Gulf, 
Colorado and lanta Be Bailvay Company v. Ellis, 165 
U.S. 155, classification 'must always rest upon some 
-■’ifference which bears a reasonable and just relation 
to the act in respect to which the classification 
is proposed, and can never be made arbitrarily and 
without such a basis'. As was said in Siagoun v*  
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank, 170 U.S. 283, 293: 
'The rule (i.e., of the equality clause) is not a 
substitute for municipal law; it only prescribes 
that that law have the attribute of equality of op
eration, and equality of operation does not mean 
indiscriminate operation on persons merely as each, 
but on persons according to their relations’. The 
same principle is repeated and enforced in Southern 
Bail way Company v. Greene, 216 U.S. 400, 417; '”.’hile 
reasonable classification is permitted, without do
ing violence to the equal protection of the laws, 
such classification must be based upon some real and 
substantial distinction, bearing a r-’asonaHle and just 
relation to the things tn resnect to which such class
ification is imposed; and classification cannot he 
arbitrarily made without any substantial basis’. 
Classification is the most inveterate of bur reason
ing processes. ”'e can scarcely th'nk of or speak 
without consciously or unconsciously exercising it. 
It must therefore obtain in and determine legislation; 
but it must regard real resemblances and real diff
erences between things, and versons', and class them 
in accordance with their oerttnence to the purpose in 
hand. Classification like the one with which we are 
dealing here is said to he the development of the 
philosophic thought of the world an-’ is opening the 
door to legalized experiment. lhen fundamental rights 
are thus attempted to be taken away, however, we may 
well subject such experiment to attentive judgment.
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The Constitution was intended, its very purpose was, 
to prevent experimentation with the fundamental rights 
of the individual, ”re said through hr. Justice 
Brewer, in Fuller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412, that ’it 
is the peculiar value of a written constitution that 
it places in unchanging form limitations upon legis
lative action, and thus rrives a Permanence and stab
ility to popular government which otherwise would be 
lacking.’ .......... Our conclusion, that the plain
tiffs are denied the equal protection of the laws, 
is sustained by the decisions in this Court in Truax 
v. Raich, 239 U.S. 33; itchison, Tooeka and Santa 
Fe Railway Oomnany v. Greene, 216 U.S. 400; Connolly 
v. Union Sewer Pipe Company, 184 U.^. 540; Cotting 
v. Kansas City "took Yards Company, 183 U.S. 79; 
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe Railway Company v. Ellis, 
165 U.S. 150; in the State Courts we find equal support 
in Bogui v. Peroth, 224 Vass. 142; Pearson v. Port
land, 69 Ee. 278; Goldbery, Bowen and Company v. 
Stablemen’s Union, 149 Cal. 429, 434; Pierce v. 
.Stablemen’s Union, 156 Cal. 70, 74; Funkhauser v. 
Randolph, 237 Ill. 94; Park v. Detroit Free Press 
Company, 72 Mich. 560".

The Elements of Police Power Defined. In the Maryland 

decision, in taking up the contention that the law under con

sideration is within the constitution because it is a legitimate 

exercise of the state’s police power, Judme Doub cites various, 

decisions defining that power. He concludes that unless the 

law in question clearly relates to either "public order, security, 

health or morals," it cannot be justified as an exercise of the 

police power, and continues as follows:

"So it becomes the duty of the court to determine 
whether this statute, according to its terms, hears 
any relation to public order, security, health or 
morals. ”Tiat is there in t^e terms of the Act that 
bears upon public order, security, health or morals? 
It does not undertake to regulate the store business. 
It is not directed against any of the practices alleg
ed to be peculiar to the chain store business and 
charged to be objectionable. It recites in the title 
that the object is to limit the number of chain stores 



and to provide an additional license fee and oen- 
alties. Its purpose is not regulatory, not corr
ection of abuses and not the prevention of monopoly, 
but reduction of certain classes of stores (and rais
ing revenue), of any conceivable size, conducted under 
any conceivable plan, for one organization in Alleg
any County. It permits the five chain stores to 
indulge in all the practices said to be objectionable, 
provided only five are guilty of such alleged offenses, 
ill of the five chain stores may be loacted in the 
citv of Cumberland or of Frostburg. They may be 
permitted to monopolize all the retail grocery bus
iness of the city to the selfish profit of the owner 
and without making any charitable contributions to 
the community. They-ma?/ undersell and eliminate 
competitors and send to-other places the ir profits; 
and yet the?/ are perfectly free to develop into a 
monopoly if such a thing be possible by underselling 
their competitors and driving them all out of bus
iness. The retail grocery business is not classified’ 
as a public service business, affected with any public 
interest or quasi public interest. There is noth
ing to prevent freedom of competition by individuals, 
corporations or other chain stores engaged in the 
same class of business. One section of the Act is 
intended just to reduce and limit the number(of 
stores operated by one part?/ and the other to Impose 
an unreasonable, prohibitive and confiscatory charge 
as a license fee. The Act does not prohibit a con
spiracy on the part of chain stores to drive out com
petitors and suppress competition. It does not pur
port to have any of the features of an anti-trust 
statute. On the other hand, the tendency or effect 
of the Act would probably be to stimulate the dev
elopment of very large chain stores in the larger 
centers of the county which might as a result be con
ducted with lower fixed charges and perhaps larger 
nrofits, greatly to the detriment of the smaller 
grocery stores.

The answer does not allege and the evidence does not 
show that chain stores have r1eveloped anywhere into 
monopolies of food stuffs, but it is contended thtt 
if not restrained and regulated, such a development 
is likely to result from their methods of business. 
It must be conceded that it is not essential that 
such a result be actually produced and that it is 
sufficient to justify the Interference of the chan
cellor that an agreement or combination directly 
tends toward preventing competition, raising prices 
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or creating a monopoly. Further, it is no answer 
that the monopoly has in fact improved the quality 
and reduced the price of the commodity, or that the 
articles have been monopolized for benevolent pur
poses".

The Elements of Illegality in Combinations. Just what 

is the state of the law in reference to illegal combinations 

and monopolies and the application of antitrust legislation 

is clearly set forth and summarized in 19 Gulins Case Law 

from pages 26 to 52, from pages 65 to 68, and from pages 69 

to 79. In general, at common law, any combination or agree

ment that in its operation has or may ha^e a tendency to res

train trade, to stifle competition in trade, to create or 

maintain a monoploy, or unnaturally to control the production 

or supply of, or to Increase the orice of, or to curtail the 

onnortunity of obtaining, useful commodities to the injury of 

the public or any considerable portion of the population of 

any locality, If regarded as contrary to just governmental 

principles, and inimical to the public welfare, and therefore 

against public policy and is denied enforcement at law or in 

equity: U.S. v Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 58 Fed. 58; 

Stewart v. Stearns, etc. Lumber Co., 56 Fla. 570.

It is not essential that these results be actually pro

duced, Hut it is sufficient if the agreement or combination 

directly tends toward preventing competition, raising prices 

or creating a monopoly: Anderson v. Jett, 89 Ky. 375; Charles

ton National Gas Company v. Kanawha National Gas Company, 

58 v. Va. 22. On the other hand, contracts that only partially 
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restrict competition and trade and are otherwise reasonable 

usually do not produce the evils inherent in combinations 

of the above classes, unless the public interest is in some 

other way involved, and are therefore not unlawful.

If the main agreement or combination is illegal in 

accordance with the above principles, ‘t follows that every 

contract whereby it is established, or its purposes, carried 

into effect, is likewise unlawful and void, and cannot be en 

forced against either party, at law or in equity. Neither 

specific performance, rescission nor damages for its breach 

will be awarded. The court- will not decree the nullity of 

such contract, but simply will abstain from dealing with it 

or discussing any of its effects as between the parties, who 

will be left by the court where their own conduct has placed 

them; Gibbs v. Baltimore Consol. Gas Company, 130 U.S. 396; 

Continental "'all Paper Co^nany v. Luuis Voight, etc. Company 

212 U.S. 227; Dr. Miles Medical Company v. John D. Parks 

Company, 220 U.S. 373.

a.nd it has been held that where an action is commenced 

to enforce a contract that tends to monopoly or restraint of 

trade, the court will of *ts  own motion take notice of its 

illegal character and refuse to grant relief even though 

both parties have treated the contract as valid; Richardson 

v. Ruhl, 77 Mich. 632.

On the other hand it is well settled at common law that 
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the contracts of an unlawful combination or its members which 

are collateral to and ■independent of the unlawful contract 

by which the trust or monopoly was created, and not in further

ance of its purposes, are valid and enforceable; Continental 

"'all Paper Company v. Louis Voight, etc. Company, 212 U.S. 227; 

Dennehy v. HcNulta, 86 Fed. 825; Harrison v Slucose Sugar 

Refining Company, 116 Fed. 304.

It is generally agreed that the mere fact that the plaint

iff is a member of a trust or combination created with the in

tent and purposes of restraining trade or establishing a mon

opoly, will not disable or prevent it in law from selling goods 

or services within or affected by the provisions of such trust 

or combination, and recovering their price or value, either at 

common law, or under the Sherman Act, or under state statutes 

making unlawful contracts in restraint of trade or commerce; 

Connolly v. Union Sewer Pipe Company, 184 U.S. 540; D. R.

"'ilder Ufg. Company v. Com. Products Refining Company, 236 U.S. 

165.

So far as the substantive law is concerned, these principles, 

as Generally understood and applied, suffice reasonably well for 

the protection of even the complex industrial society of today 

from the evils thereby denounced. But the common law remedy 

of refusing to enforce such contracts proved insufficient and 

hence it has ^een found necessary by the national and state 

legislatures to enact drastic laws against trusts, pools, un
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lawful combinations and conspiracies, which will prevent and 

nunish them, and not leave them to exist, and enforce their con

tracts among themselves, denying them only the aid of the courts 

as at common law. Tn other words, antitrust laws, however 

drastic, do little more than furnish a more adequate procedure 

for the enforcement of common law principles governing unlaw

ful combinations: Cumberland Telephone, etc. Company v. State, 

100 Miss 102; State v. Fireman’s Fund Insurance Company, 152 

Mo. 1.

Monopolies. A practical monopoly ma;/ exist without the 

aid of a legislative grant, as it may result from the control 

of a trade or industry, brought about by means of contracts 

and combinations between competitors. Like the ancient mon

opolies, the practical monopoly is under the ban of the law, 

because it tends to prevent competition and enhance the price 

or deteriorate the quality of the commodity or service to 

which it relates; State v. Duluth Soard of Trade, 107 Minn. 

506. Accordingly, it is a principle of universal application 

that every agreement, combination or association, the purpose 

of which is to create a virtual monopoly in the production, 

manufacture or sale of a useful commodity, either generally 

or in a given locality, making it possible to control output 

or prices, or to suppress competition, is contrary to public 

policy and hence unlawful, both at common law and under the 

antitrust statutes, and regardless of its form, methods or
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incidents: Standard Oil Company v. United States, 221 U.S*

1; United States v. Jellico fountain Coal, etc. Company, 

46 Fed. 432. This rule is applicable to every monopoly 

whether the supply be restricted bv nature or susceptible 

of indefinite production. The difficulty of effecting the 

unlawful purpose may he greater in the one case than in the 

other, but it is never impossible; People v. North River Sugar 

Refining Company, 54 Hun. 354. If the contract or combina

tion actually results in the effective creation of a mutual 

monopoly, whether local or general, its illegality is beyond 

question; Continental ".'all Paper Company v. Voigt, 48 Fed. 

939, particularly if it in fact fixes and increases prices, 

Harding v. American Glucose Company, 182 Ill. 551; or if one 

of its results is to reduce the available supply of the com

modity below the needs of the locality affected, thus operat

ing not only to enable the combination arbitrarily to maintain 

prices, but directly and necessarily to create a partial fam

ine bv which it can profit at will, Tuscaloosa Ufg. Company v. 

Villiers, 127 Ala. 110.

If the object or the tendency of the agreement or combina

tion is to produce a monopoly, and enable the parties to con

trol prices of a useful commodity, it is none the less illegal 

because the prices actually fixed at the time may be entirely 

reasonable in themselves, Cummings v. Union Blue Store Company, 

164 N.v. 401; or that it has not attempted to control the 
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output of the few independent concerns left or the nrices at 

which, they sell their product, Merchants Ice, etc. Comnany v. 

Rohrman, 138 Ky. 530. Nor need the monopoly be complete. 

It is a criminal offense for a person to obtain a monopoly of 

a prime necessity of life. It is no answer to say that the 

article may have been monopolized for a benevolent purpose, 

State v. Eastern Coal Company, 29 R.I. 254.

Restraint of Trade. At a very remote period the words 

"restraint of trade" in England came to refer to some voluntary 

restraint put by contract by an individual on his right to con

tract and to carry on his trade or calling. Originally all 

such contracts were considered to be illegal, because it was 

deemed they were injurious to the public as well as to the 

Individuals who made them. Subsequently, changing industrial 

conditions and economic concepts based thereon caused a two

fold develonment of the law on this general subject. On the 

one hand, it was observed that the strict rule was impractic

able and productive of more harm than good in that it prevented 

certain combinations beneficial to the parties and not injur

ious to the public, and seriously interfered with the ordinary 

everyday business transactions. It was accordingly found 

essential to distinguish between combinations and agreements 

in general restraint of trade, and those in partial and reason

able restraint of trade, and to recognize the latter as valid, 

Standard Oil Company v. U.S., 221 U.S. 1.
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It is now well established and settled that where an agree

ment is lawful in itself, and is so limited as to time, place, 

subject-matter, and purpose, as that its operation will afford 

only necessary and proper attention to the parties in the en

joyment of their rights, and will not materially or really in

jure the public, the agreement may be enforced, even though 

it relates to and operates on trade in useful commodities, 

Er. Miles Medical Company v. John D. Parks Company, 220 U.S. 

373. On the other hand, while narrowing the scope of the 

earlier principle in this direction, it was necessary to broaden 

it in another. The reasons that led to declaring combinat

ions in restraint of trade to be unlawful were mainly that 

such combinations tended toward monopoly, and like monopoly 

operated to discourage enterprise, suppress competition, and 

enhance the prices of commodities, to the injury of the public 

at large. But restraint of trade may be accomplished in 

more ways than one. Every business scheme that has for the 

nurpose of its existence the control of the market and the 

fixing of prices necessarily tends to restrain trade and supp

ress competition in the article sought to be controlled. 

Manifestly, therefore, if the wholesome principle of the com

mon law were confined to the narrow limits that were sufficient 

in its origin, it would be wholly inadeauate to correct the evils 

that modern trade conditions have produced. Accordingly in 

dealing with conditions brought about by modern business methods,
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it has been found necessary for the public good to extend the 

common law prohibition against control of contracts in restraint 

of trade to cases involving more than the mere purchasing and 

selling of a trade or business, so as to give the courts auth

ority to prevent combinations and arrangements having for 

their purpose the creation of a monopoly, Brent v. Gay, 149 

ky. 615. Generally speaking, all contracts, associations, 

and combinations, regardless of their form, that operate in 

unreasonable or general restraint of trade are against public 

policy, and are therefore unlawful and void, at common law 

and under the antitrust statutes, Addyston Pipe, etc. Company .. 

v. United States, 175 U.S. 211; Standard Oil Company v. United 

Stat'es, 221 U.S. 1; United States v. American Tobacco Company , 

221 U.S. 106.

Taking for a foundation the principle that unreasonable

ness in restraint of trade is obnoxious to the spirit of the 

law, the range of this principle has been extended to meet 

the requirements of today, and to embrace every condition in 

which unlawful attempt is made to restrain trade and control 

the market and suppress competition, by whatever means these 

ends are sought to be accomplished, Brent v. Gay, 149 Ky. 

615. It is sometimes said that a conspiracy in restraint of 

trade is different from and more than a control in restraint 

of trade, in that a conspiracy, although constituted by an 

agreement, is the result of the agreement, rather than the
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agreement itself, just as a partnership, although constit

uted bv a contract, is not the contract, but the result of it, 

United States v. Kissel, 218 U.S. 601.

Suppression of Competition. Many of the later authorit

ies draw a distinction between contracts in "restraint of 

trade", as that phrase was understood in the early history 

of the common law, and contracts in "restraint of competition" 

and also in restraint of trade, as understood in modern times, 

Merchant's Ice, etc. Company v. Rohrman, 138 Ky. 530; State 

v. Duluth Board of Trade, 107 Minn. 506. The distinction, 

however, is scarcely oractical, because whatever restraints 

trade prevents are restraints of competition, and whatever 

prevents competition in trade necessarily restrains trade; and 

the word "monopoly" conveys the same idea of excluding com

petition, Merchant’s Ice, etc. Company v. Rohrman, 138 Ky. 

530; State v. Duluth Board of Trade, 107 Minn. 506.

The common law rules against restraint of trade are based 

on the theory that competition is the life of trade, and ad

vances the public welfare, John D. Parks, etc Company v. Hart

man, 153 Fed. 24; and while of course the public cannot com

pel competition, the law, in the interest of public policy, 

can and will remove unreasonable restraints on competition, 

Pocohontas Coke Company v. Powhatan Coal, etc. Company, 60 

Va. 508.

Every contract, combination or arrangement whose direct 
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purpose, probable effect, or necessary tendency is to stifle 

or unduly to retrict competition is unlawful, at common law, 

and by statute, Addyston Pipe etc. Company v. United’States, 

175 U.S. 211; Standard Oil Company v. United States, 221 U.S*  

1. But it is quite as important to approve all lawful, fair 

and reasonable expedients devised to promote individual succ

ess as it is to condemn vicious and unlawful practices which 

violate individual rights and the public weal, United-States v. 

American Tobacco Company, 221 U.S. 106.

Fixing Prices. The purpose in all the- prohibitions 

against monopolies and restraints of trade was to preserve the 

freedom of trade by means of free competition between the 

traders themselves, in order that the public should, not beI , .
required to pay exorbitant prices for articles of common use 

and necessity. It was to prevent any man or set of men from 

possessing the power arbitrarily to determine the price at 

which an article of common use shall be sold, State v. Duluth 

Board of Trade, 107 Kinn. 506; Nester v. Continental Brewing 

Company, 161 Pa. St. 473.

The courts are practically unanimous in holding unlawful 

all agreements and combinations, in whatever form or name, by 

and between independent and unconnected manufacturers and deal

ers for the uurpose of directly controlling the prices of their 

commodities, either by restricting or monopolizing their supply, 

or by limitation of production, or by restriction on sales or 
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distribution, or by express agreements to maintain specified 

prices, United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 

166 U.S. 290.

A combination to fix the price of an article of prime 

necessity was a criminal conspiracy at common law, People v. 

Sheldon, 139 N.Y. 251; and still is under the antitrust laws 

of most of the states, Ford v. Chicago Milk Shipper’s Assoc

iation, 155 Ill. 166. Necessity or bénéficient purpose or 

effect is no justification, for a combination to raise prices, 

State v. Minn. Milk Company, 124 Minn. 34; State v. Armour 

Packing Company, 173 Ko. 356. That the price actually fixed 

is reasonable is no defense. The scope of the contract, and 

not the possible self-restraint of the parties to it, is the 

test, Harding v. American Glucose Company, 182 Ill. 551;

Cummings v. Union Blue Stone Company, 164 N.Y. 401. Nor does 

it relieve a combination of its objectionable features that it 

may reduce the price of the articles which it manufactures, 

People v. Milk Exchange, 145 N.Y. 267.

These principles render unlawful all price fixing agreements 

associations and combinations among dealers controlling a large 

proportion of the trade in a given locality, People v. Sheldon, 

139 N.Y. 251; or including both independent producers and 

dealers in the same line of business, United States v. Jellico 

Mountain Coal Company, 46 Fed. 432. But individual vendors, 

acting independently and without combination, may lawfully use 
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even though prices are thereby raised, to the detriment of 

the public interest, irnot v. Pittston, etc. Goal Company, 

68 N.Y. 558; and their act in raising prices is not in vio

lation of the antitrust acts even though the increase by all 

of them becomes effective the same day, State v. Minn. Milk 

Company, 184 Minn. 34. In passing on combinations to raise 

prices, many authorities test their character by their effect 

upon the public Interest in the particular case, Herriman v. 

Menzies, 115 Cal. 16; and agreements fixing prices have been 

upheld where the article was neither a prime necessity, nor a 

staple commodity ordinarily bought and sold in the market, 

Gloucester Isinglass Etc. Company v. Russia Cement Company, 

154 Mass. 92.

General Tests of Illegality. It is often difficult to 

draw with precision the line between combinations and agreements 

in partial restraint of trade or competition, and those having 

for their purpose the suppression of competition, which are 

condemned by the courts as monopolies, trusts or conspiracies, 

or as being in restraint of trade, Merchant’s Ice etc. Company, 

v. Rohrman, 138 Ky. 530. It is not essential that the illegality

in the agreement or in its operation amount to a criminal off

ense, Stev/art v. Stearns, etc. Lumber Company, 56 Fla. 570. 

The main general test should be whether the contract, trust or 

combination is monopolistic in purpose or natural tendency.
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If it tends to control the given market, it unreasonably 

affects competition and prices to the detriment of the ouhlic 

and is obnoxious to ^oth the common law and the antitrust stat

utes, Dr. Miles Medical Company v. John D. Parks, etc. Company, 

220 U.S. 373. On the other hand, the test usually laid down' 

by which to determine whether a contract in partial restraint of 

trade is reasonable is whether it affords only a partial pro

tection to the interests of the party in whose favor it is 

made, without being so large in its operations as to interfere 

with the interests of the public, Gib^s v. Baltimore Consol. 

Gas Company, 130 U.S. 396. deduced to its lowest terms, the 

problem is to determine whether the given combination is in

jurious in any perceptible degree to the public or to any con

siderable portion of it, in tendency or effect, Gibbs v. 

Baltimore Consol. Gas Company, 130 U.c. 396. Whether a com

bination, in its terms or operation, is or1 may be unreasonable 

because it extends farther than is reasonably necessary for 

the protection of the rights of the parties and whether the 

public is or may be appreciably injured thereby cannot be as

certained by any accurately defined rules, but must be deter

mined by the court, from a.practical consideration of the 

circumstances of every case as it arises, in connection with 

such general principles of law and of construction as are 

applicable thereto, Arnold v. Jones Cotton Company, 152 Ala.

501
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For the determination of thia purpose, not only is the 

language of th© contract in combination to he considered, 

but also its subject-matter, the situation, conduct and pro

bable motives of the parties, and all the circumstances, 

surrounding the transaction. It is not to be tested by what 

may be done under it, not by its performances, but by its 

rowers of performance when fully exercised. Hence if the 

direct and necessary or natural effect of a contract or com

bination is to restrain competition and control -orices to the 

injury of the public when all the powers of the contract or 

combination shall have been exerci sed, the contract or combination 

is in unreasonable restraint of trade and amainst public policy, 

People v. North Fiver Sugar Refining Cnmnany, 54 Hun. 354.

The particular contract ,'iust be considered in connection with 

others of :"bich it is a part, and if found to be only one of a 

number of like character, the purpose of the whole scheme being 

to monopolize or restrain trade, it is unlawful, McCutcheon v. 

Mery Capsule Company, 71 Fed. 787. Although a combination 

is not so far reaching as to render it illegal as in unreason

able restraint of trade, yet overt and unlawful acts by two 

or more of its members acting by agreement to carry out its 

purposes will render the combination as to them unlawful, 

Gatzow v. Buening, 106 ?fis. 1.

Extent and Size. There a combination or agreement in 

operation has a necessary tendency to restrain trade or to 
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mononoly to the appreciable injury of the nubile, limitations 

as to time, nlace, or subjects contained in the agreement are 

immaterial, People v. Forth River Sugar '’efining Company, 54 

Fun. 354. The combination is illegal if the natural or nec

essary consequences of the operation are to prevent competit

ion and create fictitious prices, independent o^ the law of 

demand and supply, and to such an extent as injuriously to 

affect the inter°st of the public, or the interests of any 

particular class of citizens who may be especially interested, 

either as producers or consumers, in the articles oi° staples 

w’-'ich are the subject of the restrictions, Harding v. American 

2-lucose jomnany, 132 Ill. 551. All the authorities agree that 

in order to vitiate a contract or combination it Is not essential 

that its result should he a complete monopoly; it is sufficient 

if it will tend to that end, and to deprive the public of the 

advantages which flow from free competition, United States v. 

F. C. "night Company, 156 U.S. 1.

Tf only complete monopolies could be reached under the 

law, a combination could then be formed tending to monopoly 

and embracing substantially all the evil results of a complete 

mononoly, intentionally leaving out of the combination some 

one or '"ore of those enraged in the industry, for the very 

puroose of rendering the combination legal, Pocahontas Goke 

Company v. Powhatan Coal etc. Company, 60 "r. Va. 508. It may 

also be said with reason that if parties make contracts or 
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agreements seeking to establish a monopoly, and do establish, 

it as far as they can, surely they cannot say that the effect 

is legal n*f  not completely successful, ^rown v. Jacob’s Phar

macy Comoany, 115 la. 429. So a combination may be illegal, 

notwithstanding the fact that the restraint is partial in res

pect to the persons implicated and the territorial limits 

affected. It is not the number of persons participating in 

the combination, or the extent of the territory included, but 

the injury to the public in that territory, however restricted,

that characterize t^e interruption of trade as illegal, United

States v. "id'hr st on Pipe etc. Company, 35 Fed. 271. Thus the

restraint of trade and enhancement of prices by a by-law of a

trade assoc:ation may render it illegal thought the association 

does not Included all the persons engaged in that trade in the 

city in which the association is formed, Bailey v. ’’aster 

Plumper’s is social ion, 103 Tenn. 99.

Intent and Tffect. It is immaterial, in determining 

the legality of a contract or combination alleged to be in 

restraint of trade, whether or not it was entered into with 

any e^’il intent, hut the material consideration is its injur

ious tendency, and the power thereby to control prices, Anderson 

v. "hawnee Compress Company, 17 Ckla. 231. Total suppression 

of t’^e trade in the community is not essential in order to 

render tue combination one In restraint of trade. It «s the 

e-Ppect of the combination in limiting and restraining the rtvht 
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of each of the members to transact business in the ordinary 

v/ay, as nell as its effect upon the volume or extent of the 

dealing in the commodity, that is regarded, Addyston Pipe etc. 

Company v. United States, 175 U.S. 711. It is the nature or 

character and tendency of the agreement which renders it ob

jectionable. whether in fact the parties to it succeed in res

training trade generally, or stifling competition or not, 

Brown v. Jacob’s Pharmacy Company, 115 3-a. 429. ".’here the 

direct and immediate effect of a contract or combination is 

to destroy competition so that the narties to the contract or 

combination may obtain increased prices for themselves, such 

contract or combination amounts to a restraint of trade in the 

commodity, even though contracts to buy such commodity at the 

enhanced price are continually being made, Addyston Pipe etc. 

Company v. United States, 175 U.S. 211. And when by reason 

of the combination a particular contract may have been obtained 

for one o^ the parties thereto, but at a h'hher price than 

would otherwise have been paid, the charge that the combination 

war one in restraint of trade is not answered by the statement 

that the particular contract was in truth obtained and not
♦

prevented, Addvston Pipe etc. Company v. United States, 175 U.S. 

211.

The courts will not stop to inquire as to the fact or the 

decree of injury inflicted upon the public. It is enough to 

know that the inevitable tendency of such contracts is injurious 
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to the nubile. Tf agreements and combinations to prevent 

competition In prices are, or may be, hurtful to trade, the 

only sure remedy is to prohibit all agreements of that chara

cter. If the validity of such an agreement was made to defend 

and depend uoon the actual proof of public prejudice or injury, it 

would be very difficult, in any case, to establish the inval

idity, although the moral evidence might be very convincing, 

John D. larks, etc. Company v. Hartman, 153 Fed. 24. C com

bination between independent dealers to prevent competition 

between themselves is, in the contemplation of the law, an 

act inimical to trade or commerce, whatever may be done under 

and in pursuance of it, and although the object of the combina

tion is merely the due protection of the parties to it against 

ruinous rivalry, and no attempt is made to chaimge undue or 

«xcessive prices, Cib^s v. HcTTeeley, 118 Fed. 120.

Tf the combination is in restraint of trade in fact, and 

monopolistic in tendency, it is illegal however reasonable the 

prices fixed by the parties thereto, however great the competition 

they had to encounter, and however great the necessity for 

curbing themselves by jqiht agreement from committing financial 

suicide by ill-advised competition, United states v. Addyston 

Pipe Company, 85 Fed. 271,- not is it saved by the fact that 

the stated or ostensible purpose of the combination is in it

self lawful or even beneficial, if it exhibits the above ele

ments of illegality. , If all that was necessary in order to 
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render legal a contract otherwise Illegal, because in unrea

sonable restraint of trade, was to state In the contract a 

legal >«a5n nurpose, such statement would rurnish an easy 

evasion of t^e law. It is equally immaterial that some or 

all of the beneficial purposes have in fact been accomnlished, 

’’orris ’’un foal Company v. Barclay Coal Company, 68 Pa. 173.

A combination or agreement which tn fact constitutes or 

tends to produce an unlawful monopoly or restraint of trade 

is none the less illegal because its avowed purpose is not to 

control price or manufacture, but enhances and embraces only 

such objects as organizing the business upon a satisfactory and 

paying basis and cutting down expenses, Brown v. Jacob’s Phar

macy Company, 115 Sa. 429; protecting the participants from 

unreasonable or destructive competition, Merchant's Ice Company 

v. wohrman, 138 Ky. 530; obtaining reasonable prices, Cumm

ings v. Union Blue Stone Company, 164 N.Y. 401; regulating 

or improving the quality of the commodity affected, Pocahontas 

Coke Company v. Powhatan Coal Company, 60 Va. 508; or im

proving conditions in the business generally, State v. Armour 

Packing Company, 173 "o. 356. The possibility that other 

business enterprises in the same pursuit may be set in fact to 

counteract the effect of a combination to control the market in 

a commodity will not relieve such combination of its illegality, 

Tuscaloosa Ice ”fg. 'ompany v. ''.'illiams, 127 Ala. 110.

^he inhabitants of a given locality have a right to pro
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tection in the locality without reference to the opportunities 

afforded for obtaining the commodities in a neighboring place, 

Stewart v. °tearns Lumber Company, 56 Fla. 570. And this has 

been held especially important in respect of a commodity like 

ice or water, the chief cost of which, apart from the plant 

for its manufacture or collection, is in the transportation to 

the consumer, Tuscaloosa Ice I'fg. Company v. Tilliams, 127 Ala. 

110.

Commodities. At common law, the offense of engrossing 

applied only to monopolies of the "necessities of Life", or 

"articles of prime necessity", Standard Oil Company v. United 

States, 221 U.S. 1. In this country also some courts have 

sought to draw a distinction between necessaries and other 

articles of commerce' or merchandise, for the puroose of apply

ing the principles of the law against combinations to monopolize 

an'1 the like, Brown-v. Jacob's Pharmacy Company, 115 Ga. 429. 

'"’’his has been done, principally, in cases involving criminal 

prosecutions at common law, or under statutes enumerating com

modities whose monopolization should constitute a criminal off

ense, Cummings v. Union Blue Stone Company, 164 N.Y. 401; or
l 

where the article was one being used in manufacturing by the 

narties concerned under the same process and which was of little 

value for any ot’^er use, Gloucester Isinglass Company v. Russia 

Cement Company, 154 Vass. 92.

Among the articles that have Heen held of such necessity, 
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within the meaning of even this rule, are such things as 

grain, meat, salt, milk, coal and coke, ice, and plumber’s 

supplies, Tuscaloosa Tee Mfg. Company v. Tilliams, 127 Ala. 

110; Knight v. Miller, 172 Ind. 27. The modern machinery 

for the manufacture of footwear has also been held to be a 

close approach to a prime necessity, United Shoe Machinery 

Company v. La Chapelle, 212 Mass. 467. Insurance and carr

iage are also considered necessary commodities in which a 

monopoly cannot be formed. It has been held that the foll

owing are not necessaries: washing machines, curtain fixtures, 

sewing machines, and glue, Gloucester Isinglass Company v. 

Russia Cement Company, 154 Mass. 92. By the apparent weight 

of modern authority, however, the distinction between necess

aries and other articles of legitimate use sought to be monop

olized is declared not to be well founded, at least so far 

as civil liability is concerned, Brown v. Jacob’s Pharmacy 

Company, 115 Ga. 429, and the present tendency is to hold 

that a contract to create a- monopoly or to restrain trade and 

competition in any commodity or common utility or of common 

consumption, is against public policy, whether such commodity 

be one of the common necessaries of life or not, Commonwealth 

v. International Harvester Company, 131 Ky. 551; Cummings v. 

Union Blue Stone Company, 164 N.Y. 401; Pocahontas Coke Company 

v. Powhatan Coal Company, 60 U. Va. 508. The rule extends to 

commodities which are of material necessity or essential to
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building, or to sanitary regulations, or of subjects of 

legitimate trade affecting the interests of the public, or 

the interests of any particular class of citizens, either as 

producers, dealers, or consumers, United States v. Addyston 

Pipe Company, 85 Fed. 271. Among specific articles included 

have been such things as beer, alcohol, distilling products, 

preserves, gas pipes, powder, harrows, capsules, envelopes, 

wire cloth, bluestone, cigarettes, proprietary medicines, 

drugs and other articles usually dealt in by those engaged in 

the drug trade, books, produce, wallpaper, sanitary pottery 

ware, trading stamps, intoxicating liquors, grain bags and 

burlap, tobacco, junk, and articles of merchandise generally: 

Brown v. Jacob’s Pharmacy Company, 115 Ga. 429; Erty v. Pro

duce Exch. Company, 82 Minn. 173; Straus v. American Publish

er’s Association, 231 U.S. 222; Continental Wall Paper Company 

v. Lewis Voight Company, 148 Fed. 939; Trenton Potteries Co

mpany v. Oliphant, 58 N.J.Eq. 507; Merchant's Legal Stamp Com

pany v. Murphy, 220 Mass.281; Burdell v. Grande, 152 Cal. 376; 

Pacific Factor Company v. Adler, 90 Cal. 110; Commonwealth v. 

Straus, 191 Mass. 545; Weidman v. Shrogge, 46 Can. Sup. Ct. 1. 

If the use of the commodity is of importance to health and com

fort, and a considerable and increasing number of persons desire 

to acquire and use it, the public has such an interest In its 

manufacture and sale that public policy will justify judicial 

interference and refusal to enforce illegal combinations to en-
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hance the price; Trenton Potteries Company v. Oliphant, 38 

N.J.Eq. 507. A lawful business or occupation may not be made

the subject of even a monopoly granted by law, Burdell v. 

Grande, 152 Cal. 376.

Character of Restraint» The Sherman Act must have a 

reasonable construction or else there would scarcely be an 

agreement or1 contract among business men that could not be 

said to have, indirectly or remotely, some bearing upon inter

state commerce, and possibly to restrain it. In order to 

come within the provisions of the statute, the direct effect 

of an agreement or combination must be in restraint of that 

trade or commerce which is among the several- states or with 

foreign nations. There the subject-matter of the agreement 

does not actually relate to and act upon and embrace inter

state commerce, and where the facts clearly show that the 

purpose of the agreement was not to regulate, obstruct, or 

restrain commerce, but that it was entered into with the ob

ject and intent of properly and fairly regulating the trans

action of the business in which the parties to the agreement 

were engaged, such agreement will be upheld as not within the 

statute, where it can be seen that the character and terms 

of the agreement are well' calculated to attain the purpose 

for which it was formed, and where the effect of the formation 

of the agreement and its enforcement upon interstate trade or 

commerce is in any event but indirect and incidental, and not 
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its purpose or object, United States v. Joint-Traffic Assoc

iation, 171 U.S. 505; Anderson v. United States, 171 U.S. 604.

Contracts, combinations, or conspiracies to control dom

estic enterprise in manufacture, agriculture, mining, production 

in all its forms, or to raise or lower prices or wages, might 

unquestionably tend to restrain external as well as domestic 

trade, but the restraint would be an indirect result, however 

inevitable and whatever its extent, and.such result would not 

necessarily determine the object of the contract, combination, 

or conspiracy, United States v. E. C. Knight Company, 156 U.S. 1. 

Acts, contracts and combinations which promote, or only incid

entally or indirectly restrict, competition in commerce among 

the states, while their main purpose and chief effect are to 

foster trade and increase the business of those who make and 

operate them, do not fall within the inhibition of the Act, 

Uhitwell v. Continental Tobacco Company, 125.Fed. 454. It is 

held, accordingly, that its prohibition does not include a 

contract not to compete which is the mere accompaniment of 

the sale of property, and is entered into for the purpose of 

enhancing the orice at which the.vendor sells it, and which 

is collateral to such sale, and where the main purpose of 

the contract is the sale of the property, see notes 64 L.R.A. 

711. Thus an agreement by the stockholders of a company, 

which was ancillary to the sale of their plant, not to engage 

directly or indirectly in the same business for ten years 
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within the territory in which the corporation operated, does 

not so directly restrict interstate commerce as to coroe within 

the scope of the federal antitrust act, although the purchaser 

also purchased other plants to an extent that tended to create 

a power to monopolize the market, see notes 10 L.R.A*  (N.S.) 275 

Nor does a contract not to compete in the manufacture of mach

inery under patterns, the right to use which is sold to the 

other contracting party, place or contemplate any direct res

traint on the right of such party to sell the manufactured 

article in other states or- countries, so as to bring such con

tract within the provisions of the Act, Bancroft v. Union Bmboss 

ing Company, 72 N.H. 402; see note L.R.A. (N.S.) 275.

Reasonable and Unreasonable Restraint. It was the doc

trine of the earlier cases construing the Sherman Antitrust 

Act that its operation was not limited to restraints of inter

state and international commerce that are unreasonable in 

their nature, and illegal'at common law, but embraced all 

direct restraints whether reasonable or not imposed by any 

combination, conspiracy or monopoly upon such trade or com

merce, United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 

166 U.S. 290; Bement v. National Harrow Company, 186 U.S. 70. 

Later decisions, however, take the view that as the statute 

bas not defined the words restraint of trade, it becomes nec

essary to construe such words, and that this duty can be dis

charged only by a resort to reason. Under this doctrine,
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however, the words restraint of trade as used in the statute 

are given a like significance with the meaning they had at 

common law, and in the law of this country at the time the 

act was adopted, and it is held that the statute does not 

forbid or restrain the power to make normal and usual contracts 

to further trade by resorting to all normal methods, whether 

by agreement or otherwise, to accomplish such purpose, but 

prohibits only acts or contracts or agreements or combinations 

which operate to the prejudice of the public Interests by 

unduly restricting competition, or unduly obstructing the 

due course of trade, in which, either because of their in

herent nature or effect, or because of the evident purpose 

of the acts, they injuriously restrain trade, Standard Oil 

Company v. TTnited States, 321 U.S. 1; United States v.

American Tobacco Company, 221 U.S. 106; Terminal R.R. Assoc

iation v. United States, 224 U.S. 383.

As has been said by way of argument in support of the 

modern rule, to hold to the contrary would require the con

clusion either that every contract, act or combination of any 

kind or nature, whether it operated as a restraint of trade 

or not, was within the statute, and thus the statute would 

be destructive of all right to contract or agree *or  combine 

in any respect whatever as to subjects embraced in interstate 

trade or commerce; or if this conclusion were not reached, 

then the contention would require it to be held that as the
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statute did not define the things which it related to, and 

excluded, resort to the only means by which the acts to which 

it relates could be ascertained — the light of reason -- the 

enforcement of the statute was impossible because of its un

certainty, Standard Oil Company v. United States, 2.01 U.S. 1.

"/hat Restraint's are Unlawful. Any agreement or combina

tion which directly operates, not alone upon the manufacture, 

but upon the sale, transportation, and delivery of an article 

of interstate commerce, by preventing or restricting its pur

chase, sale or exchange, or by destroying, restricting or stifl

ing competition therein, thereby regulates and restrain inter

state commerce to that extent, and to the same extent entrenches 

upon the newer of the national legislature and violates the 

statute. And t^ere does not seem to be any doubt that com

binations formed for the purpose of fixing and maintaining 

arbitrary and noncompetitive prices or rates are illegal under 

the statute, United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 

166 U.S. 290; United States v. Joint-Traffic Association, 

171 U.S. 505; Montague v. Lowry, 193 U.S. 38.

The act does not contemplate that the combination therein 

made unlawful must be one which shall by its terms refer to 

interstate commerce. It is enough if its purpose and effect 

are necessarily to restrain interstate trade. If it were 

otherwise, all combinations in restraint of interstate trade 

might be so expj-’essea in words as to avoid the statute. The
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true test would seem to be, not what the agreement professes, 

but what it accomplishes. The combination must be dealt with 

in view of the known facts which surround it when it was form

ed, and which attend it thereafter, Gibbs v. WcNeeley, 118 Fed. 

120. To vitiate a combination such as the act of Congress 

condemns, it need not be shown that the combination, in fact, 

results or will result in a total suppression of trade or 

in a complete monopoly, but it is only essential to show that, 

by its necessary operation, it tends to restrain interstate 

or international trade or commerce or tends to create a mon

opoly in such trade or commerce and to deprive the public of 

the advantages that flow from free competition, United States 

v. E. C. Knight Company, 156 U.S. 1; Anderson v. United States, 

171 U.S. 604; Northern Securities Company v. United States, 

193 U.S. 197.

A combination that has attained and obtained a virtual 

monopoly of interstate trade in a given commodity is clearly 

forbidden by the act. A business device by which a consid

erable number of competing corporations are welded into a 

single corporate unity or entity which controls practically 

all the commerce of the country in a particular branch required 

for the economical production of a necessity of mankind is such 

a monopoly, United Shoe Machinery Company v. La Chapelle, 

212 i’ass. 467. Trade and commerce are "monopolized" within 

the meaning of the federal statute, when, as a result of efforts 
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to that end, such oower is obtained that a few persons acting 
t

together are able to control rates or prices. It is not 

necessary that the power thus obtained should be exercised, 

see note 'inn. Cas. 1912 D 769, 770. A combination of manu

facturers to limit competition and control prices and trade 

in a large number of states is not illegal because the restraint 

is only partial and limited in territory, and does not make a 

complete monopoly, but is tempered by fear of competition, 

and affects only a part of the price, United States v. Addys

ton Pipe Company, 85 Fed. 271.

An association of producers in one state and dealers in 

their product located in another state, with an agreement 

among themselves fixing the price of the product and prohibiting 

sales to persons not members, is a monopoly in violation of 

the statute, since, in making the agreement, the transportation 

of the commodity from one state to another was a necessary 

incident to, and an element of, the arrangement, the execution 

of which would have been impossible without it, United States 

v. Jellico iountain Coal Company, 46 Fed. 432. Upon similar 

principles, a combination of manufacturers in different states 

to regulate sales and prices of their commodities in a large 

number of states in which it was their invariable custom to 

bid for the contracts and deliver the goods at the home of 

the buyer is an illegal combination in restraint of interstate 

trade, Chattanooga Foundry ”rorks v. Atlanta, 203 U.S« 390.
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The Gulpability of a party to a combination, of manufactur

ers and jobbers which accomplishes a restraint of trade con

demned by the Sherman intitrust Act is not removed because it 

was restricted in less degree than the other jobbers, enjoy

ing a certain freedom of competition to meet the local condit

ions, Standard Sanitary Kfg. Company, v. United States, 226 U.S. 

20.

Combinations and Transactions Not 'Vi thin Prohibition of

Act. A person engaged in commerce among the states may law

fully select his customers, and sell only to those who do not 

buy or sell the wares of his competitors, and such a restriction 

of his own trade by a manufacturing concern or a merchant and 

his employees is not prohibited by the federal statute, Whit

well v. Continental Tobacco Company, 125 Fed. 454. An assoc

iation formed by the jobbers of a locality for the purpose of 

purchasing and distributing to the members of the association 

the commodities dealt in by them is not illegal, Ark. Brokerage 

Company v. Dunn, 173 Fed. 899. Nor is a contract to buy for 

a specified period all of a certain product which the purchaser 

may use, from persons controlling the greater part of such pro

duct, the purchaser to receive a rebate, but no restraint be

ing placed on the price at which the product may be sold, a 

combination or agreement in restraint of trade which the statute 

prohibits, see note, 2 Ann. Gas. 958.

An agreement among persons engaged in the common business 
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as yard traders, of "buying at a city stock yard, cattle which 

come from different states, that they will form an association 

for the better conduct of their "business, and that they will 

not transact business with other yard traders who are not 

members, or buy cattle from those who sell also to yard dealers 

and traders who are not members of the association, is not 

a violation of the act because, if it be conceded that the 

members are engaged in interstate commerce, yet the agreement 

as evidenced by the by-laws is not one in restraint of that 

trade, nor is there any combination to monopolize or attempt to 

monopolize such trade within the meaning of the act, Anderson 

v. United 2-taies, 171 U.c. 604. A "monopoly” in the sense 

in which the term is employed by the statute does not mean merely 

the complete occupation of a certain field where the occupa

tion does not unfairly exclude other competitors. The fact 

that a certain person is the only cealer in certain goods may 

be entirely consistent with a free and unlimited opportunity to 

every other person to deal in the same goods, and the law of 

proper demand and supply may result in but one source from 

which certain things can be secured, without thereby rendering 

the person supplying these goods liable to the accusation of 

illegally maintaining a monopoly, sec note, Ann. Gas. 1912 D, 

765, 769.

Illegality as a Defense Generally. The defense that a 

contract is in violation of the ’herman Act may be set up by
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a private Individual when sued thereon, and, if proved, con

stitutes a good defense to the action, as the act makes illegal 

every contract violative of its nrovisions, Bement v. National 

Harrow Company, 186 U.S. 70; *"hite  Star Line v. Star Line of 

Steamers, 141 Dich. 604; see note, 64 L.R.A. 713. Contracts 

in direct aid of the illegal combination amounting to monopoly 

of trade or commerce among the several states are likewise void 

and unenforceable, as are checks given as part of the consid

eration for the making of the illegal contract, United Shoe 

Machinery Company v. La Chapelle, 219 Mass. 467; Getz v. 

Federal Salt Company, 147 Cal. 115. Even a contract for 

labor and skill made by one who has a monopoly of one branch 

of trade and is one of many similar contracts with individuals 

enough to constitute a practical monopoly of skill in that 

department is void under the Sherman Act when it constitutes 

a necessary link in a chain of contracts essential to the 

maintenance and preservation of a monopoly in interstate trade, 

United Shoe Machinery Company v. La Chapelle, 912 Lass. 467.

Collateral Contracts. The contracts of a combination 

or monopoly violating the Sherman Act which do not have a dir

ect and immediate effect upon interstate commerce are binding 

and enforceable, and a contract that is invalid in so far as 

it affects business carried on outside of the state, but valid 

under the state lav; so far as concerns business Within a single 

state, may, if divisible, be enforced in the state courts with
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refernce to wholly intrastate business, United Shoe Machinery 

Company v. La Chapelle, 212 ’'ass. 467; I'onongahela River 

Consol. Coal Company v. Jutte, 210 Pa.St. 288. Nor does the 

act declare illegal or void any sale made by such combination 

or by its agents, or representatives, of property it acquired 

or which came into its possession for the purpose of being 

sold, such property not being at the time in the course of 

transportation from one state to another or to a foreign 

country. Co the formation of a combination in restraint of 

trade, bv which a penalty is incurred under the statute, does 

not preclude the company thus illegally formed as a member of 

such combination from recovering on collateral contracts for 

the purchase of goods sold or the reasonable price of services 

rendered, Connolly v. Union Sewer Pipe Company, 184 U.S. 540; 

see note, 64 L.P. X, 712 et seq.; The Charles E. "riswall, 86 

Ped. 671.

idmittiny the right of an individual, as a means of de

fense to a suit brought against him on his individual and other 

wise inherently legal contract, to assert that the corporation 

or combination suing had no legal existence in contemplation 

of the antitrust act would not only destroy the powers and 

frustrate the remedies provided by the act, hut would lead to 

unjust and improper results, D. R. Tilder Ufg. Company v. Corn 

Products Refininw Company, 236 U.S. 165. Put even a contract 

for the sale of goods will not be enforced if the result of a
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judgment for the plaintiff will be to ^rive the aid of the 

court in making effective the illegal agreements that con

stituted the forbidden combination. A recovery upon an 

account for goods sold and delivered by a corporation created 

to effectuate a combination of wall oaper manufacturers, in

tended and having the effect directly to restrain and monop

olize trade and commerce, in violation of the Sherman act 

cannot be had where the account is made up, within the know

ledge of both the buyer and seller, with direct reference to, 

and in execution of, the agreements whereby the illegal com

bination was founded, Continental 'Tall Paper Company v. Louis 

Voight, 212 'J.S. 227. And it has been held that one of sev

eral companies which was a member of a combination in vio

lation of the act is precluded thereby from bringing an action 

in equity to restrain ticket brokers or scalpers from selling 

the return tickets of such railroad by a fraudulent conniv

ance with th© persons of whom they bought and those to whom 

they sell them, see note, 64 L.7.A. 713.

Chain Store Trade not Pestr'i cted but Essential for the 

Efficient Listrihution of Merchandise to the General Public. 

In the Maryland decision in the case of the Keystone Grocery 

and Tea Company, Judge Loub in concluding his opinion said: 

"But in this case no contracts have been revealed • 
that in any way tend to restrict competition and 
trade, and the Act on its face shows it was not 
intended to prevent monopoly and could not have 
such an effect. It has long been a criminal 
offense at criminal law to obtain a monopoly of a 
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prime necessity of life, but neither the civil 
nor the criminal law can outlaw a class of re
tailers merely because they are acouiring by 
efficient methods of business a large oroportion 
of the retail grocery business of the country to 
the immediate advantage of consumers, especially 
if freedom of competition and trade exists among 
all chain stores and independent merchants. The 
Supreme Court in Tyson v. Banton, 273 U.S. 418, 
said: 'A business is not affected with a public 
interest merely because it is large or because the 
public are warranted in having a feeling of con
cern in respect of its maintenance, or because of 
the >~’ere fact that the public derives benefit, 
accommodation, ease or enjoyment from the existence 
or operation of the business,’ and held that the 
Act must have some reasonable relation to the anti
cipated evil.

Looking at the community as a whole, with the gen
eral knowledge of which the court takes jud'ci al 
recognition, the chain stores, by purchasing direct 
from the manufacturer and the producer and elimina
ting the profits and expenses of the wholesaler, 
jobber and broker and the cost of delivery and 
selling for cash and thereby escaping the usual 
losses resulting from sales on credit, are more 
likely to mive to the farmer, truckman and consumer 
part of the middle man's profit and so to become a 
blessing to society and the public generally. In
deed, the very elements so earnestly insisted upon 
by the defendants as a justification for this extra 
license fee are the very elements that would seem 
to justify the development of the c^ain store.

The testimony does not disclose that there is any
thing sinister about t^eir practices foreboding any 
evil to the public which can be anticipated, but 
it does show that the chain stores are more cleanly 
and sanitary than others; that they are conducted 
with skill and efficiency; , that they do not delude 
the buyer into purchasing goods by giving him credit 
when he is unable to pay for them; that they turn 
over their stock more rapidly than other stores and 
do not keep on their shelves goods long enough to 
deteriorate and become unwholesome or impaired in 
quality and that through them the tendency is to 
reduce the cost to the consumer. ”rith the rapid 
development of means of transit and the increase 
in the number of automobiles, noiv owned by almost
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every family in the county, delivery of goods by 
the merchant is no longer so necessary, and the 
buyer can save something of the cost of operating 
his automobile by saving the expense of delivery. 
Moreover, chain stores help to insure regular ren
tals, furnish regular employment, stablize the value 
of real estate and spend a large part of the proceeds 
of their sales in the community.

Thirty years ago the county had numbers of dry goods 
and notion stores. These have all been displaced 
by the department stores in the larger towns, to 
the mreat advantage of the consumer, and yet no 
monopoly has been created. Freedom of trade without 
interference on the part of the state always develops 
competition and this will protect the consumer against 
the dagger of monopoly. As the chain stores have 
developed in numbers, in resources, in capital and 
in efficiency, they have perhaps become essential for 
the efficient distribution of merchandise to the 
general public. Many of them are in the hands of 
great corporations whose stock is for sale on the 
stock exchanges and the curbs of great cities, and 
in the hands of a large number of our people who have 
invested therein their savings and share in their 
profits. It may be within the power of the Legis
lature and perhaps within its duty to regulate corp
orations dealing in the necessities of life, but it 
certainly is not within its power to single some of 
them out for destruction until they become a real 
menace to the public health, morals, order or sec
urity. There is nothing in the record that even 
remotely proves or tends to show that this Act bears 
any relation either directly or indirectly to the 
protection of the general public in their health, 
morals, good order, security or general welfare..

The Legislature must be Impartial; Must not Restrain

Active Competition; and its Enactments must not be Arbitrary 

and Unconstitutional. One of the most Important decisions 

rendered concerning a legislative attempt to enact discriminatory 

tax laws against chain stores was handed down February 1, 1930, 

in Indianapolis, Indiana, by three judges of the Federal Court.

The Court, which comprised Circuit Court Judge Sparks and District
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Judges Baltzell and Slick, held that the 1929 Act of the 

Indiana General Assembly, imposing a heavier license fee upon 

chain stores than upon independent merchants, was "void and in 

violation of both the Constitution of the United States and 

of the State of Indiana'1. The decision was given in an in

junction brought against the State Board of Tax Commissioners, 

the individual members of the Board and the Attorney General 

of the "tate by Lafayette A. Jackson, owner and operator of 

two hundred and twenty-five stores in^the' city of Indianaoplis 

and conducting the business under the name of the Standard 

Grocery Company. It was plainly the purpose of the Act, the 

Court held, to tax the plaintiff solely on the basis of the 

number of stores he owned. Citing numerous cases in other 

states, the judges unanimously agreed that "all persons engaged 

in the operation of one or more stores or mercantile establish

ments within the State of Indiana belong to the same class, 

for occupational tax purposes, as plaintiff, and should pay 

the same license fee, regardless of the number of stores owned 

and operated by them". The bill provided that, while each 

store in the state should pay a tax of three dollars annually, 

stores belonging to one operator should pay from ten to twenty- 

five dollars for each store, depending upon the number of stores 

in the chain.

The motives of the legislature did not concern the court, 

which said that "It must, however, apply the same means and
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methods impartially to all persons, .......... It cannot arbit

rarily select a certain class of persons for taxation and 

justify its acts by calling it classification". Quoting 

decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States, the 

three judges held that in considering the constitutionality 

of the Act in question "the practical operation of such act 

is to be regarded, and it is to be dealt with according to 

its effect". The decision continued:,

"It cannot be disputed that the amount of license 
fees, or, it may be termed taxes, to be paid by 
the plaintiff, pursuant to the Act in question, 
is determined, not by the amount of capital in
vested, the amount of sales, or the value of such 
business, but solely by the number of stores owned 
by him. Therefore, the classification under this 
Act relates solely to the number of stores owned 
by any person, firm, etc. The plaintiff owns and 
operates two hundred and twenty-five grocery stores, 
all located in the city of Indianapolis, State of 
Indiana, with a capital investment of approximately 
two hundred thousand dollars: the annual gross sales 
are in excess of one million dollars. Under the 
provisions of Section 5 of the Act in question, he 
will pay a total tax of $5,443.00 annually.

Under the evidence in this case, many persons, firms, 
etc., in the State of Indiana, owning but one store, 
having a much larger sum of money invested, having 
a much larger gross income per year, and doing a 
business similar to that of the plaintiff, will be 
required, under Section 5 of such Act, to pay a tax 
of only three dollars annually. The evidence also 
discloses the fact to be that other persons own a 
greater number of stores than the plaintiff, have 
a much larger sum of money invested, have a much 
larger gross income, and are engaged in a similar 
business, but have only one store located within 
the State of Indiana. Under this Act, such persons 
will b© required to pay a tax of only three dollars 
annually.

Upon the final hearing, experts testified for both 
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the plaintiff and the defendants. Their testimony 
was in detail and gave a general history of the origin 
and growth of what is commonly known as the "chain 
store". The Act in question is evidently intended 
to levy a heavier occupational tax upon the owners 
and operators of so-called "chain stores" than that 
levied upon the owners and operators of a single 
store. The evidence discloses the fact to be that 
there are, at the present time, approximately forty- 
four thousand retail stores within the State of Ind
iana, of which approximately eight per cent (8,= ) 
are members of a "chain". There are many owners 
of so-called "chain stores" who are engaged in the 
same general lines of business as the plaintiff, 
located in the city of Indianapolis, in the same 
neighborhood as that in which the plaintiff has a 
store, or stores, and are his active and aggressive 
cornetitors. The fact is, as shown by the evidence, 
that the co’-nnetition between "Chain Store" operators 
is verv active and aggressive.

The theory of the defendants is that the owners and 
operators of more than one store do not have the same 
general interest in the community, do not encourage 
their employees to maintain n»r^anent homes in the 
locality where their stores are situated, leave none 
of their money in such community, buy their goods 
at a lower price, and, in general, do not have the 
welfare of the community in which they operate at 
heart. They are, therefore, not as -valuable to the 
general welfare of the community -as the person who 
owns and operates a single store in such community, 
and therefore, belong to a d4fferent class, for 
occupational tax purposes, than the owner and operator 
of a single store. Some of the defendants' evidence 
supported that theory. ”’hile that may be true so 
far as some owners of more than one store is concern
ed, yet that is not the universal rule, and is not 
sufficient, within itself, to sustain the classifi
cation contained within the Act in question. The 
fact is, the nlaintiff in this case is a resident 
and citizen, a nroperty owner and a large taxpayer, 
in the Pity of Indianapolis — the city”in which all 
of hig stores are located. One owner of a single 
store may take more interest in civic affairs and 
contribute more to the general welfare of the commun
ity in which such store is located, than another own
er of a single store in the same community. This 
alone is not sufficient to place them in different ' 
classes for occupational tax purposes.
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All persons engaged in the operation of one or more 
stores or mercantile establishments within the State 
of Indiana belong to the same class, for occupational 
tax purposes, as plaintiff, and should pay the same 
license fee, regardless of the number of stores owned 
and operated by them. Any other classification 
is arbitrary and is in violation of the constitutional 
rights of the plaintiff. ’-any persons within the 
State of Indiana, who own but one store, handle the 
same line of goods as the plaintiff. In fact, 
many single store owners are his competitors. The 
mere fact that one such person reaches his trade by 
the establishment of more than one store located in < 
various parts of a community, city, etc., ^oes not 
place him in a different class, for occupational 
tax purposes, from the persons who owns but one 
store and reaches his trade by means of delivery or 
requires it to call at his store for the merchandise 
handled by him. There is no real and substantial 
difference between such persons, within the la'”, 
granting to the legislature the authority to classify 
occupations for the purpose of taxation. The diff
erence is simply in the detail in which such busin
ess is conducted, and does not create a different 
class. Such classification, if enforced, will deny 
the owner of more than one store of the equal pro
tection of the lav/, as guaranteed by the Constitution 
of the United States, and will deprive him of his 
rights under the Constitution of the State of Indiana. 
Such classification is not reasonable, and, as stated 
by the Supreme Court of the United States in Louis
ville Sas and Electric Company v. Coleman, Auditor, 
277 U.S. 32, does not ’rest upon a ground of diff
erence having a fair and substantial relation to the 
object of the legislation, so that all persons simi
larly circumstanced shall be treated alike’. It 
is arbitrary, and the Act in question is void and in 
violation of both the Constitution of the United 
States and of the State of Indiana.”

Classification must Bear a Fair and Substantial Relation

o the Object of the Legislation. In the case of the Louis- 

ille 3-as Company v. Coleman, Auditor, 277 U.S. 32, the plaintiff 

n error, a Kentucky corporation, executed a deed of trust of 

roperty in that State to secure bonds amounting in the aggregate
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to ?150,000,000 of which ."'18,805,000 nere issued, hearing

'-’’ate of November 1, 1932, and maturing November 1, 1952.

The deed was presented to the clerk of the Jefferson county 

court for record and payment made of the lawful recording 

fee required by the state statute, hut the clerk refused to 

record the deed unlesc the plaintiff in er^or paid to him a 

tax of twenty cents on each one hundred Hollars of the £18, 

305,000, as required by rarawraph 4019 a - 9 of the Kentucky 

statutes, Carroll’s Edition, 1922, the pertinent portions of 

which follow:

"A tax of twenty cents (20^) is hereby imposed upon 
each one hundred (£100.00) dollars or fraction 
thereof of indebtedness which is, or may he, in 
any contingency secured by any mortgage of property 
in this state, which mortgage shall he lodged for 
record after this Act goes into effect where the • 
the indebtedness ^oes not mature within five years, 
.......... nrovided, however, the provisions of this 
section shall not apply to mortgages executed to 
building and loan associations/1

It is provided by another Kentucky statute that no deed or 

deed of trust or mortgage shall be valid against a purchaser 

for a valuable consideration without notice thereof, or against 

cr^d-’tors until such deed or mortgage shall be lodged for 

record.

Tn view of this statute, plaintiff in error concluded 

that 4t was absolutely necessary to nlace the deed of trust of 

record, end thereupon, unwillingly and under protest, paid 

the amount demanded in addition to the lawful recording fee. 

Subsequently plaintiff in error brought this action in the
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p^oner state court to recover the amount of the tax so paid 

upon the ground that the quoted provisions of paragraph 4019 

a - 9 were contrary to the Kentucky Constitution requiring 

uniformity of taxes upon all property of the same class, and 

upon the further ground that these provisions denied the equal 

protection of the law and deprived plaintiff in error of its 

property without due orocess of law in contravention of the 

Fourteenth '-mendment of the federal Constitution. A demurrer 

to the petition was sustained by the court of first -instance 

and the petition was dismissed. Upon appeal to the state 

court of appeals, judgment was affirmed.

The State Court of Appeals, in disposing of the contention 

that the statute violated the State Constitution, held that 

the tax imposed was not a oroperty tax but a privilege tax, 

that is, a tax imposed upon the privilege of recording mort

gages, etc., the pa?zment of which, it was said, was entirely 

optional with the owners or holders thereof. This determina

tion of the state court, so far as it affected the challenge 

under the State Constitution, was accepted as conclusive by 

the Supreme Court of the United States, in accordance with 

tHe well settled rule, Merchant’s ^ank v. Pennsylvania, 167 

U.S. 461, 462. ^ut the state court held further that the 

statute was not in conflict with the equal protection clause 

of the Fourteenth Amendment. As regards this aspect of the 

case the court said in effect that in the application of the
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equal protection clause to fee tax here in question, it is 

imn,aterial whether it be called a privilege tax or a property 

tax. The time within which the indebtedness secured by a 

mortgage is to be paid may be a proper element in fixing the 

amount of a tax for recording it, but this classification 

cannot be used to justify taxing some, -while others, under 

circumstances identical in all respects save taxable value, 

are entirely exemnt. Owing to the character and quasi-public 

purposes of building and loan associations in Kentucky, the 

nrovision of the statute in question exempting them from 

payment of the recording tax, is not violative of the equal 

protection clause.

In his opinion ?.'r. Justice Sutherland said:

’’Here it seems clear that a circumstance which affects 
only taxable values has been made the ^asis o'1 a 
classification under which one is compelled to pay 
a tax for the enjoyment of a necessary privilege, 
which, aside from the amount of the recording fee 
which is paid by each, is furnished to another as 
a pure gratuity. Such a classification is arbit
rary. It hears no reasonable or just relation to 
the intended result of the legislation. The diff
erence relied upon is no more substantial, as the 
sole basis for the present classification, than a 
difference in value between two similar pieces of 
land would he if invoked as the sole basis for a 
like classification in respect of such property. 
Certainly one who is secured by the state in the 
priority of his lien for a period less than five 
years enjoys a privilege which in kind and chara
cter fairly cannot he distinguished from, a like 
privilege enjoyed by another'for a longer period 
of time. The former reasonably may be required 
to nay proportionately less than the other; but 
to exact, as the price of a privilege wh'ch, for 
obvious reasons, neither safely can”forego, a tax 
from the latter not imposed in any degree upon the
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former produces an obvious and gross inequality. 
If the state, upon the same classification, had 
reversed the process and taxed indebtedness mat
uring within a shorter period than five years, and 
exempted such as matured in a longer period, the 
inequality probably would be readily conceded, but 
the constitutional infirmity, the more strikingly 
apparent, v/ould have been the same."

Classification for the Purposes of Taxation must be 

"Jni'f’orm and Reasonable, Another important decision affecting 

discriminatory legislation against chain stores was rendered 

^y the Supreme Court of North Carolina on October 10, 1928. 

The Supreme Court affirmed the judgment of a lower court which 

declared the law unconstitutional. The plaintiffs who opposed 

t1ne legislation included The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea 

Company, The Navid Pender Grocery Company, Rose’s 5, 10 and 25 

Cent °tores, Inc., P. ’"oolworth Company, J. C. Penney 

Company, G. 8. Kinney Company, Inc., Milner "tores, Inc., L. 

S. Hereford Company, Inc., and Guilford-Forsyth Grocery Com- 

cany, Carolina Stores, Inc., L. B. Price Mercantile Company, 

and T. Samuels Company. The action was begun in the Superior 

Court of '”ake County on December 5, 1927, to recover money 

paid by each of the plaintiffs to defendant, Commissioner of 

Revenue of North Carolina. The said money was paid as a 

license tax for the privilege of maintaining and operating in 

the State ftbaln stores as defined by the statute. The money 

was demanded of the nlaintiffs by the defendants under and by 

virtue of the provisions of Section 162 of Chapter 80, Public 

Laws 1927. It was agreed by and between plaintiffs and def



endants that plaintiffs minht join in one action, rather 

than bring separate actions for the recovery of the money 

paid by each of the plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs demanded the return to them of said money 

upon the ground that t^e statute, under and by virtue of which 

it vas demanded and paid, was null and void, (1) for that 

said statute contravened Section 3 of Article 5 of the Con

stitution of North Carolina, and (2) for that its enactment 

by the General As^em^ly of North Carolina was in violation 

of Section 1, of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution 

of the United States. 3y consent, a trial by jury of the 

issue of fact arising upon the pleadings was waived, and the 

Court heard the evidence offered by both plaintiffs and def

endants, and from said evidence found the facts in controversy 

Upon these facts, and the facts admitted in the pleadings, the 

Court was of opinion that Section 162 of Chapter 80, Public 

Laws 1927, the statute under and by virtue of which the money 

was demanded and paid, was null and void. In accordance with 

this opinion, judgment was rendered that plaintiffs could re

cover, each, the money paid to the defendants, as a license 

tax, together with penalties collected, interest and costs. 

From this judgment the defendants appealed to the Supreme 

Court. Tn rendering the opinion for that Court, Kr. Justice 

Connor said in part:

"This appeal was duly docketed in this Court at 
Spring Term, 1923, after the call of appeals from
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the Seventh Judicial District. It was heard on 
3 T"ay 1929, pursuant to a special order. Full and 
exhaustive briefs were filed in behalf of both 
appellant an1-1 appellees. The contentions of the 
parties were fully and axly presented at a hearing, 
by their respective counsel, in their oral arguments. 
The Question to be decided by this Court involves 
the validity of a statute duly enacted by the General 
Assembly of this State, for the purpose of raising 
revenue for the payment, in part, of the expenses 
of the State Government, and of appropriations for 
the support of the State’s educational, charitable 
and penal institutions and for other State purposes. 
Section 443, Chapter 80, P iblic Laws 1927. The 
validity of the statute challenged by the plaintiffs 
in this action is upon the ground that it is in 
violation of provisions of both the St al e and Federal 
Constitutions, and therefore null and void. In 
view of the importance of this Question, both to 
plaintiff and to the State, the appeal was continued, 
upon an adversari, to this Term. After a careful 
examination of authoritative decisions of the 
Supreme Court of the United States, and also of de
cisions of this Court, and of Courts of other States, 
pertinent to the question to be decided, we have 
concluded that there was no error in the trial of 
this action in the Superior Court of Take County. 
Appellant’s assignments of er^or in this Court can
not be sustained. The .judgment is, therefore, 
affirmed."

In reviewing the facts of the case, upon which the de

cision turned, ’"r. Justice Connor stated:

"Plaintiffs are retail merchants, engaged in business 
in this "tote. Some of them are corporations; the 
others are partnerships. The partnerships are com
posed of citizens of this State. Some of the corp
orations are organized under the laws of this State; 
others are organized under the laws of other States. 
All of the latter have domesticated under the laws 
of this State, and are therefore authorized to do 
business in this State. 3ach of the plaintiffs 
maintains and operates in this H^te six or ’"■ore 
stores or mercantile establishments, by means of which 
t^ey carry on their business as retail merchants, 
all under the same general management, supervision or 
ownership. Plaintiffs have paid all taxes levied 
upon or assessed anainst them or on their property,
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for which they were liable, under the laws of 
this State, prior to the commencement of this action. 
The stores maintained and operated b” plaintiffs 
do not increase hazards, do not endanger the health 
or morale of the communities in which they are es
tablished, and do not require increased or addition
al police protection, different from stores maint
ained and operated by other merchants doing a like 
or similar business, who are not required by the 
provisions of Section 162 of Chapter 80, Public Laws 
1927 to pay a license tax. The license tax de
manded of plaintiffs, and paid by them, under and 
by virtue of said statute, is not imposed in the 
exercise of the police power of the 6tate; it is 
imposed upon persons, firms, corporations, or assoc
iations who are, by the terms of the st"tute, liable 
therefore, in the exercise of the power to levy 
taxes solely for revenue purposes.

“ach of the plaintiffs had paid the license tax 
demanded by the defendant, Commissioner of Revenue 
of North Carolina, under and by virtue of the pro
visions of Section 162 of Chapter 80, Public Laws 
1927, which -'s as follows

"Section 162. Branch or chain stores. That 
any person, firm, corporation, or association 
operating or maintaining within this State, 
under the same general management, supervision 
or ownership, six or more ¿stores or mercantile 
establishments, shall oay a license tax of 
Î50 for each such store, or mercantile estab
lishment in the ctate, for the orivilege of 
operating or maintaining such stores or mer
cantile establishments."

There are merchants doing a like or similar business 
within this State as that done by plaintiffs, who are 
not required by the orovisions of this statute, to 
pay license tax, for the reason that they maintain 
and operate less than six stores or mercantile estab
lishments, by "leans of which they carry on their 
business. These merchants are exempt from, the stat
ute from tbe of any license tax; they exer
cise the sarie privilege as that exercised by the 
plaintiffs, without paying to the State any license 
tax for such privilege. The only real and substant
ial difference between merchants who are required, 
and t’-ose who are Mot required, to pay a license tax 
to the Ctate for the privilege of carrying on their
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■business, under and by virtue of the statute, is the 
number of stores or mercantile establishments main
tained or operated by them. Plaintiffs and other 
merchants who maintain or operate within this State, 
under the same general management, supervision or 
ownership, six or more stores or mercantile estab
lishments, are reouired by the statute to pay a lic
ense tax for each such store or mercantile establish
ment, including the five, which if t^ey did not 
maintain or operate as many as six, would be exempt 
from any license tax.

”ach of t^e plaintiffs has paid, under protest in 
writing, tbe license tax for which, under the terms 
of tbe statute it is liable, as required by the def
endant, jonr'iscioner of Revenue of 'forth Carolina. 
Facin'’ complied with all t^e reouirerents of section 
464 of Chapter 80, Public Laws, 1927, by this action, 
they demand the return to them of the money so paid, 
"hey allege and contend that upon the face of the 
statute, and upon the facts admitted in the pleadings 
and found by the Court, from the evidence, the 
classification made in the statute, for the purpose 
of taxation only, is arbitrary, unreason able . and un
just, there being no real and substantial difference 
between the plaintiffs, who are required to pay, and 
other merchants, doing a like dr similar business, 
••/ho are not required to pay, a license tax for tbe 
privilege of carrying on their several businesses.

Section 3 of Article 5 of the Constitution of ’forth 
Carolina, provides that ’laws shall be passed taxing, 
by a uniform rule, all moneys, credits, investments 
in bon(js> stocks, joint-stock companies, or other
wise; and, also all real and personal property, ac
cording to its true value in money’. It is held in
’’ed^ond v. Commrs., 106 II. C. 122, that, the words 
’all real and personal Property’ used in the second 
clause of said provision a^e to he taken in their most 
comprpbnnsive legal import; t’oey include every kind 
of real and personal property whatever, not excepting 
the several classes of personal property exnressly 
mentioned 4n the first clause of said provision.
"’h0 rule of uniformity, as expressly prescribed in 
the Constitution, applies to taxes on all property, 
real and personal, tangible and intangible. The 
General Assembly, in ■;hich is vested the legislative 
rower of the Ptate, in passing laws taxing property 
is required by the Constitution, not only to observe 
the rule of uniformity both as to rate of taxation
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and as to assessment of property taxes, but also, 
to provide for the assessment of all property, sub
ject to taxation, according to its true value in 
money. All taxes upon property in this State for 
the purpose of raising revenue for State, county or 
municipal purposes, have been imposed and levied in . 
strict conformity to this well settled principle.

Tt is further provided in said section that ’She 
■loneral Assembly may also tax trades, professions, 
franchises, and incomes'. There ar« no restrictions 
or limitations, in said provision or elsewhere in 
the Constitution, upon the power of the General 
Assembly to tax trades, professions, franchises and 
incomes, except that the rate ‘of tax on incomes shall 
not in any case exceed six per cent, and that certain 
exemptions from said tax shall be allowed.

:‘‘be rule of uniformity, prescribed by the express 
language of the Constitution with respect to taxes 
on property, is not expressly applied therein to 
such taxes, as the General Assembly, in the exercise 
of its legislative discretion and judgment, shall 
impose on trades, profesei«ns, franchises, and in
comes. "ov/ever, it has been held by this Court, 
In State v. ■'■'illiams, 158 w.C. 610, that the rule 
of uniformity applies to such taxes as well as to 
taxes on property, it being considered, says "alker, 
J. 'that a tax not uniform as oro-'erly understood, 
would be so inconsistent with natural justice and 
with the intent so apparent in the section we have 

quoted (viz. «ection 3 of Article 5) that its coll
ection would be restrained as unconstitutional, 
Gatlin v. Tarboro, 78 N.C. 119; ’:'orth v.
89 P.O. 291. And this may be taken as the settled 
construction of this section’.

There have been no subsequent decisions of this 
Court overruling, modifying, or to any extent, call
ing question to this statement of the law. The 
principle is recognized by the General Assembly, and 
is generally followed by tt in passing laws taxing 
traces, professions, franchises, and incomes. It 
must he remembered and assumed, that if, in any in
stance, the principle has been violated, such vio
lation was inadvertent on the part of the General 
Assembly, and not with a purpose to violate it, or 
to question its validity.
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on trades, 
and incomes, wten imposed by 
in the exercise of its legis- 

, t^e power of the 
ssify the subject of such tax-

'iotwithstanding, however, that the rule of uniformity, 
apolied 'n the Constitution to taxes on property, has 
also ^een ^eld as applicable to taxes on trades, pro
fessions, franchises, 
the Teneral isrembly, 
lative discretion and judgment 
ler.eral isse^bly to cla 
ation, vhet^er Vie taxation be for the sole purpose 
of raising revenue, or tinder the nolice power, has 
been fully recognized, and is. well settled by authori
tative decisions of this Court. The power to class
ify, however, must be exercised subject to the limi
tation that classifications, for the purpose of 

arbitrary, unreasonable or un
sone real and substantial diff- 
class if ic ation.

taxation, must not he 
just. There must be 
erence to justify the

Tn f'tate v. "’illiams, supra, it is said that it may 
be considered as settled that, in laying the tax, 
the different subjects may he reasonably, though not 
arbitrarily, classified, and a different rule of 
taxation prescribed for each class, provided the rule 
is uniform in its application to the class for which 
it is made.

In Land Company v. Smith, 151 ?T.C. 70, it is said that 
the power of the C-eneral Assembly in the matter of 
classifications is very broad, and comprehensive, 
and that such power is subject only to the limitation 
that the classification must be Made upon some ’reason
able mounds’; to justify the exercise of the rower 
there "ust be something that hears a just and proper 
relation to the attempted classification; there must 
not he a more arbitrary selection by the law-making 
body.

’"better section 162 of Chapter 80, Public Laws 1927, 
contravenes section 3 of Article 5 of the Ctate Con
stitution, must therefore be determined by a consid
eration of the contention of the plaintiffs that the 
classification attempted to he made therein, for the 
purposes of taxation, is arbitrary, unreasonable and 
unjust, and that the statute is therefore null and 
void. The principles of lav/ apnlioahle are clear 
and well settled; it only remains to determine whether 
t^is contention must he sustained, upon the ground 
t^at the class-'■pication attempted to he »^ade renders 
the tax imposed invalid. Before determining this 
question, we shall consider the further contention of 
plaintiffs that the enactment of this statute is in 
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violation of section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment 
to t^e Constitution of the United States, for that 
1-y the terms of the statute plaintiffs are deprived 
of the emal protection of the lan, contrary to the 
^•’•’ovislons or said section that no state shall 'deny 
to any person r ithin its iur-isdiction the equal pro
tection o‘p the laps’. Tn deciding the question 
presented by this contention, decisions of the Sup
reme Con^t or the United States, pertinent thereto, 
are controlling upon us and must be accepted as auth
or it ah Ive.

Tn Louisville Gas and Electric Company v. Coleman, 
decided by the Supreme Court of the United States on 
April 30, 1928, it is said by Justice Sutherland, 
writing for the Court:-

'The equal protection clause, like the due pro
cess of law clause, is not susceptible of ex
act delimitation. ITo definite rule in respect 
of either, ’which automatically will solve the 
question in specific instances, can be formu
lated. Certain general principles, however, 
have been established in the limht of which the 
cases as they arise are to be considered. In 
the first place, it nay be said generally that 
the equal protection clause nieans that the rights 
of all persons must rest upon the same rule 
under similar circumstances, Kentucky ’7. Tax 
Cases, 115 U.S. 321; Kagsun v. Illinois Trust 
and Cavings Bank, 170 U.S. 283; and that it 
applies to the exercise of all the rowers of 
th© State can affect t^e individual or
his pronerty, including the power of taxation, 
¿anta Clara County v. 3o. Pae. 1. Company., 18 
Fed. 385; Ue Tailroad Tax Oases, 13 Fed. 722, 
723. It does not, however, forbid classificat
ion; and the power of the Ctate to classify for 
the nurpoees of taxation is of wide range and 
flexibility, provided alvuays, that the classifi
cation 'must be reasonable, not arbitrary, and 
must rest upon*  some ground of difference having 
a fair and substantial relation to the object of 
the legislation, so that all persons similarly 
circumstanced shall be treated alike', P. S. 
Foyster Guano Company v. Virginia, 253 U.S. 412, 
415; Airway Electric Appliance Corporation v. 
Bay, 266 U.S. 71,-85; Schlesinger v. Wisconsin, 
270 U.S. 230, 240,. That'is to say, mere diff-
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erence is not enough; the attempted classifi
cation must always rest upon some difference 
which hears a reasonable and just relation to 
the act in respect to which the classification 
is proposed, and can never be made arbitrary 
and without any such basis’.

See also Quaker City Cab Company v. Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, decided on 28 ’.’ay 1928, in which Justice 
Butler, also writing for the Court says:

’The equal protection clause does not detract 
from the right of the State justly to exert its 
taxing power, or prevent it from adjusting its 
legislation to difference in situation, or for
bid classification in that connection, but it 
does require that the classification be not 
arbitrary, but based upon a real and substantial 
difference having a reasonable relation to the 
subject of the particular legislation, Power 
Company v. Saunders, 274 U.S. 490, 493.’

It will be observed from the authorities hereinbefore 
cited, that, while tbg power of the General Assembly 
to r^ake classifications, for purposes of taxation, 
is recognized by the Supreme Court of the United 
States, and by this Court, it is held by this Court 
t^at such classification, when arbitrary, unreasonable 
and unjust, contravenes the provisions of section 3 
of Article 5 of the State Constitution, and by the 
Supreme Court of the United States that classifications 
subject to the same condemnation are in violation 
of the equal protection clause of "ection 1 of the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States.

"be principles of law applicable to a decision of 
the question here presented being well settled, it 
only remains for us to decide "whether the classifi
cation made in section 162 of Chapter 80, Public Laws, 
by virtue of which plaintiffs are required to pay a 
license tax, and other merchants, doing a like or 
similar business within this State, are not required 
to pay such a tax, can be sustained, either upon the 
face of the statute, or'upon the facts admitted in 
th© pleadings and found by the Court below. he 
concur with the opinion of the Superior Court of 
’Take County that the classification cannot be sus
tained either upon the face of the statute, or upon 
.the facts admitted in the pleadings, and found by
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this Court.

The classification made in the Statute, by which a 
license tax is imposed upon retail merchants, who 
maintain or operate, under the same general management, 
supervision or ownership, six or more stores or mer
cantile establishments, and by which other retail 
merchants, who maintain or operate a less number of 
stores or mercantile establishments than six are 
exempt from such tax, cannot be held a,s founded upon 
a real and substantial difference between the two 
classes. The classification attempted for the pur
pose of imposing a license tax upon merchants failing 
within one class, and exempting merchants falling 
within the other class, is, we think, under the auth
orities, clearly arbitrary, and if enforced would re
sult in depriving merchants, who are within the first 
cl.ass, of the equal protection of the laws of this 
State. It is immaterial that persons, firms, corp
orations or associations, liable under the terms of 
the st-tute for a license tax, are designated therein 
as owners of chain stores. Their business differs 
from the business of other merchants, not taxed by 
the "t 'tute, only in matters of detail and methods of 
buying and selling merchandise. ho question of 
public policy with reference to chain stores is pre
sented on tbis record. The statute ’whose validity 
is challenged by plaintiffs, was enacted by the 
General Assembly solely for the purpose of raising 
revenue; it is so admitted by the parties to this 
action; there is no suggestion in the statute, or 
upon tbe facts disclosed at the trial to the contrary. 
The license tax imposed by this statute and paid by 
the plaintiffs, who under the admitted facts are in
cluded within the class vi3Cie liable for a license 
tax, is illegal, for the reasons that the statute is 
in violation of the Constitution, both of this State 
and of the United Otates. Tach of the plaintiffs 
is entitled to recover the money paid to*the  defendant, 
as a license tax."

The ’ford "Property as a Cuhject of Taxation is a homen 

Generalissimum". In the case of Redmond v. Commissioners,

106 TI.G. 123, the plaintiff was a resident of the town of 

Tarboro and in 1883, at the time required for listing pronerty 

for taxation in said town, she refused to give into the list
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taken of said town "'43,312 which she owned in solvent credits. 

By an order of the Board of Commissioners of said town, the 

said solvent credits were ordered to he placed by the listtaker 

on f*»e  list, and were ascertained from the county listtaker’s 

list, and were accordingly returned by the town listtaker on 

Ms list for taxation in said town, against the protest of the 

said plaintiff, as was done in other like cases of solvent 

credits owned by persons resident in said town. The plaintiff 

made demand in writing on the defendant Board for the return of 

taxes naid on the '143,312 of solvent credits and they were 

refused. The question presented to the court was whether the 

solvent credits so listed or any part of them, were liable to 

the levy so made by the town of Tarboro.

It was held that Article 7, paragraph 9 of the Constitut

ion was not intended to apply the rules of uniformity and 

equality to the subjects alone selected by the Legislature for 

taxation, in granting a municipal charter, hut required that 

all property in the municipality ¡-hould be taxed, and taxed 

uniformly and equally. The word "property" as used in Article 

7, paragraph 9 of the Constitution, included moneys, credits, 

invest:.*ents  and other choses in action. Although the power 

of a municipal corporation to tax.is not conferred by the 

Constitution, yet where such power was exercised, the Constitu

tion (article 7, paragraph 9) independent of the charter, 

commands that all property in such municipality, real and
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personal, including moneys, credits, and t^e like, shall be 

taxed according to its value and by a uniform rule. "he words 

!,all real and personal property’1 in Article 5, paragraph 3 of 

the Constitution we^e to he taken ^n their most comprehensive 

lexal import, and included every vind of real and personal prop

erty, whatever, not excepting the several classes of personal 

property expressly mentioned in the first clause of the section. 

Cpeaking of constitutional prov-3ions similar to the ones in 

question, Cooley on Taxation, page 134, says: "These provis

ions preclude discrimination in favor of or against any classes 

of property or persons whatsoever; they require the taxation 

of loans or any other credits, these being property as nuch as 

lands or chattels in possession.'1

The .orcl property as a subject of taxation is a Nomen 

Generalissimun. "Standing alone, the term includes everything- 

that is the subject of ownership", Anderson’s Diet, of Law. 

"Property" includes not only ownership, estates and inter®sts 

in corners al things, ^ut also rights, such as trademarks, copy

rights, patents and r4~bts in personam capable of transfer or 

transmission, such as debts. Pee Durchill v. Ptrgin, L.P. 10 

O.P. 307. "Property", in a policy of insurance, has been 

held to include the amount of bank bills owned by the assured, 

3 ’etc-alf Top. 1. The terms "go ids and chattels" include 

choses in action, and the title "property" includes choses in 

action as well as money possessed, Carlton y. Carlton, 72 he.
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195116; Ide v. TTarwood, 30 ' ’inn.

"eade, in Lilly v. Oom., 69 "I.

such, is liable to tax at ion as

idars v. Jones, Tq. 221, I'anly

gai’* that ’’the shgre of stock

any other property'' In

, J., speaking fo^ t>e Oonrt,

is rroporty to he sold unde'" the eleventh clause of the will. 

The ■;ord is anono the nost co’oprehenstve of those ‘‘n use to 

ciynify things -.■■hich a"e owned and subject to owned and 

enjoyed.11

»

?be Control Exercised Over business and Trade Legally 

ir Lx ch Only as belongs to I'm 'necessities and Lorands of 

Local loyornnent. In the case of Itwte v. ’.’ill lews, 153 

3.0. 610, the defendant was convicted i’n the "ayor's Court 

of Torek-ad City for the violation of an ordinance of t1ne 

town -hi ch ’’requ’red every person, firm, or corporation in 

the '.’tate, soliciting or taking orders for goods at retail, 

to he delivered in the town by nonresident Terchants, firns, 

or cornerations, resident in t^e ^tate, to ^ay a tax of ten 

dollars «er hy or thirty dollars per year”. ’’^e defend mt 

arr•?'led to thp ’unrobe lon.rt tn w^ich a '•neclal verdict ’was 

"etarned by the jury binding f-’at the defendant represented one 

A. A. Joseph, a merchant tailor or clothier of loldsboro, 3.

3., and solicited and received orders in said tom of forehead 

iity for hailor-Tade clothes, to be delivered to customers 

there, without naid the tax Innosed by t*e  ordinance.
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this f'*.n ;’infi the court held the ordinance to he invalid,

directed i "er,4.Cy to he c. veered accordingly, and dismissed

It w-'-s held that while t^e taxin" of trades is not ex

pressly included the rule of uniformity declared by the 

’"tote 'ion?h”tut*on  of North Carolina, in Article 5, section 

3, the Ky *nterpretotion ’.’ill subject it to the sane 

rule, 1n t^is respect, ’.•Pich is prescribed for the subjects

V'e^eln enumevsted; ‘^or a differ-nt rule r/ould be inconsistent 

with natural justice, and with the intent as gathered from 

the section referred to. In laying a tax, subjects thereof 

may be reasonably, though not arbitrarily, classified, and a 

dV^erent rule of taxation prescribed for each class, provided 

f^e rule is uniform in its application to the class for which 

it is made. Constitutional and legislative authority con

ferred upon a municipality to tax does not enable it to create 

a privilege for the purpose of taxing it, nor to discriminate 

between persons exercising the same, privilege, by imposing a 

tax unon one o>' a class, at a higher rate, *n  a different mode, 

nr upon other nrlrciples V’an are apnlied to the exercise of the 

same privilege by others of the c-me class. The legislative 

"oner conferred uoon a municipality to tax cannot be construed 

to extend ■’’urther t^an its c’^a^ter permits, and any attempt to 

impose burdens upon some of a class from which others of the
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”ranted, an-' as an exercise of partial legislation.

Ordinances pisced hj a municipality in the exercise of 

'/•°e nolice power or for the purpose of revenue, and intended 

to regulate or control the sale of articles in a town or city, 

or in other matters, must be reasonable, and are subject to 

the determination of the Courts, as to what are reasonable 

regulations within the rowers rranted bv the legislature. 

The town ordinance ^eouiring every person, firm or corporation 

in tve '”tate, soliciting or taking orders for goods at retail, 

to bG delivered, in the town, by nonresident merchants, firms, 

or corporations, resident in the Itate, to pay a certain tax, 

was held to be discriminative, in restraint of trade, and un

constitutional, and the defendant could not be held for a 

cri’",inal violation thereof.

In Forgan v. Orange, 50 T.J. 389, it was held that an 

ordinance imposing a lamer license fee on a nonresident than 

on a resident was illegal, as being discrim’native and therefore, 

unreasonable. Cthei’ decisions to be examined and which seem 

to-be directly in point, are: Atlanta v. Jacobs, 125 Ga. 523; 

lx Parte Frank, 52 Cal. 606; Saginaw v. Circuit Judme. 106 

'■’ch. 32; Clements v.' Casper, 4 ”'yo. 494; Pacific Junction v. 

*yer, 64 Ta. 38; Thamokin v. TTLanni~an, 156 Pa. Pt. 43; Indian

an c- is v. Fieler, 133 Ind. 30; Grafty v. 'hishville, 107 Ind. 

502; Fecheim.or v. Louisville, 84 I'y. 306. The corporation 

is not endowed -ith power to pass ordinances in restraint of 
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trade, Kip v. Paterson, 2 Jutcher 298; i’unham v Rochester, 

3 Cow. 4'2. The control it may exercise over business and 

trade is such only as belongs to the necessities and demands 

of local wo^e^nmant, such as have relation to the general 

prosperity of the citizen, the public health, order and morals 

of the community. It cannot, outside of these considerations, 

enter into the arena of business competition, to advance a 

fa”ored class an'’ retard others. ill citizens in pursuit of 

legitimate, honest occupations, stand enual before the law, 

and a police power entrusted to a corporation is unreasonably 

exercised in making invidious distinctions between citizens 

endowed with eoual rights. It is incompetent for this Board 

of Commissions, entrsuted as it is jith the rule in local muni

cipal affairs, to erect walls of exclusion amainst citizens 

■Ithout its limits, or distinctly nonresident, nr to obstruct 

free commerce and trade between f-en and its own inhabitants, 

Puhlenhunck v. Com., 42 U.J.L. 364.

Rhe 'hx is Uniform "hen it is equal upon ill Persons 

Belonging to the Described Class upon which it is Imposed. 

Tn the case of Catlin v. r'1he Town of Tarboro, 78 h.C. 119, 

*v,ere was a mot4on to vacate an injunction to prevent the 

collection of certain taxes, heard at ''’bgmhers nn December 

24, 13*77.  -pie action in which this motion "Tas made, was 

brought by the plaintiffs on behalf of themselves and all the 

other tax nayers, to restrain the collection of a certain tax 

by the officers of the toxvn of Tarboro. By an let of 1876, 
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which recites t'-at "V e commercial interests of the Town re

quire extra police and watch1', the legislature enacted f^at on 

the first days of April, July, October and January, in each year, 

every trade do ■’ng business in the ^onn should pay a tax of one 

dollar tor every "1,000 worth of woods sold by him during the 

preceding quarter, to he collected by the officers of the town 

and accounted for as ot^er taxes arc.

“’he payment of the tax wa? resisted on several grounds: 

first, that as traders upon whom alone it is imposed, they 

had paid or were liable to pay, in common with other property 

owners of the Town, an ad valorem tax on the4r property, and 

f-’at they had also oaid the tax for a license to carry on 

their ’’esnective businesses, and that the additional tax in 

question was not uniform and that on general principles, as 

well as by Article 5, lection 3 of the State Constitution, it 

was beyond the rower of the legislature, and so was void; and 

second, that the act is private, and having been passed without 

any notice of the application as required by the Constitution, 

Article 2, lection 12, It ;as therefore void.

It ■»■’a" held that the tax levied by the town, upon all trades 

do4 ng business in the town, ”of one dollar "or every 21,000 

worth of c-oods sold during t^e preceding quarter’1, was uniform 

and constitutional. A tax is uniform when it is equal upon

all persons belonging to the described class upon which it is 

imposed, Furroughs on Taxation, lection 77, pages 147, 159.
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iny Tax upon a Corporation must Necessarily be one upon 

its Property. In the case of North v. Railroad, 89 N.C. 291, 

the effect of the charter rights of the T'ilmington and Raleigh 

Railroad Company were in question. In the original act in

corporating the company, t^ere was incorporated the following 

clause: !! Ml the property purchased by the said president and 

directors, and that «Meh nay be given to the said company, 

and the works constructed under the author-'ty of V'is act, and 

all profits accruing on said works, and the said company shall 

be vested in the respective gtawhrisers of the company, and 

t^eir successors and assigns "orever, in proportion to their 

respective shares, and the shares shall be deemed personal prop

erty, and the property of said company and the shares therein shall 

be exempt from any public charge or tax whatsoever'1.

In the revenue acts of 1876-77, and in subsequent acts

havin'-- substantially the same provisions, there were taxes three 

classes of roads, and the taxes imposed upon one were not im

first, if the road was, by virtue

of the contract contained in its charter, exempt from taxation

upon -its property, or shares, a tax was levied upon the incorp

oration equal in amount to one per centum unon its gross re- 

ceints; second, if ?t was exempt from liability to taxation 

upon its real estate held ’’for rtg^t of way, for station nlaces 

and workshop locations'1, following the language of the exemption 

contained in the charter of the North Carolina Railroad Company, 
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as amended In the act of February 14, 1355, but Is liable to a 

tax upon its franchise and personal estate, it is subjected to 

an af’:itional tax levied upon the corporation of one-half of 

one per centum upon the gross receipts; and third, if the 

nroperty of t^e road was exempt,, and it was not liable to the 

preceding tax, it nas before subjected to a tax of one per 

centum upon the cash value of +he shares, and by the act of 

1331, -instead, to -hat w -s termed a privilege tax of '■"•25 per 

annum for each mile of its track through its entire extent.

lit defendant company denied its liability for any of the 

taxes imposed in these statutes, and claimed an exemption 

therefrom under its charter, and the present suit was instituted 

for their enforcement, and the judgment overruling the demurrer 

brought up *or  review by the appeal presented the single question 

of the extent and legal effect of the clause in the charter in 

protecting the company from these public burdens.

It 'was held that a statute imposing a tax upon the grogs 

receipts of some railroads and upon the capital stock of others, 

ivas unconstitutional, as not levying taxes bxr a uniform rule, 

i charter vf-ich declares that "the property of a railroad com

pany and +he shares therein"shall he exempt from any public 

charge or tax whatever", exempts the co-'nany from all taxation, 

’whether upon gross receipts or capital stock, for such charter 

is a contract and is protected by the Federal Constitution.

In renderin'" the opinion in the case, ’'r. Justice Smith
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said :

"It is true there are several methods of taxing corp
orations. The subject-matter of taxation may be 
capital stock -- the real and personal property of 
the corporation -- the receipts or earnings — the 
shares themselves as property tn the hands of stock
holders, and the franchise. ’-he property of the 
shareholders is a distinct form of taxable property, 
as is held in Belo v. Com.., 82 ?T.C. 415, but it is 
not seen, when the franchise is itself property, 
and its exercise the use of that property, how any 
tax can he imposed upon a corporation that is not 
a tax upon its property."

The Power of the Legislature is Very Broad, Subject Only 

to the l1citation that it must anoear to have been made upon 

some Beaso^able cround. The case of Land Company v. Smith, 

151 I-T.C. 70, .*as  a civil action to restrain the collection, of 

a tax alleged to he illegal, a jury trial having been formally 

waived by the parties. Cn the hearing it ap eared that the 

plaintiff v/as a domestic industrial corporation, bavin-; its 

principal place of business in Lenoir, Caldwell County, north 

Carolina, an-’ the defen^ants were the sheriff and board of 

ctom.m1.ss4 oners of said county; that, under the Machinery Act 

of 1907, the commissioners of Caldwell County, acting under 

the impression that the plaintiff, during the years 1902 and 

1903, held a solvent credit, subject to taxation at and in 

said county, the same.being a note of *417,750  and that the 

same had not h^en listed nor any tax paid thereon, entered 

V'e note, to the amount indicated, on the tax list, and assess

ed the nlaintiff for taxation thereon for the said years, in 

the sun of ■17,-'?55.1S; and the defendant John :. Smith, sheriff
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and tax collector of s-itd county f in enforcement of this claim, 

had levied on plaintiff's property, and wmg proceeding to sell 

t^e same, when stayed by order of the court issued in this c.ause

This alleged solvent credit was a note, to the amount stated, 

"iven to h-’e plaint iff by Ge or me 0. Shakespeare, as part of 

the purchase money for certain lands in Caldwell County, which 

had been convoyed to said Shakespeare by the plaintiff company, 

and was secured hy a mortgame to the company on t^e lands so 

conveyed; that t^e plaintiff company had raid a tax on its

capital cto

t^e r^oort on

for the vear 1902, assessed in acwr^ance with

the Treasurer anz1 Auditor of

Hoard of commissioners by 5 off«cera, pursuants a i

to the 1 it ‘had then existed, but had paid no such tax in

the

an* 7 separate item of taxation, nor

any evidence on t^e partThere w a s

1 tha t the

1 like the amount of its face

note of .‘’*417,750 wasof t^e plaintiff tendinn to show 

not a soient credit to any thin m 

value, and that the company was indebted in a considerable sum, 

wbic^ Is claimed should be deducted in case the note could he 

lawfully listed against'it; and further, that the tax on the 

land embraced in t^e mortgage had been paid for both years.

Pnon a'a-’eal it wis held that when a domestic industrial

Qornc‘Mat4 on ^od ^aiv its taxes on its capital rtock for the 

Tr.aav> xpoo and 10ff, a ’reseed ■’n ae-'J^ance with t^e report of 
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the Treasurer and Auditor of the 3tate transmitted to the board 

of eorni:-:loners of the Comity, pursuant to t^e law as it then 

existed, the said oom”’is*  I oners could not lawfully asvess for 

taxation a note held by the corporation, upon the ground that 

it was a solvent credit, as such was included and considered 

by the Pre i surer and Wit or in the values determir.in.m the 

full value of the capital stock; and subject to a stated rivht 

of exception and appeal to the courts, their estimate forms the 

only basis of assessment for taxation, and any other or further 

imposition of taxes on this portion of their assets was for- 

bldden. "ubject to. well recognized constitutional restrictions, 

the Legislature has plenary powers, in matters of public taxa

tion, to f os-’mate the property, fix the rate and establish 

methods of collection; and while many of the regulations 

af 'acting t^cse methods are regarded as directory, this does 

not permit or sanction a procedure in direct contravention of 

a positive and essential legislative requirement respecting 

them. ;?he power of t^e Legislature tn f is matter of classifi- 

catton ?or purnnges of taxation is very broad, and comprehen

sive, su^.i-'ot only to the limit h,‘ on that it must appear to 

hav^ nnGn ]n9fiG upon some "reasonable »round”. It must he 

something that hears a just and proper relation to the attempt

ed olas-ific-.tion, and not a *»ere  arbitrary selection, Lacy v. 

Packin" lompany, 134 ^.O. 5n7; 3t?te v. Stevenson, 109 P.O. 730; 

'.'t-;t<? v. Powell, 100 "’.0. 535; Gatlin v. Tarboro, 78 N.O. 119;
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State T.t. fax 'Jases, 92 U.7. 575.

In Classification, the Lav-' ha-" only to Operate Equally 

and Uni f onnly on all Persons i.n Similar Circumstances. The 

case of the Kentucky ’’ailroad Tax Oases, 115 U.S. 321, held 

that a ’tote statute for raising public revenue by the assess

ment and collection of taxes, which vives notice of the pro

rosed assessment to an owner of property to be affected, by 

requiring him at a time named to present a statement of his . 

pronertv, with his estimate of its value, to a desi "mted 

official charmed with the duty of receiving the statement; 

which fixes t^e time and place for public sessions of other 

officials, at wM eh this statement and estimate are to he con

sidered, where the official valuation is to he made, and when 

and ’where the party interested has the right to he present and 

to he heard; and which affords him opoortunity, in a suit at 

law for the col’.oct’on of the tax, to judicially control the 

validity of the proceeding, does not necessarily deprive him of 

his nronerty without "due process of law11, w'thin the meaning 

of the Fourteenth Amendment, to the Constitution of the United 

ftatcs.

A ftate law for the valuation of property and the assess

ment of taxes thereon, which provides for the classification 

op property subject to its provisions into different classes; 

wh<ch makeg for one class one set of provisions as to modes 

and methods of ascertaining the value, and as to the rimht of 
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appoal, and different provisions for another class as to 

those subjects; but which. provides for the impartial appli

cation of the same me^ns and methods to all constituents of 

each -’lass, so t^at t^e law shall operate equally and uni

formly on all persons in similar circumstances, denies to no 

person affected by it ’’equal protection of the laws”, within 

the '■f,eaniT”T of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of 

the United Itat es.

»

The ”tate "ay Distinguish, fklect and Classify Objects 

of Legislation. It was held in the case of riagoun v. Illin- 

o" s ;r"”ust and lavinms Bank, 170 IT.2. 283, that the inheritance 

law of the '-tate of TVinols, of June 15, 1895, makes a classif 

ioation **or  taxation which the legislature had the power to 

make, and that it did not conflict in any way with the pro

visions of the Constitution of the United Ct at es. hr. Justice

»

I'cEenna del levered the opinion of the court, in the course of

which he said:

"The elapse of the Fourteenth Amendment especially 
invoked is that which prohibits a State from deny
ing to any citizen the equal protection of the laws. 
”‘hat satisfies this equality has not been and pro
bably never can be precisely defined*  Generally 
it has been said that it 'only requires the same 
means and methods to he spoiled impartially to all 
the constituents of a class so that the law shall 
operate equally and uniformly upon all persons in 
similar circumstances', Kentucky R.7. Tax’ Cases, 
115 IT. 2. 321, 337. It does not prohibit legislat
ion which is limited, either tn the objects to which 
it is directed or by the territory within which it 
is to oner ate. It merely requires t^at all persons 
subjected to such legislation shall be treated alike 
under like circumstances, and conditions, both in
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the privilege conferred and the liabilities imposed, 
Hgyes v. ’’is souri, 120 U.S. 68. Similar citations 
could he multiplied. But what is the test of like
ness and unlikeness of circumstances and conditions? 
T^ese expressions ^ave almost the generality of the 
principle thgy are used to expound, and vet they are 
definite steps to precision and usefulness of defini
tion, when connected with the facts of the cases in 
which they are employed. ""ith these for illustrâti on 
•’t may he s-fely said that the rule prescribes no 
rigid equality and permits to the wisdom and discret
ion of the Itate a wide latitude as far as interfer
ence by this Court is concerned. ’Tor with the im
policy of a law has it concern. hr. Justice Field, 
said in lobile County v. Kimball, 102 U.3. 691, that 
this court is not a harbor in which can be found re
fume from ill-advised, unequal and oppressive state 
legislation. And he observed in another case: ’It
is hardly necessary to say that hardship, Impolicy or 
injustice of state laws is not necessarily an object
ion to their constitutional validity*.

rnhe rule, therefore, is not a substitute for municipal 
law; it only prescribes that that law have the attitude 
of equality of operation, and equality of operation 
does not mean indiscriminate operation on persons 
merely as such, but on persons according to their re
lations. In some circumstances It may not tax A 
more than B, but if A he of a different trade or pro
fession than B, it may. And in matters not of taxa
tion, if A be a different kind of cornoration than B, 
it may subject 1 to a different rule of responsibility 
to servants than B, ’’issouri Pac. -y. v. Uackey, 127 
U.r'. 205, to a different men sure of damages than B, 
linn, h ”t.. Louis By. v. Beckwith, 129 U.3. 26,. and 
it permits special legislation in all of its varieties, 
Vise. Pac. By. v. lackey, 127 U.S. 205; ’'inn. & St. 
r.nuis By. v. Herrick, 12'7 U.S. 210; Buncan v. ’Uss., 
152 U.S. 377.

In other words, the State may distinguish,, select and 
classify objects of legislation, and "necessarily this 
oower must have a wide range of discretion. It is 
not without limitation of course. ’Clear and hostile 
discriminations against particular persons and classes, 
especially such as are of unusual character, unknown 
to the practice of our governments, might be obnoxious 
to the constitutional nrohihition, ’ said :*r.  Justice 
Brodley, in ’’ell’s Gap - .2. v. Benn., 134 U.S. 232, 237., 
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ind ”r. Jus Mcg Brewer, in Pulf, Cal. ft Santa Fe Fy. 
v. Pilis, 1~5 U.'". 150, 165, after a careful consid
eration of many cases, said: ’It is apparent that the 
vnere fact of classification is not su^ieient to re
lieve a statute fro” tHe reach of the equality clause 
Af the "■’onrteonth ''"'end’" ent, and t^at in all cases 4t 
rust appear not only that a classification has been 
made, hut also that it is one based noon sone reason
able rround -- sone difference which bears a .lust and 
proper relation to the attempted clas -’if ic ition -- 
and is not a "■ore arbitrary selection”.

Unequal Taxation, so far as it can be Prevented, is, there

fore, with other Unequal Burdens, Prohibited by the fourteenth 

imevd^nt. Tn the case of County of Santa Clara v. Southern 

Pacific ^allroad Company, 't was held as follows. T^e property 

and franch4go of the "out^ern Pacific Uailroaf Company and of 

the Central Pacific Railroad Co^nany, corporations cheated under 

the laws of California, though the companies were employed by 

the general overrent for nostal and military purnore3, and 

were aided by land grants and loans In the construction of the

roadg, were not exempt from state taxation, in the absence of 

e nfi -riç g g 4 oral le ri slat4 m declarin'? such exeunt* ”>n. Tt was

ecv’ogtQTn-k ?Qy Couvress to exemrt anv amendes it '"imht ^avB 

employed fo^ services to the general government from such taxa

tion is Min its judgment, have impeded or prevented the-r 

cerf or -nnoes.

It .as held that the Fourteenth inendment to the Constitu- 

t'on ■’n declaring that no state shall deny to any person within 

its jurird’ction the "equal nroteetton of the laws", imposes a 

limitation upon th» exer-Mse of al’ the newers of ths state
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‘ ch can tone.b t^e ■*ni !’i”'î':f’al or his nvonerty, ncluf'in^ tu it

of taxation. "rhe !l equal protection of f>’e ij-g1 to any one

’ ”ipl ‘ ?3 4- In .^4* V”p ‘ins ovï o >o0*iv»^  Sv n i*'np  1 v b

pv«-aî.i *̂o  *bo  bin *b&  $'Vu? t* Anns 'j ’S^ "^utt

also t>at he oh all be exempt fror? any ■treat er ^urr'ens or e^ar^es

an such as are equally upon all others under like clr-

cunst-ances. ~’hts equal. r>r>otoet’:

any bini, and among them that of unequal taxai 1on Tnif orr tty

tn taxation r-'ou’res nni'por*r  ty tn the mode of accès "’’ent, as

nell as <n t^e rate of percentage charged. Corsons io not

lose f'oir ri rht to e"ual protection qu ar an teed hv t^e fount“’nth 

vendront to the federal Constitution ■••.•’•'«n they "nr’ tuemsel”-cs 

into a corporation under the la-vs of any strie. '-’he state 

no scosses no nouer to "tthdrau corporations from the qu-aranties 

o^ the federal Co^stit'iti on. ‘"hatever a corporation lawfully 

o-.-n.s a? property, or acquires as such, is ^eld under the sve
X

guaranties '..■’■’^ch nrotect f'e pvonorty o**  natural persons fro-”, 

snoli ati^n.

jhf.ar t^e reserved nn-vor to amend, alter, or rencal tbg
L*V»«3  i j'*p  mjkv» ■■■ In ,a"* V v\p

C C 4 S ‘•A'HV

except cue1-’ a- ”’av

■In 4 ? 'pn,"? "L”*

s ‘""liar ’”i3VsC,

?r,tTT « ’ •*  '• tl'i} a a q

^ate corporal‘ “ns are formed, t^e state 

control e’er the nrn.>ertv of a corp-'»ration,

fran-

c nron^rty of natural nervous

’‘*H q nc*  ■h’bA ‘-X3 ■ '** c’ 'b--. n-k Q-f1

4n a
nr op

nt a in”1 '’'’t of its value upon evidence I ken,
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not cons4d.n And the purpose of this lon~ and 
anxious consideration was t^at protection aTatr*st  
^nlu-tice arc on ■ores'’ion should he ’•'afe forever secure, 
— to use hi" own 1 an^uane -- !,secnre, not aortord- 
-■ ng to Ve nass'or of Te^nonn, or of Island,
or of Oall^omia, depending upon their local tv,ihanals 
for Its e'^ioi^-rt exercise, but secure as the right 
of a ^o^an .vas secure, in every province' and in 
every nlace, and secure hy the judicial power, the 
legislative .w er, and the exercise of the executive 
power of tve whole body of the states and the whole 
i'C-dy of the neoole”.

0f

e adoption of the a’-ic-r'-'^^nt th© power of the 
to op 'ress any one 'under any pretense or in 
r. -as forever ended > and henceforth all per
thin tueir jurisdiction -:ould claim equal pro- 
un-er the laws. Ind by equal protection is 

qu-al security to every one tn his private 
-- i1-' hir right to life, liberty, to property, 
the nurruit of happiness. It implies not only 
e nans which the laws afford for such security 
e ecually aocess*hle  to hin, but t^at no one 
e subject to any prater -"ir-'ens or charges than 
are imposes upon all others- unde” like eircum- 

. This protection attends to every one every- 
rf^atever h© his nos it ion in society 

or-’a tier. wit"1-' others, either for nroftt, 
t, or pleasure. It '"ocs not leave him 
anv roc*al  or nf#,^eial nop^tton

1 because he nay Kelong to a political body 
el"5 "’io’is sO’-'-’nty, or ’’e a m ©»* ’•• ©r of a com-- 
u^aeturirg a-" tranonorta4-.! on company. It 
¡Id ri'in tbr? arm of our ’•".pc.-f»'1 .gove'r,mmt 
ill 11s over man, ’’Oman and child,

r they may mo, an-’ * 
e placed. ?’o st 
of the ■ 
?-;•!! ■ 

of any ' 
t tion, 
en ’■iit’-’
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g4 +.o t^e courts

of the country por tM? security of his person and Property, the

prevention an/' repress of '..rorgs, and the enforcement of con

tracts, ^ut also f-' *t  he is exempt from any greater hardens or 

c'-ar^es than such as are equally imposed upon all others under 

We circw’stsnces. °his equal prot »ction forbids unequal 

exactions of any k’nd, and among them that of unequal taxation.

TTntform*ty  In taxation r^nires uniformity in the mode of 

ases^^cnt as well as in Vm rate of pereentame charged. Pri

vate corporations, within the weanin^ of hh© first section of 

th© fourteenth Amendment, are persons, and are entitled, so 

far as tv-eir property is concerned, to the ecual protection of 

I'M laws.

’"hgtever t1'”' character of the proceed in« Mr which ore is

a”-1 -Mot’-er it tahss ,-he property directly, or creates a oha^'/e 

or liability Meh may he the h-as4.s of t :-!:inc it, t’^e law dir

e --M.no the rrneoe-’irg mist provide for po-e kind of notice, 

a^d pffer to the owner an opportunity to he heard, or the nro- 

erso-'^.ng •■■"11 -ant the essential ’ngr^dient o* 1 due process of

law. f^e state possesses no power to withdraw corporations from 

t’^« -"uaru^t V’s of the federal Oorstitut ’ on. ’"ha ter er property

a eorqoraticn lawfully acquires is held under th-; same '-■’arant- 

ies "Mich protect the property of natural persons from spoliation.

Under the reserved power to amend, alter, or repeal the laws 
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under ch nr tv ate co^o^r it’ nns a^e forced, the state cannot 

exsrT ee a control ov'-r pnonerty of a corporet4 on, except such 

ac ^ay he exercised through control over its franchise, and over 

like property of natural persons engaged in similar business. 

Tt cannot /’‘vest oronerty or rights which '■we become vested.

"usIes 'es I-otn^ the /’ame loreral Type •"•f business ¡"ust 

he ‘’’axed Mike. It was held in Royster Ouano Company v. Vir- 

3-nia, 253 ’I. 2. 412, t^at a state law wM ch taxes all the in- 

core of Ip«al corporations derived from business done outside 

of the state and business done ;.’ithin it, while e :• -mpting en

tirely the income derived from outside the state by local corp

orations wh’ch did no local business, was arbitrary and that

it violated the °aual nrot°etinn clause of the Fourteenth Irend- 

'-ent.

?r. Justice Fitney said in hie opinion that

"It is unnecessary sc say that the ’equal protection 
of thlaws’ reo-’.ired bv the Fourteenth V’endment 
does not prevent the states from resorting to 
classification for the purposes of legislation. 
Tumorous and familiar decisions of this court es
tablish that they have a wide range of discretion 
in this regard. But the classification must be 
reasonable, not arbitrary, and must rest upon some 
'’•nound of difference T*av ‘’->m a and substantial
relation to the object of t’-o legislation, so that 
all nersons similarly cirnu^stanced shall he treat
ed alike.

?he latitude of discretion is notably wide in the 
classification of property for purposes of taxation, 
and the granting of partial or total exemptions upon 
grounds of nolicy, Tell’s San 2.F. Comnany v. Penn
sylvania, 134 T.3. 232, 23'7/ "ichi man' Central F.R. 
Company v. Towers, 201 U.S. 245, 293; Keeney v.
Hew York, 222 2.2. 525, 536; Citizen's Tel. Comnany 
v. Fuller, 229 ’J.S. 322, 329; Northwestern Life' Ins.
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Company v. ‘“isconsin, 247 H.f. 132, 139. Never
theless a discriminatory tax law cannot He sus
tained arainst tbe complaint of a party aggrieved 
if the classification appears to be altogether 
illusory. Sow both of the taxing provisions here 
in question relate to corporations organized under 
the "’laws of Virginia. It is the object of Chapter 
495 to exempt such corporations from income taxes, 
(as well as taxes upon tangible property ) where they 
do no business xvithin the It ate e'.cent holding tbeir 
stooxholder1s meetings therein; manifestly in recog-' 

'~'f the fact that Virginia corporations so
circumstanced derive no governmental protection from 

th© imposition of taxes upon their 
without the Ptate, or property 

intangibles, and in recognition of 
not injustice of imposing such taxes 

and presumably sub- 
or Pt ates where

Put
e conceive of any, 

h foes not apoly with 
exempting 

income of Virginia corporations 
ces •••.’ithnut the "tate u'^ere they also 

the ft ate. 
class •'■'er’ve no ”iore nrotoctlon 

OT*̂  n’Î.ïl ”?’L'b^n "bO "b^CÎ.X’
and a^e no less subject to taxation 

•••>>*  oh guqh hy^iuess is cond acted, 
of the ofher class; and they are 
with the same laws as to the pay- 

tlon taxes an-1 annual registration 
franchise taxes to the "tate of origin.

nition

the State warranting 
incomes derived from 
taxes upon the4r 
the impoilcy if 
upon them while they are li? ”e, 
jected, to taxation in the State 
t'-eir income-producing business is conducted 
no mound is suggested, nor can 
sustaining this exemption wh’c

or greater force as" -a ground for
from taxation the
derived from sources •■•.•ithnut the "tate 
transact i^-co’T.e-o^od icing ,,asi»i«3P within 
■'orno^ati ors of thi s 
from the '"tate of 
outside business, 
hy the states in 
t^an cornor itions 
required to comp1y 
m ort of or*;ania  a 
fees and
"’heir business done within the "'tate presumably -is 
of some general benefit to _f,be state, certainly en
riches V'e treasury by the ‘amount of the taxes they 
nay upon the income derived therefrom; and the tm- 
•oos^ticn uoon them under Chapter 472 of taxes not only 
upon this income hut also upon income that they derive 
from business 
4ncome of
V e offoct of 
*7V i ch oumht t 
Is obvious that xhe

eciuaX

ri.conducted outside of the "tate (similar 
^avored corporations be‘ng exempted) has 
discriminating against them ^or that 

bO operate |f at all tn their favor. It 
the ground of d4 fTerence upon which 

the d4'’crV'inat4 on is rested has no fair or substantial 
relation to the proper object sought to be accowpitshed 
by the legislature. It follows that it is arbitrary 
in effect; and none the less because it 4s probable 
thai the unequal operation of the taxing system was due

tne

inai 4 on n ,q

4.

v a J
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to inadvertence rather than design”.

vertence referred ho

tn nuns4-.Ion w? c^^rted to cure the Inad

in the i^ove opinion.

•■.’hich Either ’■'ihectly or by its

t'.ner'tlon binders Interstate Jon-erce is Invalid, pardless 

of Farnese with r/hyh it was Enacted. Tn the case of 

”'*r-'"ay  On^p^rvitlon v. Day, 2■'’■6 H.l. 242, a ‘•■’anufacturing 

cor’) ■'ration, corner ' ted *n  Lelenare, with an authorized 

cap'+al ’’took of a rnr5.vr ’ted nurhor of non-nar value shares,

cf ■ only shout one-e*vhth  were issued, had all of its 

n^onerty tn t.-hio, w>>ev,n •*+, s *nly  authorised to do business,

ar-' t^ons’cted -■’uninw a tax vear hutincss of "h 28 was

Ci p *p*  pn V’nC 'V3S £a v? rj f. q t

an ’-ct of "ay 17, 1921, (Far. 2728-11 Pen. Code, Ohio) .which 

pres or ’.bed an annual fee parable by each foreign corporation 

co»■’"•on stock without p>r value, for f-’e privilege of 

exo’-’c’ ”i .nr its franc1-14 se 4n the state, of ’’five cents per

svnro urn-n t’--1 e rronnrtion of the nuwher of shares of author

ised co-’ ^n took, represented by property owned and used 

and ^us'nccn transacted in the It ate .......... ”, t’-e taxing

auf'o-’i ' os a ur ess of a tax hy applying this present Ked rate 

to th- ent*re  number of s> ¡res aut11 ■■riz.ed, and attorpted to 

col'oct the tax. "’he court heiow reduced Vhs by taking 

such n^opnrt* on of t^e total nunber of shares author*zed,  as 

the value of t1-© rw'.^.y ring the local business was of
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th^t value olus all the business, and by applying the rate 

to that result.

Tt v.’ar held as follows:

1. ‘T’hat the tax, computed either way, and the act, 

■winlated tv,o co”' ercc clause, s'nce all the corner at4 on’s bus

iness, interstate and intrastate, and all its property, were 

represented by f-e shares of stock outstanding; and the appli

cation o-p the rate to all the s^-res authorized, o^ to a num- 

*6r nreatr* ’ than the total outstanding, necessarily amounted

to a tax and a 'Hreet hUT'den upon all the pronerty and business 

inc' id^ng f^e interstate commerce.

2. mhe p«e imposed, 4n either case, was arbitrary, 

since the number of non-par value shares which the corporation 

right issue under the laws of iieleuare was not an indication 

of the amount of its capital, and the number not subscribed or 

issued had no relation to the value of the privilege of doing 

business in thio.

3. "’he act, tn its practical operation, '"id not 

r>e^u4re like fees f^on all fcrctmn ro^p’-rationo * or vrral 

privileges held by foreign corporations in Ohio under the 

sane circumstances.

4. i classification of foreign corporations for 

the nurpnse of determining the amounts of such annual franchise 

fees should he h-JSe^ upon something having '‘elation to the 

rniwes? for ’•,t’*oh  it was made»
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5. The Ohio act, havin'; no tendency to produce 

eouallty, and ^eing of such character that there nos no reason

able nr^su-nption t^at rubstantial equality would result from 

its oner;tion, violated the equhl protection clause of the 

/•’onrteenth ’»jnendment •

In tbn course of his opinion, Ir. -Justice butler said:

"In c es involving the 
State imposing license 
c o*m  or a t i one or m ■> ni seel 
co*irt  has decided :

validity of the laws of a 
fees or excise taxes on 
in another ftate, this

1.
action of

Th© power of a ft ate to 
a local business within

regulate the trans
its borders hy a

fore4<rn corporation, -- meaning a corporation of a 
."’□ter ftate, -- Is not unrestr^ ■•'ted or absolute, 
but Mnst be exerted in subordination to the limita
tions cIt +,He Constitution nlaoes on state action.

2. .inder the co^^erce clause exclusive power 
•to regulate interstate commerce rests in Congress, 
and a state statute uh*ch  either directly or by its 
recess'-ry operation hinders or burdens such commerce 
is invalid, regardless of the purpose with which it 
was enacted.

3. Cong*  etently with the due process clause, 
a "'tale cannot tax nronrjrty belonging to a foreign 
co**noration  and neither located nor used ,.'?ithin the 
co ■’-’fi’-'es of the ,'tate.

4. "bat a foreign corporation is partly, or 
even chiefly, en~ ged in interstate commerce does not 
prevent a ?tate in which it has property and is doing 
a local business from taxing that property and impos
ing a license fee or excise in respect of that business, 
but the ~tate canrot require thé corporation as a 
condition of the right to do a local business therein
to submit to a tax on its interstate business or on 
*.ts oronerty outside t^e State.

5. I license fee or excise of a viven per. cent 
of fb© entire authorized capital of a foreign corpora
tion do4ng both, a local and interstate business in 
several ”t ¡tes, although de-al wed bv the "tate imposing
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it to he merely a charge for the privilege of con
ducting a local business therein, is essentially and 
for every practical purpose a tax on the entire busi
ness of the corporation, including that -’hich is inter
state, an'1 on its entire property, includine that in 
other 'tates; and this because the capital stock of 
the corporation represents all its business of every 
class and all its pronerty nherever located.

i rhe ne t'-" ent exact'-'1 q « 1 forbidden by the 

ne>er:ic necessary in order to enable the

6. 'hen tested, as it must he, by ’ts substance, 
— its ec'!”ntial and practical operation rather 
than its form or local character * ation, such a license 
fee or excise is unconstitutional and vo^c1 as illegally 
bur'1 on Ing interstate con eroe an-’ also as wanting in 
due process because laying a tax on property beyond 
the jnr i?'•Hoti.-n of the -.tate, International Paner 
Company v. lass., 246 fJ.l. 135, 141."

'•he "tate is ~o^i ^en to Deny Due Process of Lan or the

’>u-al Protection of t^e tars for any Purpose h-p-,soever. The

case of '’chlesinger v. tsconsin, 370 u.n, held that a con

clusive statutory nr^^umtion t’-at all "ifts of a ’-ate^ial part 

of a decedent ’ s estate n-vh by hi”1, within "ix years of his death 

nero m r.-’e ‘n contemplation of --’eath, -- whereby they ’’ecasie 

subjected, without regard to hie actual intent in making the 

"ifts, to graduated inhe-nttance taxes, — created an arbitrary 

clas-’if* : cation and conflicted with the fourteenth Anendment.

’’’he substance of the opinion of Lr. Justice ’’cheynolds was that 

the 'oresuv,ntion and consequent taxation were defended upon the

theory that, exercising jud -rout an«’ discretion, the le-’ tiebure 

found them necessary in order to prevent evasion of inheritance

taxes. "'h î+ is to cay 11V may he required to submit to an

Constitution if this

Pt ate readily to collect
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lawful charges against "B". ^ights guaranteed by the Federal 

Constitution are not to be so lightly treated; they are superior 

to th*  3 supposed necessity. The State is forbidden to deny -due 

nrocess of lai? or the equal protection of the laws for any pur

pose •'hatsoevor. Fo new doctrine was announced in Stebbins v. 

"•Iley, 268 *T.F.  137, for a classification for the purposes of 

taxation must always rest on some reasonable distinction. i 

forbidden tax cannot be enforced in order to facilitate the 

collection of one properly laid, robile, etc. v. Curnipseed,

219 Ï.2. 35, 43, td'ich case discusses the doctrine of «resump

tion.

^be Fanal ?rejection Clause of the fourteenth Amendment 

Extends _to foreign Cornorctions " itbin the Jnvis^tction of the 

^tate. The case of Quaker City Cab Company v. Pennsylvania, 

27 7 IT.':. 339, is extremely interesting. The case came up on 

a writ of error to a judgment of the supreme Court of Pennsyl

vania affirming a judgment of the Court of Common Pleas, 29 

Dauphin oo. fop. 90, against the Cab Company and in favor of 

the Ttate, on the Cab Company’s anneal from a settlement of 

gross receipts taxes «ade by the hid it or General and apnroved 

by the Treasurer of the ft ate.

.’he nlaintiff in error was a Few Jersey corporation, 

authorized to do business in Pennsylvania as a foreign corpora

tion, and, since June 1, 1917, it had carried on a General taxi

cab business in Philadelphia. A’he tax -1 aimed was under Par.
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23 of an let of June 1, 1Q39, 2.L. 420, 431. The gross re

ceipts taxes sere derived by the plaintiff in error from the 

use of its motor •vehicles for the transportation within Penn

sylvania of persons -ar^ their luggage. The plaintiff in error 

contended Vnt if applied to such receipts the sections violated 

the equal nrotoction clause of the fourteenth Amendment.

’’he hpreme i'ourt held that the section taxes mross receipts 

from the operation of taxicabs. It provided that every trans

portation company, whether incorporated tn Pennsylvania or 

elsewhere, owning or operating any device for the transportation 

of passengers, *' shall pay to the state treasurer a tax of 

eiTht ’■’ills upon the dollar upon the g**oss  receipts of saLd 

oor>n<~>ration, ..........received from passengers ..... transported

■ holly within tMs ’"tote ..........".

‘;’ve '"upreme luirt of the Fnited .'tales held that the plaint

iff in error was subject to competition in its business by in

dividuals and partnerships operating taxicabs. The Act did 

not a'nly to them, and no tax was imposed on their receipts. 

Corporations operating taxicahs were not exempted from any of 

the taxes Imnosed on natural persons carrying on that business; 

and every such business, whether domestic or foreign, paid a 

capital slock tax of five mills on the actual value of its capi

tal stock ant. a bonus of one-third of one per cent on the par 

value of all stock issued if it was a domestic covnoration, 

and a like rate on its capital employed in Pennsylvania, if it 



was a f ore 5 "n corporation.

'"he equal protection fiance of the Fourteenth Amendment 

extends to foreign corporations '.-ithin the juried let ion of 

the state, and safeguards to them protection of laws applied 

equally to all in the sä’”© situation, Kentucky rhnance Corpora

tion v. ."•aramount Lxch., 2^2 ’J. h. 544, 350. ”.’he equal pro

tection clause '’oag not detract from the rlwht of t^e ','tute to 

exert its taxing neuer or prevent ■*  t from a-',jus ting Its legis

lation to differences in situation or fnrKid classification, 

in that connection, hut it ^oes require that the classification 

be not arbitrary but based on a real and substantial difference 

having a reasonable relation to the subject of the particular 

legislation, Power lo-nany v. caunders, 274 TT.p. 490, 493.

"he ri~bt to withhold from a foreign cornoration permiss

ion to do local business therein ■■''oes not enable the it a he to 

require such a corporation to surrender the nmtection of the 

Federal Constitution, Hanover Insurance Company v. Harding, 

■212 n.F. 494, 507; Prost v. P.2. Commission, 271 U.S. 535, 

593 et soq.; Fidelity and Deposit Company v. Tafoya, 270 7.3. 

4 36, 434; "’estern Union Tel. Company v. Poster, 247 ¡7.3. 105, 

114; Looney v. Crane Company, 245 H.P. 173, 183; Sioux Hemedy 

Company v. Co-e, 235 UV. 137, 203.

The characterization of a tax by a state court is not 

binding before the United "täte Supremo Court, Louisville

2as and llectric Company v. Coleman, 277 U 3t Louis•zp • 
'-X*-, J
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2oyipress Corr'any v. ’■’’Icinsas, 260 U.c. 646, 343 The Practical

opera* ‘on of the taxinn provision is to hG regarded, and it is

to n© dealt n,s th, accordin'1, to its ■effect, Frick v. Pennsylvania,

263 'J. ~. 473; lanhandle Oil ^om-'any v. '..'.ississippi,

In concludin'1: its oninion the court said in effect that

the tax is not of a kind peculiarly apnltcable to corporations, 

as are taxes on their capital stock or franchises, nor a tax 

taken *n  lieu of any other tax or used as a measure of one in

tended to fall elsewhere, hut it is specif‘eally and solely a 

tax on cross receints, which could KG laid on receipts belona- 

to n-tural persons quite as conveniently as on those of 

corporations. The ■•'iscriminati n, cade to depend entirely 

upon the fact that the receipts taxes helon”T to corporations, 

•and not .lust-*  fled hy any difference in the .«onroe of the receipts 

r>r in ■’■he strict situation or character of the oronortv en

ol oyed, rests on a nnrely arbitrary basis, and th© pror«sion 

of the etafe enaptmont violates the O'-ual nrotection clause of 

th© lourteenth hnencrent, The ’’ailrond Tax Gases, 13 Fed. 722; 

County of '’anta Clara v. Southern ?ac. 2.?. Company, 18 Fed.

335; Northern Sac. ".n. Oomoany v. ‘.hlxer, 47 Fed. 681. Thus 

th^ tax could not he maintained.

;:tato la’-'s Costrietlnr V^nue in Transitory Actions_J ay be 

line on s t it ut 1 on al. The case of Toner Company fannders, 274

U.S. 430, '..as hron~ht before the Tupr^me Tou^t of the United 

It at S3 on a writ of error to a judgment of the -.upreme Court



íes
of "”lcans as v.’-’t iff’rmed a judem^nt against the above na,v,ed 

po-’-n^v r?cm-erei hy '!w’°rs *n  an action fo” personal injuries, 

'his vis an action for ■personal injuries sustained by the plaint

iff while in the ■’sfenfant’s employ. ?be plaintiff was a 

ros’dent a?/ citizen o" Chio, and the defendant -;as a corporation 

of that "’t-ate. Besides its activities in Chio, the defendant 

na*.rtained a v; a”? boa 30 at ■'’tuit^art, Arkansas, w^ere it -’•’d 

a In? ul ^ns’ness. ’’’he ola intiff received Vs injury in that 

sarf’C’.se. "’he defer’ant had enrolled . ith. the cov>-5<tions 

on uh4 ch Arkansas penmited forVnn corporations to do a local 

‘‘'usiness -rithin her limits, and as part of its compliance 

had named 'tuttsart as its place of business in the Atate and 

deV ~n -«ted an scent r^sidlnp t^are on whom process aua^nst 4t
in-; Tl'jt he c o T-rtr a ¿ , T 4- /H no bus’r es s, an-’ ha-' co Office, officer

or 0 -ent In tr^e "tote*.  It1 ttu-art i s 4n Arkansas

bounty, an’ is its c o-tniy seat. This action was h-nought tn

Saline County, Arkansas, service of the cannons he’nc made on 

the 'of enfant ’ s f esi"*n  oted ar; ent at '’tutt^art. Ihe plaintiff 

^htc’ncd a ju7 -riant, which the Supreme Court of the ’tate 

af r-ned, i-p") trk. 743; and the defendant h*»oumht  the case 

to the '‘u'-'re^e Court of t^e Tnited States on writ of error.

'h© Arkansas statutes reouirod actions of t^is character, 

if a“i4,rrt a domestic corporation, to he hro’i~V in a county 

•where 4t ’’•'ad a place of business or in v’’4 nh .its chief officer 

resided, and, if against a natural per-on, in a county where
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res4defl n»> conlfl found; Hut tuey Proudly nemitted such

a natural person, to a county where he resided or could he found;

hut. chick permits that such actions, when arainst a foreign 

oomorat4on, to he brought in any county of t>e Ttate, is un- 

rumble an-' arbitrary, an? in viol at 5. on of the ecual pro

tection clause of th» ^ou^tn«nth ^nenh’ient, Truax v. Corrigan, 

257 7.3. 312, 533; ’tchisnn, Tor. •• •'anta 7e ’’y. Company v.

«ns, ■ ' ,’nv’-"'r'Y’ni' "m j f»3 ^0

■1T!V OOUntV i *■> ihç» oses ’ î "'•est, 1321,

■’ll«P ;•<•»•}

1132, 1171, 117?, V2h; hacks v. Central Jo al and Joke Company, 

Lo' ‘--k. 21.1.

Tcfor.'ant ?■' ’ectefl to Pein" :-uh in Jalils County and 

as •.■•! ilofl th? vH-’-^ty of the statutes. in so far a.-: they per- 

?rt*;"d  a por«‘m cornoration to he cued in a county ’.here it 

•'id no innsr sr5 ha? no nf^’oe, officer or agent, and on

1-1-,-*  -*Y»rM-pn .’’ x \ \,3Tîp i*XHT >,”,k “3, H 0^ ’ ^0^’’'’'*  *)■  •*0T ,jr *3. ’?/“ ^T1“

’■^trary, an? fhrcf ore were in conflict mit1** the equal nro-

t ■-•■••+. ion clause of t^e ’’ourt'«nth ‘.nenfront to the Constitution 

of the Jr»4 ted bates. The court of first 4 «stance upheld the

«■aliflity n**  +he statutes, and ao ■•nrr’4 nwly overruled.the motion;

a’"* ’"‘T’ov^d •

he 'np’'!ehe Court of the *Tnitefl "States, however, held that
4 P

? 4.
v

hue tress or 4n which its o'-ief ofi'-Vcer r,esi■•

S
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Vosbu^g, 333 fT ", 31; as anpited to foreign coronations

i.’h« st t-'v 1*,,gv’ sr * 

’m sc nr--’ an anent in one county, ^ut n^ne,

?">. suit is

’mt’ •• "ited, ‘rulf, 'ol. anta he “y. Jomnany r. mills, 1"5

loO, 154; indsley v. Natural Carbonic las Company,J-i

* or to '■■’o intros: ’n a ‘"täte, ^oes not s-’^j^ct itself to

‘cns :n tHe ft at g statutes v;h*ch  conflict .’it^ the Fed-

oral ion .'it tnti on, "anover *r  s :■ ncq ;omnany ” ir d in<5, 372
TT
> ‘ • seq rost ■'ailroad

0

• 3 v.
irrens nf 0-.1. "'. Onr->

zill Company v. "'•’nn 432, 433.

■’he Fnsiness of Foreign 'Korporation is Fronerty, and

9

a

T Qr» r o ICv *•— •

n■f ?•>th© Oovnoratinn is a ’'Perron0 "’ituin the an ’ nn +he l’our-

o3se nf. x./ • rett Kompany v. “‘•aidridge,

373 'T. . 105, V'ere :a- an ¡rml ’mr^e of the district

Court ’ismis ing a ''ill whereby the a ope' lant drug store cojn-

pany s'mioht to enjoin ths Attorney Funeral and other officers

of Pennsylvania from prosecuting it under an act regulating

t^s ounry^hip of drug stores. -^e mart had previously denied

ar arctication ^or i preliMin ¡ry injunction

■i-»e act in 'V1-''st ion nro'-’ided t^at ov'^rv rharmaoy or drug

store should He n-.?red only by a licensed pharmacist, and, in 
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the eac-« n**  ccro^^at ■> on s , as/oc Sablons an’ co-partncrshins,

p a ni ;*•>■ ’ o *>>■-+.  al' ’•> tv’+,r'-i’s A-r -’«’•’^erg t^ereof r^ould he lie-

• -i- i, ’o'^'O'tlon "h !*■  E”ch eoY">r''^ai tons

13 C1'’"' ■■. i. ■’-ori y'V nv»’-" p-) •’ 5 ôirv’’ 0 t*.■■ ’tin'? an--’ ’uly authori cod and

' 0 inî ‘Mie ar-’ o-;-n an' eontuct drug

+.0^0 3 or un...- a s*:  oo ard co-n-r-’inoro’-’ips,

.1- '-
' } A , o-.nod anâ

l"H n

'•■’T’UT store 3 or- pharmacies, ml^ht continue

’’•onellarHi. ras a ”as aebusetts corporation, authortseà

J

+ o üa ’■ u ■-? î rc s s ’ n femsylvania» .t tbe i"me O"* 71 the niofave 

of tho ict, ar’©liant «as '®npr'-”erad to o«n and opéra te a num- 

xcv of pharmacies or drup stores ai varions places nithin the 

lutter state. tfter foe pansage of the act, appellent pur- 

.■''sseci anfl took nng cession of two a^fitional ,arun stores in 

V'at et a te an’ n a in fl on anfl continuel to one anfl in-

t-,o-icii-q continue to i””.rry on a rotai! i’wi’? business t’^e^ein 

nn-'AY’ title oo ■"■tore*  or 'n^am-iev'*  trcluflinu fng

cn^poundir^, -,1spens4pg, nrop-aration ■m.'3 sale at retail of «’nça,

’ v inr 3, etc. nhc x-’...incss r.;a.c c'r^iefl on through phartîa'*ists  

crployeo hy apo”l -art an<> duly rogistered in accor'ance with the 

steintes of t>e et-te. ,n thg ^w^ers, ( etockholflers ) of 

a.cnollant rcr" not re™i ’tornd ohar”’aoists, and,

■ r a e .■• n-«fl an ce -■■■■. th ’vovlgions of the Ici, the P® nn s vivant a 

'*  atc '"•nivd o**  rharmacy rofusefl to nrant apoell ant a permit to
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c arry o'* 1 o~e u s * r?5?• Tt fu.■’■■’4-7'’qx» anneare^ f'e '.t tornoy

•"■■A-n^ral ■>ri’T: Di. F't.v’tot Attorney of the d^oost’ county threatened 

to ^ncecute ap-'-el'1 ant for its violation of ttie act, the renalt- 

■ es for «h Kerrs severe and cumulative. "uit '•.ar

to enjoin f^ose z'f,'icers frow ■*utti Tis: ^nto effect tn^^.r threats, 

upon, th© oronnd that the act in question contravened the due 

rrooess and equal protection clauses of the i’ourt°onth ‘mendient 

'nhe ?uo-"ene Con^t of the United states held that the

business of a foreign corporation is property, and the corp

oration is a "perron'1 vjithin the ne an4 nr of th© due process 

ar.3 eounl protection slauses of t^e ^ou^t'-enth hnendrient,

luplex 9oniony v. l-eeriny, 754 II. 3. 443, 4'"5; Truax v. Oorriran 

257 II. 3. 312, 327 j Kentucky 3o-*pany  v. P xr amount Ixch., 262 U.S 

544, 550; Power Company v. Saunders, 274 U.K. 400, 493, 496- 

497; Frost Trucking Tonnany v. Commissioners, 271 U.S.

583, 594, et seq. A foreign corporation may not he subjected 

to statutes that ar? in conflict nit1’1 the Federal Constitution 

by a «tnte in n^tch it ^as xe°n nerm-’tted to do business. A 

state statute forbidding any coloration to orn a pharmacy or 

drug store in addition to those owned at the time of the enact

ment, unless all of its stockholders are license pharmacists, 

violates th» due process clause of t’-e Fourteenth Amend rent,

as npi'lied to a for^i^n corporation which owned such stores

under license of t^e "tate, and sought to extend its business

by ac^utri"''ft an^ operating others. Here st^ck ownership in a
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«errorat ion o ‘nv ■■irh5 onerating a 14 *”u ~ store can have no real 

or '’u1''st 'rt? al w'l ’■ t4 nn to t* ’« public health.

r-n y’en:’ev,in~ tho oninion of the court, **r  Jnntice ''uther-

of theunder review foes not -'eal rith any
c-v.-ered by the pr4or ‘-tatutes above enumerated, 

only xvith ownership. It plainly 
exercise of an ordinary property right,

, denies ■hat th© Onnstituhion "uaran- 
cannot under tbe fuise np protecting 
llrarily interfere with private hus- 

or i’-’po-je unrea- 
t’-em, burns 

504, 513; ’“ever v. 
Norfolk "1y. v. 
74; Pierce v. 
534-535; "’ea’-er v.

412-415; Fair- 
o-il.

'J

'’The act
things
It dealg in terms 
forbids the 
and, on Its face
t ? r s . l ‘"*t  11 e
th© public, arbitrarily interfere 
iness or prohibit lawful occupations 
sonahi© and unnecessary rest^mctions upon 

try an, 264 "i.o.
. 390, 399-400; 

ce fora., 265 1?. 70, 
stnrs, 263 u.3. 510, 
0 onnany, 270 :.1 •'. 4 02 
v. : -’nr., 274 H.3. 1,

’ alc’n" Oomnany v. 
’■-'■raska, 2~2 ï. 1 
-’f'lio >rd.: 
■'oc’ety of '’i 
Palmer P^os. 
racnt Company

’»t I

¡.J J.

' •

of the various requirements of the 
, it is made clear, i'1’ it wore

, that tv'e mere stock ownership in 
owning and operating a drug store, 
or substantial relation to the public 
that tbe 1C+ in one st ion creates an 
and unnecessary res tri '•Mon upon private 
.... *?be  claim, t^'t merr ownership 

co a druv '’tore by ^ne rot a pharmacist 
easonahle ’’el-’tion to the public health, f’.rally rests 
upon conjecture, unsupported anything of substance, 
'"’his is not enough, an-’ it becomes our duty to declare 
the act as ailed to he unconstitutional as in contra
vention oh the due process clause of t1*1© fourteenth 
1 mend.v.ent.

in the lirht 
sylvania statutes 
’•■‘se doubtful 
corneratIon, 
have no re-l 
ln cal th; an"1 
ur.ro a son-’-le 
bus 5 ne s s • 

a drue
senable

*1

druw store

Penn- 
other- 
a
can

ears a r-



¿■uiwt.a11 on. The Limttat * ons of Federal Control on the 

.Jhain tit ore System are forcibly illttstrated by the cases 

cHed tn the nrev'o’is narks of the development of this 

treatise. Tt may he said that the said limitations are 

hoth dir "Ct and indirect. '“’hey are direct Hy reason of 

the rower vested in t1',e federal 'rovernrnent, throu-ih its 

antitrust Ians, to 'nxlde, direct, restrain or govern pri

vate business ;;hen it transcends and over reaches the 

hounds set by such legislation. The limitations of this 

direct *»oner  of the federal government to restrain the 

Chain *tove  System have been exemplified by numerous attempts 

to control, and -interfere with the conduct of such private 

^nsi’nes'-es, the »«ajorny of which have been nn.succos-*ful . 

Under the •’.o’rerce clause of the Constitution, which is the 

•'asis of our antitrust legislation, attempts have Keen made, 

in the interest of the nu’-lio welfare, to limit the activit

ies of urinate su stress, by an application of the principles 

of nnitce no-rer, monopoly, and restraint of trade; ’''ut most 

of these attemnts Mve been thwarted by an anneal to the 

well established rights and privileges of private business 

as they have grown up -.nth the common law, and the guaranties 
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under V c f;--'eral constitution of due process of lav.' and 

the equal nroteotinn of the Ians. "."hile it is true that 

up bo t^s present time hut few attempts have been ^u<5e to 

Inhibit t^e -act’vltes of the Chain "tore System as such, 

-Ky the federal government, the resentment of the independent 

retail v'ero^ants of V'e country has wmi to such a high 

point of intensity that it hag demanded that the Congress 

in vest I .Tate the act’-vHies of th© Chain '"'■tore 'bTstem, with 

a vlev: to ^etorm’lninn: whether or not chain stores are vio

lating the antitrust laws, and if so, what legisl ‘ t ion may 

be drafted to insure the existence of free competition in 

the field of such business. The principles hereinbefore 

reviewed in cases where attempts have ueen made to inter

fere with and regulate private business are apnlteazle to 

the probi era- of possible regulation of the Chain "tore 3ys- 

tem, because said system is composed of private businesses, 

'’•fferinq nnly^type from those we have already considered, 

wPe^e federal attempts at regulation have been sought

is quite evident that the present limitations of

federal control of the chain store system. will continue un-

less it can he shown that the chain stores, through their

interstate cor’-',erce trade, are restraining trade and tend-

"ng toward monopoly of goods, wares and merohand4se. It

cannot h© ftgnuted that ’’n order for f^e federal government 

to ■* nterpo.ee its authority it must anr»ear, first, that the 
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intere~ts nf the ^u^iic generally, as distinguished from 

t/'Ose of a aarticut ir dass, namely the independent retail

mere’-'ants, repuirr such interference, and, second, that the 

^eans are reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of the 

purpose. “'he lent stature may not, under the guise of pro

tect in;; the public interests, arbitrarily interfere with pri-

late bnstness or impose unusual or unnecessary restrictions

control on the chain store

•’stems are indirect have also been amply inf cated

i n the rm ■

federal interference. The states themselves, through legis

lation, have ma'o various attempts to cone with the same pro-

blew, with the inevitable

In practically every instance where the case has been taken 

up to the luprome Court of the united states, it has been nec

essary for that tribunal to declare unconstitutional the laws

which have been drafted by the mrVais states, by reason of 

the force of the due process and eoual protection clauses of

the ynurtmnth imerdnent to the federal constitution. Thus 

even indirectly, the federal government, thug far, has been 

unable to control or regulate the chain store system, by sus

taining ns valid the action taken by the several states in 

attempting to satisfy the des’res of independent retail dealers
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. «e-py reepnt article which supports the conclusions 

drawn herein, a a-» eared *n  the January iscue of the ramP1 

haw ^«vlew, entitled " "tatutory "estraints on Chain Ct ore 

ryst'3’”s", Mrvard la’? “’eview, January 1931, panes 456 to 430, 

th? important nortions of ‘hi ch are quoted below:

“The cry of the independent retailer of today a "a in st 
the chain store and the market inm resolution is 
highly reminiscent of the jeremiad of the hand 
weavers at the time of the industrial resolution 
and see^s to he a repetition of the industrial rev
olution antipathy that has attended ^any of the 
w,ajor develorr’ents in our economic svstem. ”ut 
f'is Is not the time that the individual
merchant has felt the r>ress of chnnfie; for deoart- 
ment stores, house to house canvassers, and •’’ail 
order e?thlish.'r,ents have each had thcHr threat for 
him. Today, however, he is aided hy active nro-- 
pamandists, advertising,.and slogans *r.  stirring 
the dormant sentiment of Ha o on’minj ty awainst out
siders who take the money from the loc-il till to 
distant 1* jinks, keep few tax-able «unnlies in the 
town, and rarely support t>e Institutions of the 
co•■■"uMty. ’■■'hts senti’”,?n+’ Ms '-'i sclosed itself in
the legislative Kodies of the '•or^tw in two asnectsi 
first, tn legislation intentional1v d'»"imned to bur
den the c^ain stores themselves, and ceco’-.dly, ir., 
restraints on certain ’■■’ethed s of '"o'na not
confined to the chains hut sanectally prac+iced hy 
th era.

fbv^.ously the si-’plost msthod of 
fng the spread of the cMins Ls to 
a certain numher of -toros in a ohain 
such, a Statute,
Tbis lau
llleeehany 
by a lower
Company v. lo^r,
"■nief in Jackson ”■
2d. -52.
1 e t i
Ko

'Iqp >7’11 fJP’ r’ f
acco’^ol ’ shefl
Stoun3 to hp

4- V
checking on retard- 

^orbid more tvan
Hryland Ms 

’aryland ha -s 1927, c. 554, par. 1.
forbids **>ore  than five stores ner chain in 

County. It has h0en held unconstitutional 
T‘aryland court, Keystone 9r>oery and Tea 
faster, minted in Appendix C of Plalnti4’*’'* s

. It T e "on rd of 'Tax. Comm., 38 7ed.
ot as direct, hut equally as affective is 

station nrrvontinT ^ov,rov,ate mm “nshlo of q'~ ’ins. 
statute attempts th*s,  hU+ a ?er,rsyl”ania law tn 

a he il th "■’q-' ■••ire ".'onld nraot ’ oally have 
’t for th? •^nn'-’ chairg hy rn'iu’rir'T ^ru? 
owned hy licensed '-ru-—-s ats, hat' not the 

}



"anrc'"1« :‘:o*xrt  held It anco’Ttitvttonal In LV-~ette 
.•o-’nany v. '"hldddo, 673 -T. ?. 105.

"’axat*  jn, hn-jevcT1, *s  by far the most com-on method 
of discrir4""ating against cMn stores. One of the 
earliest r«■•’••¡I :■ tlons attempted •■•ig an ordinance of a 
’hrtucky to n -hl ch taxed cash-and-carry groceries 
hi-her than those vhtch <*ave  credit and delivered, 
•■'■'teh ordinance sas held unconstitutional In City of 
.lanville v. “¿uaker laid, Inc., f3X 1 y. 677. ""ost 
of the er actants, however, have been directed toward 
th*  numher of stores under one ownership or «angee- 
nent. b’conse taxes >ave ^een levied on part or all 
of the stores of a chain which has none than a certain 
number of establishments and so’oetV-'es the amount of 
the tax has heen graded "Lth +he lenrth of the chain 
in the state. hut the const4tuti o-n^l4 ty of tuese 
statutes is dih'ous, and a meter of lev4 si"tures 

1^a'”’e instead reached t^e '',1' a* ’ns with a vross sales 
tax vhich Is usually "ra'uatec wi*h  t>e volume of 
^usiress done. It is not alone t^rouvh the scale 
of +hG tax ‘‘hat the snail trade is favored. 'he 
chains take a narrow margin of profit on a rapid turn
over, and accordingly their rross sal?s are »'ucb. 
larger in rr’oportion to ‘heir not income than are those 
of the independent trader who takes a larger profit 
on a slower turnover.

It is easily seen that the large local store is the 
co-vl-’tin with the chains of a gross sales tax. 
Apparently to a”oid this objection, legislation hig 
xeen proposed which, while clas ■.•ifying stores accord
ing to their "toss sales, Increases the tax within 
nach class as the number of stores ov/ned by the, tax
payer mows. ill of this legislation is of course 
unpleasant for the local owner of a chain, and to 
apneare him some proposals have limited 4heir scope 
to dores in the control of nut of state ■’sterads. 
Ty another device s<re states have taxed the f4 stri- 
hut* ’on of goods from a chain’s -arba:ises to Its 
dores, corresponding "Lth a tax nr the sales of a 
wholesaler. In reality, +■’ is is a charge on an own
er "hen ^e transfers his nroport.y from one nlace to 
another.

"'he second opening for legislation affecting the 
chain stores is regulation of their business nractices 
as th'sy affect the ’.nfependgnt retailer, +he Manufact
urer, ami the consumer. Tn order *n  »’get the chain’s
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scale buying, ’ nfeper -"ent "’er ch ants 
or-* anise fm ..mu nurphagj.ug. ’’his 
”, under ■* r'apb 3 *h  clay bon 

ncer '■iar lav.full;

ln20 to b£j go irax'v fi:5g po remit t>e national nachere ?"’/n’.ved

Vns 1 n. mcr rd tb.^ ¿nai 
nf retailers uecause in h

^V’orl’ict v/i. h^L 7^*̂ ’■'v
'..ay as >'ui*,«r  to 
salability. ip 

pn “ v 4*  >» * r* "h

'?cnnorr:ies 4n large 
v.a,,e att*. ,r■•'•■’ted to 
r^’-’os '’hi; ■•‘pestion 
tct ih»;ther the 7111 o 

=a’sori-’i^at i-ns tn fv; 
;b-

> 1 y*1 G -i V**  '»■ 
and in on rh a 
reputation and 
Jh't a d' scrl”.tni»L I o 
y-e ’Tote (132°), 42 ”urv. 
other hand, tT'e lanrvrqt of 
that a court i^’CG b,aVe 
a contrary holding.

b 4- ♦y

'7or sore tiwe
1 a ?Is? 1 •• tion of resie 
•nitted, ;. mid ncrhapg 
ent trader to comete 
obtins ,,n standard products 
lo,<2.irG *h scrino cîncl'7 ■ pro’"’u 
urers that the l'ette’1 maV 
take advarta^e of +.T,o lav.

4M 
.L ’ v

.‘1 0
y usuo ■r ice
ng and aqa-’ mt
!XS :’.vd ment the
n v. n -P ie I<mcy
al Vt 4 Q nnOduct ’

c r m-eg toef

is at

’on'-res" bas pad unde1" com4dmm' 
ny12 control, Vf-lub, ’ f 
' O **^1 + 0 -*r»  <.p- .’-i
inprf g-»-} n !} *2» c -P^*  V ’’.H T.^*

• "’b,"-30 SV£te”G,
msbners of i,ar,v 
un 11 c uh t e d 1 v h e : * " 1

- n 0a 1 ■’ ■■.■'.th

1'1

H +tV'Q 
p- 

^cece^G- 
fr*' 1 G 
bow^^er, 

'nmihiet- 
h,e io

?1

+,bp 1 ar rio cnrcbases of t*'6
■e ’n unfair mn’i’ass,

■ inferior to a ’■’anufa:-tarer’ 3
~l’'-'b!-,ly sualier than 'he 

moduct, or dinens1ons and 
meat•< ng an imprese4on of quant it?/ ~rcA.tem an 
ual content. Tf t^e '•b^Vig gby-ji/; if ont iy’.c1, 

nrsctices they would ’’e met on every "ide by 
control. he control, bo•.jc”cr, ’.'.'"tld 

a sued al burden aeon f br> obtins, but a• -, t " 'Îp yj. « f 'f prjh c*  é •'

Tt io feared by sone J'h.it 
‘3’**?  S to cnr?'’

such as specifying quality 
usual made, or containers 
cus31Z0 fox*  ■h'h.c

tHe act 
c'C'C entire 
lerl dative 
■¿ffcct not a spec1 al burden 'icon, 
restraint equally a ml i cable to

*■»’1

~e,Tision of Packer’s 7 e creo Permits ^ond ’ 'boi»g al ini

The no st pract’cal and forcible conclusion that •"t-b*  Ke nrment-

the courts toward this compìic-

ateâ problem is to poi nt out the salient features of the décision

bonded down by the 2unreme Oourt

.Tannai 5, 1931, vhep it allowed t'i-’e nacker1 s consent '’ecroe of
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tc ’-anufa)i-:’re, sell and nbclesale so-called unrelated lines, 

food nrofnets nf-er V'-ar -.’eat, and to use or cerr^t others to 

use their distribution facilities in handling these unrelated

"r. Justice Bailev delivered +he opinion of the court,

.■hrkr *,.he course of :.!h4ch he said:

uy order of th®
“»’■■t-- ""a-1al 
of the businns? 
na--’"ed in the slaughter 

were Swift and do-i^any,
•-.n1 Company,

'on^any, oac
s su1'sidle ary 
e 4te TOjnyt,

united
3T1 TVr '0 fi ’fi.

.'P6â Ic’c’nij r?f*
ra -7e •Jori-’4 selon -’de 

conducted by five large cou
st och. fhese
and Conyany, 
and the Oucahy

-io”«prìTn^Uu
’ti"K i g ’ * S ? ’"S u
su1' s 1 d i ari es, an-’

were ci al 
alleged that the 1

live
"orris 

lo’^pany 
owned or control'’ ed

after the Oorrni esion 
■piled its original 

these parent 
also aaainst 
s of -’-pse 
3■f iar> gut S , 
nx slaughter

com- 
whose

of livestock and the preparation an~ sale of its pro
ducts, had not nnly extended t^ese operations until 
'hoy -er '. nat4 on-wife, but had also added larre dealings 
in foods other t^an neats and in many other corr’afh.ies; 
and t^at ''y var Lous wet>'Ods set out in the Hill, they 
bad Kuilt up an unlawful monopoly and control of a 
■rreat port4on of the fond supply of the cation, were 
aVerptin? to entend that nononoly; and t’-at the re
sult -’j’s tuat they art i fie ally controlled the food 
so'' ly or f'e "ation. lhe ''ill sought an injunction 
tn •'n'' this monopoly anf the v art Pus practices by which 

1 had 1_‘rought about.

: ■- Lr

unlawful jets denied by defendants. At the sane time 
dof•ar'-'ants filed t^eir ans- ers in vht'h they denied 

all the unlwaful acts set forth in the bill. ITever- 
f'el&ss a decree was entered on the sane day with the 
corsent of all the parties, hut with t^e nr nv is4 on 
in t^e decree that the consent of the defendants 
should not constitute any admission, nor the entry of 
t^e decree any adjudt 'ation *hat  they had violated any 
law of tha butted ftates. The decree in substance 
er ioinec the defendants, anonn ot1'eT’ things:
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•a

snterinn into any contract in restraint of 
trade or cor”--eroe among the several dtates, or 
r.oropoliEim any par‘ of it; from ownlnr: any in
terest in pu’.'lic stockyards, terminal railroads or 
market newspapers; from permitting the use by 
others of any of their d'.str4hut've systems and 
facilities for the murciase, sale, etc., of certair 
«cm -oZ ties, such as fish, vemetahles, fruits, 
soda-fountain supplies, molasses, etc., spices and 
relishes, coffee, teas, etc., nuts, flour, sugar, 
and rice, cereals, nrai.n; ” ar ions miscellaneous 
articles, an’ grape juice, or from dealing in such 
eonmn ' ’ + ies themselves an-' enje’n^w e ■india’-’dual 
•''efer’ants from owning voting stock in excess of 
50 per cert of the votin~ stock of any corporation 
deal'ng in such commodities; from conducting any 
retail meat markets; fro* 4, owning any interest 
Tn public cold storage warehouses; from dealing 
In fresh milk and cream, or own4 ng an interest in 
any corporation or firm dealing in them; and men- 
”ral’y, from using any illegal trade practices.

"h*  fizarle fixed tue time within which def
endants should divest themselves of any interests 
:Ka‘ they "’in^t r".m jv> the different k4nds of 
Hyj q *s  -n p q q T P C*  ■ 4-,Vv.-.-a q vv/? ÍS-* v«'Mopi'»
Provided:

Intervention "'ouvht by Associations. That juris-
diction, of this cause he, and is hereby, retained 
Hy this court for the purpose of taking such other 
action or adding at the foot of this decree such 
other relief, if any, as ’"■ay ’'econe necessary or 
av-'ropriaie for the carrying out and enforcement 
of this decree and for the purpose of entertaining 
at any time hereafter any apall cat4on which the 
parties may make with respect to this decree.’’

In 1321, tZ.e American ’"hole sale Trocers »sr negation 
an? the 'Tational '"hoiesale •3-rocers issoZat’on wave 

permitted to Intervene for the limited purpose of being 
heard nron any proposal to modify the decree.

Tn 1334, pursuant to a mandate of th@ Court of Appeals, 
the California Cooperative Canneries -.as permitted to 
’n.ter^ene for the purpose of having the decree vacated, 
and on Kay 1, 1925, on motion of the canneries the op
eration of ’.he decree was suspended by an -order of 
this oo’.r’t until a full hearing on the merits. it the 
same time Z'c "’rift and irmour mrowos of defendants
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woven to vacate the decree, on the urnund that It was 
vcM, that V is court was without jur’ edict4 on, and 
that there rr-.s no fin^inns of fact or admis”ions as 
a basis for the court’s action. ?his notion was over
ruled, and ‘"hen the case finally reached the 3upr«me 
Court of the United ."tates the consent decree was held 
to he valid ( Swift and Company v. United States, 276 
U.S. 311). Later the Supreme Court in United States 
v. California Cooperative Canneries, 279 U.S. 553, 
a-rain affirmed the validity of the decree and ordered 
that the intervention of the canneries he disallowed 
and all obstacles to the enforcement of the decree 
should bd removed. Cn the mandate o^ that court a 
~ecree was entered in this court on July 24, 1929.

On August 10, 1929, the ’rmmir and Swift groups f4led 
petitions ‘r this court seekinn certain modifications 
of the injunction. ’“’v'ese petitions, however, were 
superseded ^v amended petitions filed by the s-ne 
d-efen-'ants on f,'oril 2, 1930. Tn these amended Petit
ions the "rift and imnur nmups of defendants Petition 
t^e court for certain mo^tf',c3V('rs of th« decree as 
stated in th« "wlft petition

"on account of eon-’it ions nor e it’s ting and because 
of certain radical anc revolutionary chanres, 
which have occurred s4nce its entry, in economic 
conditions, merchandi sinv methods, statute lav; 
of the United States and the interpretations 
thereof, which make t^is decree unjust, unfair, 
inequitable and on receive to those defendants, 
unneces-arv and against t^e public interests.”

in.d the petition prays

"that th-? court will modify its said decree, 
entered under date of Jeb. 27, 1320, so f*'  at 
the parties defendant may He enabled, under such 
terms and conditions as the court shall direct, 
(a) to use or norm4t others to use their 'istribu- 
tive systems and facilities; (h) to own capital 
stock or other interests in public stockyards, 
’"arket companies or stockyard terminal railroads; 
(c) to manufacture, ..-sell or deal in commodities 
specified *r  narau^aphs fourth and fifth of said 
decree; (d) to won and operate retail meat mar
kets; (e) to own capital stock or ot^er interests 
ir public cold storage warehouses; (f) to en~uve 
-r +.he fresh ’"ilk and cream ^us’nsss; an<’ that 
these defend "nts '* ,e "ranted such other and further
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relief ae the nature of 
the court may deem .lust . • _ »r 

the case nay require and 
and pi” on er in the pre-

loner op Court is Conceded by ____  ’'e ol her 
d efe^^ants have stated in open court through their 
counsel t^ut 
of
?• s
to

tue 
all

+
g --■’Of ’ fication 
h modification 
it be a opticab 1 e

In first place ”t is contended by 
that the court has no pm er to modify 
rraved by tbe packer defendants upon the 
the decree is final, and the court has no 
rtofify a f’nal decree after the expiation of the 
t e r n 
nh I o’ 
V-ns
¡’mn
nh i s
stated

the interveners 
the decree 

around that 
nouer to

as

decree
1 rit c}l i.t ’J3,S J
•ip C ,"v*T it

I agree with tbe Government’s position on this point, 
for a decree of injunction differs from a judgment at 
law, and while it is a final adjudication of the rights 
and equities of the parties at the time it is entered, 
tbe remedy by injunction is subject to modification 
upon equitable considerations which may thereafter arise 
due to subsequent changes in con-'” t* ons. 'nd the 
reservations in the decree itself e’’‘cently contemplated 
modifications in t^e different methods by which the 
chief ends the decree were to he carried out, nor 
were thev dependent upon any joint action by all the 
narties to the decree. Besides T So not think that

; in t^e decree for
i all t^e nasties to
: noner is, however,

in its brief:

it ’"as a contract 
that the provis- 

could o^ly apoly 
ioined in t^e application.

could not abrogate;
modification

■S i■- M
conceded h”- the Government as

!l?he decree is a judicial decree, and to be dealt 
with as such. The fact that it or’ V-ated in a
consent arrangement does not give any greater 
or less effect to the attitude of the attorney 
General on the question of modification, than 
if tbe decree was entered after litigation.
‘?he question whether there should be a modification 
is a judi ci al question to ^e decid-ed on the law 
and the evidence. Arguments advanced for or 
against the application by any of the parties, 
including the government are to he weighed by 
tbe court and given the same consideration, no 
more and no less, than they ’would if the decree 
bad followed litigation." 
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t>e interveners have such a position "n this case as 
to entitle t^em to prevent modifications by the court, 
w^en the power to make then is conceded Hy the parties 
to the decree.

.’here is no contention, however, that the court has 
any power to wo behind decree. This is not a 
proceeding to review the action of the 'murt in 
entering the decree upon any »round of lack of juris
diction in the court or e^ror in the decree, or to 
raise questions that mitht he raised tn a hill of re
view, or a hill to set aside the decree for fraud, etc. 
The decree is to be taken as valid and Mnd in» upon 
the parties, and the only ground upon which modifica
tion can he bad is that conditions have so changed 
si^ce its entry as to render it inequitable to further 
enforce certain of its o^ov'sions.

rrbe e'-'ief purn^ses of the bill and decree ’..’ere to end 
f’-'e monopoly aliened to ^ave been acquired by the def
endants over certain co’-’on'ties by which they con
trol’ed t^e supply and rr*ees  of the food sunnlies of 
the 'Tation, and the decree was intended to end that 
monopoly a^d to prevent any monopoly by the defendants 
in t^e future, and the specific injunctions in the 
decree were means for the carrying out of that purpose.

1 ereat deal of testimony has b?en taken, and there has 
been a sincere effort by all counsel to place before 
the court every fact that mi-:ht hear upon the issue, 
"’he case has been much shortened by the willingness of 
counsel to stipulate upon all uncontroverted facts, 
and in many instances upon the testimony of absent 
witnesses. ?To technical objections have been raised, 
and fev; of any kind at all, and counsel ha"<? conducted 
the trial of the case upon a very ht»h plane.

It is conceded that there is today no monopoly in the 
meat packing industry. The parties have stipulated

"That the individuals, firms and corporations, 
engaged in the meat pack^n" business tn the 

.’Tn i ted States, to the number shown or which may 
he s^own by evidence tn this case, owned and 
controlled indopen/lently of each other, are *n  
active compel it4 on "¡-’th each other !n the nur- 
chase o^ lifestock and in t^e sales of their 
products in the various meo^rap^ical localities 
4n which they respectively purchase and sell.”
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The defenfant packers are not engaged in the raising 
■'f livestock, of that raised on farris a considerable 
amo-nit is slaughtered -’here raised, part for home con
sumption an’ part sol-’ at the nearest markets. Some 
are sol <’ by direct shipment to various n--. chers and 
shipped to t^eir private yard’s at t^eir plants, or at 
concentrât! ''-n noints maintained > naskers. "-any are 
sold at the public livestock markets through commiss
ion ’"on, or through cooperative market inn and shipping 
as--o?’atinns. These oublie livestock markets are 
under the control of the decretory of Agriculture 
under tho Packers and Stockyards Act of L921, and 
t’-’ere are now 72 of such stockyards, which are scatt
ered t^rouwhont th© country.

T^e nu^chasers at these yards are the packers them
selves, producers who buy \r order to further fatten 
th© cattle and resell t’ em, and speculators. i’nch 
■”rect buying is done the defendant packers aid 
this is especially true <-.f ho-is, of which in the year 
1929, 40 ner cent was sold directly.

Since the date of the decree, Armour and Company has 
absorbed the business of the defendant-, horris and 
Company, hut in a proceeding under the Packers and 
Ctoekv>rds Act, the Secretary of Agriculture in 1C25 
held that competition had not been materially lessened 
by this acquisition. The testimony is uncontra'’icted 
that the four present groups of defendants are indep
endently owned and controlled an-’ are in active com
petition ’n the purchase and sale o-p livestock*  and the 
sale of «eat nroducts.

I think that t’-’is contention is correct, end if the 
latter be presented the former will *e all the more 
d-^ficult, as was said by the 
v. Tnd us tr5 al 0 ourt, 
’nter^tate commerce, 
sas are countrywide, 
the darmer from local 
ever.'1 ’nd t

*‘onopoly in Interstate Commerce is Contention. The 
movern«<*nt"  contends",' however, ih.atTHe monopoly enjoined 
by the decree was not of the packing business as a 
whole, nor of foods as a. whole, hut was limited to a 
monopoly of those co’-r-’odities in Interstate comerce, 
and t^at a monopoly of the latter may exist although 
a mononoly of the former he impossible.

Supreme Court in "'olff
3-0'2 b. Z. 521: ’’Given uninterrupted 
the sources of food supply in I’an- 
a short supply 5s not likely, and 
monopolistic control less than

same situation exists in other states.

- >
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\LI of ’■'■m? 'ncroased both tn nnt'iber,s and vol-
'v.\3 ?f n .1 g' ness s'*noe  ent^y of ‘be ^ocrco, and the 
na^er of t’"?$e which sell. '’rut meats ha:: increased 

■■‘n e'en gre-iter proport ’ ons. In 1930 th erf? !:¡ere 
auont 15,000 c^ain stores with some 1,300 fresh me at 
impart*'"'.??,ts . In 1921 the, a. '.; P. had 4,133 retail 
stores with sales of some £.230,000,000, with no fresh 
»•’eat departments. In 1029 it had 15,000 stores with 
sales nf over '1,0^0,000,000 and o**  these stores 3,351 
ua’’.’led ^r^ch neats.

i-'rovor Company, oner it tu.g a o1’a Ln of grocery stores, 
5nerp--sed its siles of meat from A'f,090,000' <n 1920 
to ov?r "'40,000,000 in l’.}?9, and also Ln the latter 
year 'he a ’■■’oat D’.ak-’ng hotness of over ‘19,0''0,000.

f iv q in 102 0 
ales o? about 

ith sales of

•'*f  the re malar uroeery chains there were 
reportin'’ to ' oody’s '. anaal with total s 
'400,000,000. In 1929 t*ere  were 12 
over ’2,0'll, 000,000, an increase of aHnnt 400 nor ce^t 
i''he retail stores of the voluntary type have 'rcreased 
•from shout -0,500 in 1920 to o'-er 39,000 tn 1039,, of 
which the •..’holesaler sponsored "roup eo’fnaopd 57"; ner 
cent. About 35 per cent nf the total r't-.-tl grocery 
v t 'inoss of fh(-< TTr.* tef "hates Is done by the rey-’lsr 
e^atn stores, and a1* out 23 n«r vent 

■•'■’'■'•■tins, a total op ~0 ner cent done 
all hinds.

v> t’

Vy 
by

the voluntary 
oha in stores of

, .4.

•’here i->aS n,3.-.n also a ride increase in co'b iva bions 
anion.3 achurers of fon^ products and also a corr-
e^rinding increase ■’n horizontal integration a^nng
P“01eeilero of food. Instances of these are the 
national Lairy Corporation enf in t^e dalrv ^us- 
’rc-ss and the. ’’unufachure of sausages, v/i+h 350 retail 
food stores; the hodden 3o"*par.y,  comap-d tn the nanu- 
fachure n-f condensed and other varieties nf milk, and 
of ’■•'111: and cream nro•’’nuts to^et^er with t’-s nu^c^ase 
and distribution nf farm products; the lereral ¿’oods 
0 oro or at ion, handling 38 differently branded nro'"ucts, 
such as cereals, cocoa, syrup, coffee, saints and var
nishes, an-7 also «ngi~ed in meat packing, controlling 
the r’irdseye quick freezing Process •’’nr "oro serving meats, 
fish, etc.

••jfc I”*crease  Ooporbeu in do Mirations. 3wift & Com
pany and Armour & Jompany each had sales a’nrrtng to 
■10”0 than £1,000,000,000 in 1920 an’ also in 1929.
,’he business done Ky other defendants was much smaller, 
’.'o far as volume is concerned, however, only the A. fa P.



Iff
app-*oac.h'sc!  y’-'o volume do«e by Armour ¿.;. Company or by 
fwlft ;.. Company, an'’ the nature of the A. 7 x\ can 
hardly he said to compete with that o**  the Packers.

• • » • • «»•«•••••• • • • • • • • «

’"he petitioners claim, however, that, their profits 
.vere much less pro port innately than those ^’-elr 
competitors. '"he testimony shows that the aggregate 
sales of five of the la^mer food corporations, other 
than the defendants, increased from sone '200,000,000 
in 1920 to over *860,000,000  In 1929, while their 
earn in as increased from less than "‘6,000,000 in 1920 
to nearly :>3,000,O^O tn 1029.

?he profits of «ndard Brands ir 1 v29 were nearly 31 
nor cent of its sales; of Oeneral Foods, over 15 
per cent, while those of Swift h Company were 1.26 
p°r cent of 1 per cent; of Armour ¿-. Company .93 of 
1 per cent. The norcentage of -profits on net worth 
of Standard Brands was over 38 per cent, of General 
Foods over 40 per cent, of Swift m Oonmany 5.78 per 
cent, of Armour 2: Cornany 3.54 per cent, of Cudahy 
6.26 ner cent, and of "ilson 3.52 nor cent. Tn 
1920 Ardour B Company ranged eighth in earnings of all 
domestic food corpop■•.f/ons, arP '’rift Company tenth, 
and A. ?. twenty-third. In 1929 A. <: 1.
firc-t, Poneval ^oo-’o Co'-panv **ifth,  Standard ’-rands 
seventh, "wift ”•. company tenth, aw1 mnoui*  3- Company 
thirteenth.

It ‘s clear •'•■hit none of the defendants a”e waking 1 arje 
•o-«oflts as oow.pured w'th these other dealers in food, 
the greatest profits are not •■■■ide in the slaughtering 
of livestock but in the prooeo-’ing of its cts,
r-'z" instances above riven of those ■'iac’e the 
Largest nrnfits, etc., their, slaughtering business 
was small in amount, and in fact only a few did any 
si•a-v-’htny a t all.

?*e  profita^ie nature of the processing business is 
shown b-" thG Pact 24.3 nonslauohterIng nackers report
ing to the Packers and .~tockyards ldr.iint stration in 
1929 earned net profits of nearly ”23,000,000 on sales 
of about .'447,000,009, while the four defendants 
oarnnd lens than ¿'23,000, OOP on sales of over .'2,300, 
900,000. fhe real norpar’son, I think, should he 
with other packers reporting to the Packers and Stock- 
yards himini strut ion.

■ • • • « • • • *
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• ■o t- ut un-’or any method of comparison i.t does api ear 
that f*"o  net rrofits of +,<"i defendants are 3-'’a?i.L as 
cup ïe'i -.if1'’ that of f"-.?’. ■•■’ competitors. une uonal 
concomitant of a monopoly, vast profit s in proportion 
to its ’■visinoss, foes not exist on th.-: part of ÿyvy of 
tt’o c of op'1 a^ts. tnf as furt-e"'1 evidence of t^is it 
a no ears V'at W defendant, ..11 son '• Company, became

I think that there has been a failure to make a full 
disclosure of the facts in this respect* Swift k Con- 
oany has raid dividends regularly for 44 years and

bankrupt *n  1924, ant bad to be v,eor;;anized.

?he
newer

uvinn ?ower of Chain stores is h^nha'-isec.
• Hihioners lay gre-»t stress upon the buy ini 

these l-irts chain stores; that ^ile tn the buying 
cattle, each head bears its own price ant there Is 
reduction ~ n nrioe due to the nuro'!'‘a.se in onartitv; 

sale !f'eir nro^'iots, the ''ackers ar« con- 
n.o ■•;•>•* tb purchasers tï-’O buy tn such quantities

av the packers ar? compelled to sell to them at 
greatly reduced prices; that they must always he 
■oreparcf to make deLi^ries to these purohage^s, and 
f-ere is the continual danger that they may lose at 
any t i’"!e nne «f these customers and h© left with a 
lar,'Te stock of pertsha^l^ meats on hand to be held or 
:.'ol' av a los

!” f 
of 
no 
in
f ror t 
+ 1->

i.
n&ri 

s.

’r th*  ?■)'•■ that thn "np t t t te ne'?;- cues we ha to an^ers»
”’he chains do a T,r?ry small n-int n* 1 the slaughterin<; 
husinc.ts, anf 3re themselves largely d©oend«nt uoon the 
petitioners for th)’,!1 cuwVcs. ’here ■*  s constant and 
keen compétition, and 1 do ^ot see thg+, the sise of 
the chains give them any unfair advantages over the 
•nackers. The imminent development of the quick freez
ing process will largely do away with the necessity of 
any twe ■■'’■’ ate disposition of peri sb able nro^ucts» 

‘'here are sowe rather singular facts as to th© profits 
of Pr-lft and of Armour which ar« not explained. Ar- 
rnur’s nroffts have vnrind largely from year to year 
and have not followed inversely the r^se of th© chain 
stores. ■■’•;ift h ¿omnany’s profits have exceeded Ar
mour -ompany’s upon substantially the same amount of 
business. '■het^en these variations may he dUe to 
differences in the success of t^eir foreign business, 
or to difference in skill in. management does not appear, 
and the failure to account for this largely weakens 
the argument of th« petitioners, h-ised upon their small 
returns in business.
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^ron 1930 to 1009 at th« rate of 8 per cent and 
during t^c sane time has a-’ded to its surplus and 
reserve over *lo ,000,090. The percentage in profits 
of t1-ie i’udahy Tacking Company has exceeded .Iwift’s 
during t'^e same period.

On t^e whole, therefore, I do not think that the claim 
of t.h® petitioners that the development of the chain 
stores has caused any ^reat losses in their profits, 
has been established.

?ize iione Ts Held, hot to Be an Offense. ¿’he pet- 
TiToners, uni ft & Company and”Armour & lonpany, to
gether control over 54 per cent of tho output of all 
packers engaged in interstate commerce, and all the 
¿'ef slants combined control over 70 per cent of that 
business, so that, if the four defendant groups should 
act together under any agreement or combination, they 
would unquestionably he able to control the creator 
part of this Interstate business and this would be the 
case even if ”wift & Company and Armour & Company alone 
should combine. The Government contends that this 
power, due to their combined size, would constitute a 
riononoly. The statute of course, does not contemplate 
a mononnly in its original mean*ng  -- control of the 
entire business -- but a monopoly evidently exists 
under the statute whenever any one censor. or u combina
tion of persons acquires sue1"1 a wart of the business 
or trad© tn •’.nteretate commerce in any commodity, as 
to enable tuom to fix nrices, stifle competition, or 
unreasonably restrain that rade, and akes use of t^at 
power for those purposes.

That size alone, however, is not an offense under the 
act was held tv the Supreme Court >n the Steel Case, 
in 251 U.S. 429, where that court said*.

“The corporation is undoubtedly of an impressive 
size and it takes an effort of resolution not 
to he affected by it or to exa-gerate its in
fluence. But wu "uot adhere to the law, and 
th“ law does not make mere size an offense, or 
the-existence of unexerted cower an offense.”

But in the instant case no one of the defendant groans 
has anything like a control of the business. The 
business of each is far less than that of its combined 
competitors. The great weight of the testimony ts that 
no combination or agreement in restraint of tra^e 
exists between them. There is some testimony as to 
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sporadic cases of unfair practices, and fixing of 
nrice^. '-'here were certain 'nstances in which Swift 
and Amour, tn competition with some or their competi
tors, engaged in the practice of following each other’s 
trucks to ascertain the location of their customers, 
and rate'! hopuses and large prices to ^ct them for 
thorns el’-’es, and they finally agreed upon an allocation 
of custn-’ers an'’ fixing of prices.

It does not ap.’-ear that the acts of Amour and of 
Swift were any more dangerous than those of their 
competitors, nor that the f inal arsroment 3 were fenced 
upon the others by Amour and Swift, hut were for the 
benefit of all. Ihere is also testimony as to threats 
of cutting prices in 1930 made by defendant’s represen
tatives to a competitor in Texas; that '"ilson, Armour 
and Swift were working under an agreement in Oklahoma 
as to minimum prices to be obtained on frosh work; 
that in certain territories salesmen of '.mow, Swift, 
"ilson and other packers since th« summer of 1929 re
ceived weekly confidential lists of identical minimum 
prices; that during the sane'time • Armour & Company 
•’^duced the Vernon ’’eat Company of Vernon, ?exas, to 
join with then and others for the observance of mini
mum nrices to their retail customers, the prices being 
furnished unsigned in a plain envelope, marked ”strictly 
private".

’"bile the evidence is conflict in«? on these points, I 
am inclined to think +hat those c^ar^es are substant
ially true, hut there is no evidence t^at the officials 
in f^e main offices of the defendants ’^ad any knoviledve 
of these practices but on the other hand they had for
bidden any agreements or arrangements to fix prices.
Tn fact tb« prices of the -‘tffe^?nt defendants 6‘d not 
coincide. Armour and hvift In 1929 endeavored to 
put in effect That was known as a "service-at-cost" 
plan of paying for butterfat, by which each seller of 
milk paid a fixed charge for the expense of measuring 
the amount of butterfat in his milk, and in order to 
force this upon their competitors, advanced the price 
of butterfat, while the price of butter was not affect
ed. They failed in their attempt, and their failure 
is a signifi'■ant fact in determining their ability or 
inability to create a monopoly.

Oompet',tors Testify To Fair Practices. These def- 
endanFs "employ'over 100,00’0 employes; Armour and 
Twift do each an annual business of over *1,030,000,  
COO, and have innumerable competitors throughout the 
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country. It "oul' seem hhit, these coM”etlt6?’s 
would r© anxious to nvoducc eirifonce of every ■"n- 
stanc0 of unfair comoetitlon or practices by the 
defendants, but t>nse are the only instances of 
v/hich any oMd«nce has ^een offered. Cn the con
trary, numerous competitors have testified to the 
keen, but fair, corapetit-ion exi stir” in the ‘-eat 
pa eld ng bus inc s s.

is to this, however, the argument is made t^at it is 
not Incumbent upon the Government to establish the 
allegations of its original petit-5on in the save way 
as if the case were ^ein-- heard for the first time on 
its ”*orits,  but that it can rely upon the decree, ano 
that it would be an intolerable burden to bave to nroye 
its entire case whenever a d:*f©n- ’ant sought to modify 
a final decree. This is true, and the v,uY’den is 
clearly upon the defendants to show clearly that there 
have been such changes in conditions as to warrant a 
mod ification.

Put the fact remains that it was open to the inter
veners as well as to the Government to produce testimony 
of other' similar occurrences if such existed. The 
Government, too, at th© outset, read a letter f'rom 
the ttorney General to th© Pres Vent of t^e Senate,' 
dated July 11, 1930, in -f-ich he said:

:,It is my intention to pre •■’**©  t to the court every 
justifiable argument and fact which tends to the 
conclusion that the decree should «ot he r’,odif- 
ied. I have no doubt f--at thosje who are inter
ested in obtaining ’">oc? if io at ion will present to 
th© court all th© evidence and argument which 
tend to support their nos-’tion;. and in this 
way fl is believed the facts relevant to the 
determination of this important ’-’utter can most 
clearly and expeditiously be presented to the 
court“'.

T think, therefore, that the stipulation as to com
petition amonn the packers was fully justified; that 
the same‘conclusion applies also to interstate commerce 
in the packing business; that V'ere exists no real 
co^Vation or agreements in restraint of interstate 
commerce between the defendant ©ackers, or any of them, 
•and no monopoly nor unfair competition or agreements 
in restraint of trace, save ip t-ho snoraf-’c instances 
mentioned, either in interstate co^erce or as a whole.
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’Oin;/5 V* M'; 'Pp ^.“i '¿XT'S <3 p t ,Y| '.ilsO
CO-1 *? n^‘-ivi^’s tyi *a,,£ tx1 ^0314/\oti t»^. tr^ tm’^^T7vricc 

to nubile ■"tocky'irds♦ "’hat instead of oont^olling 
th©m is alleged in th© Mil, these rtncivards ar«1 now 
under the control of t^e Ih a an trie nt of '»grteulture by 
virtue of th© lackers and 'ftockyards Act of 1921. 
This act forbids unjust, unreasonable nr clLscrlulnatnry 
charges, regulations nr practices.

Secret ary Approves Changes in Charges. 11 r c q-. i ’ r e s
alt, changes in charges to be wade public, an2 they are 
ria de nsbject to the approval of th© 'V ere t ary, who nay 
MnE<?l‘p fix the nates or s^ar^cs, aM who ’a empowered 
upon investigation and ■bgarttt to ’"■akc awards of 
"a rapes to th© narties injured. Ibis, or course, is 
a real h-jnee in conditions and one ¡.’’■’I?’ nwce;’”a* ,tly 
would ^reatlv li"it th© rower o**  fug defendants to 
acquire a noro’ooly.

"’he actual control bv the Secret irv 4 s s^oan ’’v the 
testimony of Lr. "’rank "tiler, V.u'rstint Chief of 
tM lackers and "tockyarcs V’mfMstr--ition, ’.'hen ho s-xva;

’’The nacke* ’ buyer, of course, ’3 subject to tte 
same su’oervlsi.on, observation, wf -or-*  ’’ti ?all‘w 
daily con' act by the rur,°au’ s supur** ’ sirs on t1' e 
various stockyards as are all n+p-cr c-l i;r=-?s of 
buyers and registrants on :-iuo ’ '-n, ’'be business 
at fbg t’lr-’M. If tbgp.- ijyin .any OOU'l-’i *‘U.t S TO- 

n f1 ^UV « *̂0  'T•$n T ° S
tion, repaidin^ unfair tactics ’■'m’H to thg att
ention of fhg gur-erTr Is or by th© cel'-org nn the 
market or by any pro ■'•icer w shipper, t’-e action 
0-p + h©.?e Myers is nrorntly invest touted and all 
of the facts that can.'he obtained, an'1 reports 
made to the lureau”.

The terminal railroads used ir. conn--’tion with 
the stockyards are 1 ■r^-ely ro'-ul-ted by t’-e Inter
state Commerce Corr"is;-ion.

Another means alleged in t’->e htn by «Meh t1’© 
petitioners were enabled to further t’-©ir •f'f’nrts 
to acquire a monopoly, was that by their control 
of the stockyards and the a"j-scert faclllt’es 
they had ’’peculiar and exclusive ■■iceese to in- 
for^’ation concern.'’ng the receipts anf o-le of 
livestock, its disposition ind s’eninaticn of 
’nfomation to the Producer.
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fo gush c ’-jlat' "e informatIon 2x‘s‘s tod sy. he 
fureau of ’.tt’* " ■ tural -■’ononics, a v>*!ansh of the 
",h'art’"unt of Iuviculture, failv collects arc ¿is3- 
e.nlnates information of t^e production and na-hcoting 
of livestock and ot^er agricultural prohicts. ft

1 certain minimum weight is reeuimd by the railroad 
co^pv>ies in each of these cars, so that w’'*ere, for 
instance, the m ininun we’ght required is 10,000 pounds 
and O'-'ly 0,090 pounds ar-71 nut '•rio the car by the shipp
er, ’’e will nevertheless have *,& pay fye’vht charges 
on 1C,CPO poùfidfi» Ihe result, therefore, is that 
vP ere the nicker has only 3,000 pounds 'of ’.'.eat to be 
shipped in one of th0se cars and he adds enough of 
other cor-r-oc’ities to bring up the ùe~’vht of t1'-» -hole 
to t’-e minimum, -while he has to pay for the total amount

operates .over 10,000 miles of leased ■.•.'ires with 70 
telegraph operators at 48 sop^r .to off. ;-es. Inf
ormation is sent out daily-as to prices, hot’-' of sties 
and of ''ids and offers, includin': esti re
ceipts n-p t^e •following day. * Jacket iv^cr ■’alien ’ s 
'■’l?rsni“'a*ed  by ratio ¿cvo'’al t’^-cs s'urlnr Cay.

""''.e^e is doubt f'at 20 far as any ?.wkf.?e of 
prices or ■■*•» ’;.conditions are concerned, net it ’o-ne^s 

■’■'a’.’è no Peculiar ah’ant ave over f'e-i" eoa 'tiiors or 
f^csp ho ■’o^l on the stocky ar is.

hill also o'1-r-:e ■’ that In. ■?'i ltr,n bo f~s Lr numer
ous ''ranch houses, by means of and route
nr pn'-’i3p «ars ths de^e^’ant nac’rers rained adva"tapes 
z■.••>■" t'-eir competitors bv the use of those facilities, 
•r-cvt'«' nr*marily  for the sale of neats, for the dis- 
t-«'.'-nil on no ntver corvo»’ities with «onpar-atimely little 
*r crease in f'e’r overhead. is def’ned by the Inter
riate to "©'•’ce "!o’w”;i avion (hvift & Somoany v. I. 0. h 
',r. ly. ~o., decided -July 14, 1930);

•■'ler ea”8 are refrigerator ca”6 owed, pre
cooled, loaded and iced by "’eat ^ac’-’ers. 
Succinctly stated, a ye-, iter car is an ’nstru- 
•hr'tality by which fy.t2h meats, packin? house 
p-”0-’nots, and certain other commodities more or 
lees associated with neat-packing ''■isinessos 
aro shipped from the packers operating base points, 
the car or cars after arrival at first destination 
being hauled in local freight trains, moving over 
scheduled routes and stopped at various stations 
for unloading and f is ir’but ion ’n less V*an  car
loads to purchasers nr agents of th® Producers’'. 
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shirped, ’’e is enabled to s'-’tp tb@ additional com’-cd- 
’ ties 'o'V'ent a-' 'ittonal cost. ^ts. ’t ’s claimed, 
Ttves W *■'' cker ’■.'1'iose bnotness is large -’Tr-’v:1? Wr

.i, .Xi?5 or Veoe core, a great ad-’arta^e» over
Ms competitors ‘n nWer 1’nes of ’■'tisir ?ss. T’e either 
*avg I ? ? "nWH oqv» ’•i-e e-1'’'"'"'■“nt of v' s ’•’at ■‘■’■'an 

'.■O'1'1.»’ nt* ”'e~’’."5se do, <’»■■’ he is enabled to ship his 
of-e" commodities al-iost wtwout expense.

of "rucks Increases • -’r ihort Deliveries. Is a 
trans■■'■'^Tr'm.on 'West■fon“’?*e  interstate kraeree JoMr- 
is: ion Veld on June 3’., ld.31, in cases in •.■.•>>■*  ch We 
interveners in this case were paries, involving the 
use vy the nicker defendants o**  We’.r refri-erctor
cars:'

”iron corp ’ Jeratins of all tv*''  facts of ’record we 

find Wat We pra^’ezs of -'ef”1''darts In permitt
ing the "Oat packers to load certain articles 
of groceries in their ged-'ler and hr-neh house 
cars is rot s^orn to result in undue prejudice 
to complainants or unduly to prefer the packers”.

?he great development in recent years in hard surfaced 
and in hotter roads everywhere, has greatly dinin’.shed 
any advantage in the ownership or use of refrigerator 
cars. We automobile truck has 'become t^e chief 
•¿etho” of delivery of food oro ducts up to distances of 
from 75 miles to as meh as 150 miles in some instances. 
'>is has, of course, increased the power of the smaller 
racker to compete v;ith the la^er packers.

' great o^ante in th; methods of tistrWut ion of meat 
and moat ^oiucts Is being brought about, too, by what 
is krO’.Tn as the quick-freezing process. ’’eat is 
subjected to temperatures of from 30 degrees to 40 
degrees below zero (Fahrenheit); and Wen thus frozen 
th? texture an-4 flavor o-f the commodity is unimpaired, 
and it can he preserved in xhis condition for months, 
fy this method '•-’eats can he cut up by the packer and 
nr-'-'-.rW in packages for the retail markets and sold in 
the original package. One great advantage that the 
local paolar*  now has will end, ■por there will he no 
advantage in appearance or flavor in freshly slaughtered 
"’eats. ?u8a, too, the packer can more easily keep bis 
v-«n:Vi/ts, and rot he WroW to •''imp then upon the mar
ket at unfavorable times. He can also, by the use of 
his brands, "'ake use of the inc-re as* ’ng outlie demand 
for articles Wick are so branded Wat the consumer
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1
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development 
sfaction to
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n, an.d that co 
-“?ss as to nav 
s not t’-e only 
■^rsl ’ ent of 

to f’’'3 oronres 
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so far made •.:ould ”i”S us ample 
the point w’-eve we could '"ect the

competition of any food that is now prepared in
•any net hod. or by 
market, -hen and

any method that 4 s now on the 
ir we ■<ai"t to do tl!!.

A^d Pwift Oowmy, to ^eet any competition. 4 n this 
lire, are installing apparatus for prtserving meats at a 
•rich Io-..- m? temperature than formerly.

L'uon tu© whole case - ar’ 
re-sweets there have ^een 
of food distr^hntion and 
■-aged 
d sere e• 
he given
Certain provisions of the decree enjoined th 
from acts which, whether they were illegal 
sense or not, at the time of the d^cr^e, • 
■to them unfair advantages o,Te^ +heir
These arose from the ownership or control 
stockyards, terminal railroads an-1 market 
"hile t'!•’<? Fakcers and Sjjockv-.rds let, the 
the Ter’-’nal ’’ailroads by the Interstate Commerce Comm
ission and the prosent widespread and prompt dissemina
tion of market news has, to a cons4d-rahLe extent, dim- 
in4.shed the danger arising from the petitioners’ owner
ship of t’-’ese facilities, I think it would he unwise 
to modify the decree in t’-ese respects. 
r’a:’.v onportuntties for secret preferences 
of the stockyards and of the terminals 
propaganda and distortion, of news in no escapers, 
is probable, that Cor ■"•"ess? would >!aT?e made 
nc the Packers and 
had it not been for 
mention the question of 
by uh4 ch a 
whic1'' buys 
of darter, 
nreferences

of the op’nion that in many 
créât r'-anwes in t' o ,r,ethods 
in the situation or those en- 

■’n the paokin-j industry since the date of the 
The extent of t>? relief, if any, that should 

to the petitioners is a difficult question.
e defendants 

_n f-e strict 
were s.uck as 

1 competitors.
of puhli c 
journals. 

i control nf

Z’ ••

IS

arose

V»/ <■*»  ■f*  
V vi J

cil it les,
■ areJV'g VS0

in the operation 
and much for

It 
Cor ■"•«ess would “'a^e made the provisions

5 Stockyards Act even more stringent 
the decree. Ind here I might

”reciprocal buying’1,, a practice 
shipper ships big roods over that railroad 
his products. I consider this an element 
with opportunities for secret rebates and 
, but the lo’-emment admits that, while thisthe

3
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nractice on V‘~ part of petitioners shows a tendency 
to unfair trafe --racV ces, it is not illegal and by 
no ’"oars confined to the petitioners. The Government 
.-'•nes not seek any af■'’it ion al injunction in this res- 
’•'^ct.

bolder latitude in Trade How Exists. The use of 
refr’t-eratn-« and pettier cars and the dealing in 
enm-oittles other than ’•'oats, are not, of course, 
illegal tn theueel’^cs, nor are they sinister in 
Vetr nature nor the •^uhjGCts of any secret advan- 
Lres. It is simply a question Vs Ver it is in- 
equit-Vle to further continue the pro”isions of the
V ’roe in these -"tspects. I do not think 4hat in 
order to shoxv a right to ™o;,lfy the injunction in 
ary -«ne respect, the changes in conditions which 
wo”Id .1usts-c,y such a ror'if ■*  cation 3boule' be United 
to those hiring particularly upon that one question, 
hut th? entire charge of conditions in the distribut
ion of foots, those brought aho”.t by economic changes 
■and practices of the pet-’tinners, and changes in
the statutes and laws TOust be considered, and if 
hy reason of those changes, any provision of the 
decree can he modified without danger of monopoly, 
or the prnhviity of acts in restraint of tra^e or 
unfair practices on the part of the petitioners, Ven 
the decree should he modified.

V or'vest source of dancer alleged in the bill was 
Vat with reference to the control by the defendants 
of Ve stockyards, terminal railroads an*'  merket neras- 
narers, iV the most reprebens’tle practices charged 
arairst Ve packers were those connected with their 
n^eratVns of Voce facilities mi Vein cochin at ions 
and co^seouent conduct V restraint of trade, firing 
nrtces m*  acts of nnfa’r competition, by means of 
which they wer*  acquiring a monopoly. Today Ve 
eo-Vlnat.ion no lon-re” ■-xists; no one alone of the 
oackers is of sufficient sice to constitute a monopoly, 
even if it tried to do so; their control of the public 
facilities rent•oned is much v?eakened, mi if the in
junction as to those -n tiers remains unchanged, they 
cannot be *V  the basis of a monopoly. hs to the

••■’•?■*  Ver ears it is an extreme «eaaure, unless absolutely 
”scesriry, to prevent anyone from making an economic 
use of big facilities. The use V the nackers of 
vacant nlaces in the pefVer ears an-' in their ware
houses, not used for meats, by other eo’-wofliVes is 
sound as an economic an/’ business proposition. In 
af'-’tlon to Vis Vere KiS been a treat increase in 
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4'v>e number of combination -fond stores, t^o-’e retailing 
■'?'.>> "'eats a” ’ Tooeries.

This is die •■■»av’tly to tie incre-sed use of the auto- 
f’V'*'is  CP -^16^ itO C‘V'’Y’V

IT» 9 3.^^ s"h8 * O T-?t .^OOd

su?--1* gs -«t one place, 'ne probably in nart to the 
trou’-'le ■in,'': cl*.  fficultv of ,iai’ktP,i her c,-<r. There
»"•.11 he ouits a saving to the net itioners ’ f the same 
salesman, -.hen call’ng upon the retailor, coal«' sell 
•n?n -»eats and other food products, or if he •’id
not desire oneje could sell him the other. ’Thile 
of'er restr'ii!'’ c remaining in force and fortified in 
sore instances by government inspection -and control, 
with the increased competition of ^t^er nackers, with 
the rro--tb and pu^ohaslns no-.-•er of th« e’>»itns of all 
’'infs, with th« widespread dissemination Of -»ar'cet 
news, I se? no dinner of a mononoly on t^e mart of the 
rhf*~.rji •■’ ants ■i''1' ?; ■’.ng''fr?m *"he  use of r^tr ’ -■■mstor cars 
anf from •’ealing in commodities other than meats.

Retailing lltu'tlon Declared Different. As to re- 
tailing I thirJc 'the situation is d-4 ff 'rent. .nne con-
trol by the defendants nf the great amount of inter
state commerce in meats and other articles from t^e 
producer to the consumer .would probably result in the al
most corolete annihilation of the independent retail 
’-rocer, alrea-fy a minority in volume of business.
The petitioners admit f-'’at if they mo into the retail 
business they must .buy out many now in the business, 
+h«y will neceefarily compete with '»i^er retailers, 
now th«lr customers, and can by tho elimination of 
salesmen and in .rays, reduce the costs of th«tr
■croquets to tb^ir own retail stores. Th’en if they 
should not -mo ^nto the business of retailing, if they 
had the no—to do so, there "s a real m"er of the 
misuse of t^at power. This is shown by the testimony 
of +.'!->e Pres ’.‘■’’ent of •Armour«': dor •■>any '.'her he said:

'The very fact that we had the pr’vile me or 
opportunity of going Into the retail hUsiness 
without restriction might prove on remove t’^e 
necessity for our ever hg-”*.n~  to do it.

In ’¿hat way might it do that?

"ell, if you h;,v« somebody tn a situation, 
where'he c.n never met up to you, y •mi 
have an advantage over him.
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